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Exclusive to MYER



Kerrie McCallum, Editor-in-chief

It feels like a great time of
year to be taking the reins
at delicious. HQ – when it
comes to celebrating and
entertaining, December
and January are my

favourite months, and the team doesn’t disappoint
this issue. Valli Little’s wicked Christmas desserts
(p 96) are a twist on classic festive flavours, and food
editor Warren Mendes’ show-stopping cover ice
cream layer cake (p 14) will keep you cool all summer.

I’m also thrilled to introduce our new contributor,
Silvia Colloca (p 72). The Italian foodie, blogger and
author begins this month with an extract from her
new book, Made in Italy, which just so happens to
make an excellent gift.

the hit list

Our latest book, Love to 

Eat, should be on your 
gifting hit list. Filled with 

Valli’s international 
inspirations, it’s available 
from good book stores.  

Potato salad is a festive 
tradition in our family. 

I’ll be channelling Jamie 
Oliver with his warm 

potato salad with bacon 
pangrattato (p 89). 

There’s plenty of inspiration 
for X-factor entertaining in 
our style feature (p 110), 
which has party food and 
cocktails, plus beautiful 

new-season homewares. 

 delicious. 9

editor’s letter. 
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mango, coconut & macadamia
ice cream layer cake with
chilled lime caramel
Serves 12

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

3 cups (270g) desiccated coconut

2 x 270ml cans coconut cream

2 x 1L tubs vanilla frozen yoghurt

(we used Weis) or ice cream

2 cups (300g) macadamias

175g scotch finger biscuits

125g unsalted butter, melted, cooled

3/4 cup (165g) caster sugar

2 large limes, juiced (to give 100ml)

2 mangoes, sliced into long, thin strips

Coconut flakes, to serve

Grease and line the base and sides of

two 18cm springform cake pans with

baking paper. Using a stand mixer, beat

the desiccated coconut and coconut

cream until well combined. Add the

frozen yoghurt or ice cream and beat

on low speed until well combined. Divide

the mixture between the two cake pans,

then immediately cover the pans with

plastic wrap and freeze for at least 5 hours

or overnight until set.

Preheat oven to 200ºC. Place the

macadamias on a baking tray and roast

for 8 minutes or until golden. Cool and

set aside 1/4 cup (35g) nuts to garnish the

cake, then place remaining nuts in a food

processor with the biscuits and pulse to

fine crumbs. Add the butter and whiz

until well combined. Divide the crumb

mixture between the tops of the set ice

cream cakes, then, using a spoon, press

down into a level, even layer. Cover cakes

with plastic wrap and freeze for at least

1 hour to set or until ready to assemble.

To make the syrup, place the sugar and
1/4 cup (60ml) water in a small saucepan

over medium heat, stirring until the sugar

dissolves. Bring to a simmer and cook,

without stirring, for 8 minutes or until

a golden caramel forms. Carefully add

the lime juice (the mixture may spatter),

then remove from heat. Allow caramel

to cool, then chill until ready to serve.

To assemble, remove cakes from pans

and peel away the baking paper. Carefully

invert one cake onto a cake stand or

plate, then invert second cake on top.

Store in the freezer or serve immediately.

To serve, top cake with reserved

macadamias, mango and coconut flakes,

then drizzle over lime caramel. d.

ICE CREAM CAKE
It’s been a tough job tasting desserts from the delicious. test kitchen to bring you the

one that best sums up summer Down Under, but, after many ice cream headaches, we’re

delighted to present the winner, made with frozen yoghurt and laced with tropical flavours.

“This spectacular dessert can be layered
up or layered down, and dressed with any
other seasonal fruit with a tropical twist.”

THE ULTIMATE
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cover recipe.
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There are plenty of ways to party in our bumper summer issue – take a cue from these stress-free 
menus for a barbecue, Christmas with a twist, and cocktail party to ring in the New Year.

christmas 
made easy

Treacle & whisky-cured 

salmon with 

quick-pickled cucumber
+ 

Cheat’s roast turkey with 

cornbread sauce
+ 

Coffee meringue with 

pomegranate sauce 28122 98

66

breezy barbecue 
The best summer burger

+ 

Chargrilled peaches with 

green beans and almonds
+ 

No-churn ice cream 4 ways

58 126

115

new year’s eve 
cocktail party

Rockmelon & tequila cooler
+ 

Prawn & mango rice paper 

rolls with nam jim 
+ 

Bocconotti 

(fi lled short pastries)

142 78



For more recipe ideas visit cobramestate com au

INGREDIENTS

4 fillets Blue Eye, skin on

2 lemons sliced

10 green olives pitted & roughly chopped

Splash of white wine in each parcel

Salt flakes & freshly ground pepper

Baby herbs to garnish

SALSA VERDE:
1 bunch parsley

½ bunch dill

2 garlic cloves

2 teaspoons capers, drained

¼ red onion

¾ cup Cobram Estate Lemon Infused

    Extra Virgin olive oil

METHOD:

Preheat oven to 200° Celsius. Or alternatively use your BBQ.

Place all salsa verde ingredients in a food processor and pulse until

combined and smooth.

Season the fish and coat in the salsa verde and set aside.

edges of the baking paper to enclose the fish.

Place on a tray in the oven or wrap in foil and place on your BBQ.

Bake for 10-12 minutes.

and pepper.

BAKED FISH PARCEL WITH SALSA VERDE (SERVES 4)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. salt

HERB BAKED BLUE EYE IN A LEMON INFUSED PARCEL MAKES FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE SUMMER NIGHT FEAST
WITH COBRAM ESTATE LEMON INFUSED EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
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SEA CHANGE

I’ve been inspired by delicious. in and out of the kitchen since 2003, 

and the Bellarine Peninsula Locavore (May 14, p 140) motivated me 

to take my family on a holiday to Portarlington. We loved it so much we 

are moving to Portarlington in December! Rachel Denny, in transit, Vic

CAN’T HARDLY WAIT

My November issue just arrived in the mail and I can’t wait to make 

Nathan Sasi’s Mediterranean feast for friends (Australian Flavours, p 64). 

@harrisonbee, via Instagram 

FLASHBACK FRIDAY

I recently purchased a selection of very early issues of delicious. 

It was such fun re-reading these treasures and I found myself cutting 

out many recipes for my recipe fi les. Kaz Reimann, via Facebook

BABY LOVE

After a three-month cooking hiatus while negotiating the crazy world 

of a newborn, it’s great to be fi nally back perusing your pages. Best of 

all, I have three whole issues of foodie heaven to explore while hanging 

out with my newest sidekick. Natalie Johnston, Coonabarabran, NSW

CELEBRATE GOOD TIMES

I think the end of the semester calls for a picnic barbecue starring the 

pan-pickled mushroom & haloumi burgers (Oct 14, Daily Special, p 89). 

@claudiarlang, via Instagram

ALL-DAY MENU

From the October issue I’ve planned my perfect food day: it would 

begin with Mexican breakfast tortillas (Easy Does It, p 108) and 

end with a healthy dinner of lentil, white bean & quinoa burgers 

(Hotspots, p 50). I could even let myself indulge in a knickerbocker 

glory (Guest Chef, p 100) for dessert! N Lambert, Perth, WA 

Follow us: 

@deliciousAU@deliciousmagazine
facebook.com/

deliciousmagazine

Send your emails to delicious@newslifemedia.com.au or 
write to us at Locked Bag 5030, Alexandria, NSW 2015. 

LETTER OF THE MONTH
The October issue arrived at the perfect time. On my kitchen 

bench were free-range eggs, a bag of lemons from my 

daughter’s garden, cumquats from my tree and fresh 

blueberries. A quick fl ick through this issue and 

I found the perfect recipes to make the most 

of my harvest: Valli’s honey & lemon curd tart 

(Kitchen Diary, p 66) and the honey madeleines 

with cumquats in syrup (Cooking School, 

p 122). Judith Caine, Donvale, Vic. Ed’s note: 

Congratulations Judith! You’ve won a Peugeot 

Elis Sense Salt & Pepper Mill set, valued at 

more than $700. For details, call: 1800 099 012. 



http://ilve.com.au
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To celebrate our annual Italian issue, 

we hosted a special reader dinner in 

Melbourne, at acclaimed modern-

Indian restaurant Tonka. This pairing 

isn’t as odd as it seems, as chef  

Adam D’Sylva (pictured left with 

editor-in-chief Kerrie McCallum) has  

a proud Italian/Indian heritage, and 

created a five-course banquet that 

included salt cod, calamari, chickpea 

and olive salad; broad bean, leek  

and thyme risotto with buffalo  

ricotta; and a bravissimo dessert of  

blood-orange trifle (pictured above 

right). Each course was matched with 

superb Italian wines from the good 

people of Distillery Works. For more 

highlights from the night, visit: 

facebook.com/deliciousmagazine.

delicious.
does dinner 

at Tonka in Melbourne

delicious. 21

event.
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his seasonal market picks than Tim Montgomery, executive 

chef at Berardo’s in Noosa, on the Sunshine Coast.



Spanner crab & green

mango salad. Opposite:

cheat’s roast turkey with

cornbread sauce.

“Delicate  is iconically Noosa  

and is so aromatic when served with fresh Asian herbs.” 

hand picked.

24 delicious.



“The inherent  works well with 

turkey and the sharpness of red onion.”



 have an added sweetness, 

Heirloom tomato 

& haloumi salad. 

Opposite: mango  

& rambutan 

crumbles with 

cardamom  

ice cream.

texture and balance of flavours that other tomatoes lack.”



 is one of Mother Nature’s perfect ingredients  

and it works particularly well with spice.”

delicious. 27 

hand picked.



hand picked.
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spanner crab & green mango salad
Serves 4-6

1 small red chilli, sliced, plus extra to serve

1 garlic clove, finely chopped

1 lemongrass stalk (inner core only), grated

2 tsp chopped ginger

1 tbs each golden syrup and lime juice

3 tsp fish sauce

1/4 bunch each Vietnamese mint, coriander 

and Thai basil, leaves picked

150g bean sprouts

1/2 red onion, thinly sliced

1 green mango, peeled, finely shredded

500g cooked picked spanner crab meat

1 tbs sesame seeds, toasted

1/4 cup (35g) peanuts, toasted

Using a mortar and pestle, pound chilli, 

garlic, lemongrass and ginger to a paste. 

Stir through golden syrup, lime juice and 

fish sauce until combined. Toss with 

remaining ingredients to serve.

cheat’s roast turkey  
with cornbread sauce
Serves 6

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

1.5kg boned turkey breast, rolled, tied

200g unsalted butter

8 thyme sprigs

3 garlic cloves, chopped

1L (4 cups) milk

2 red onions, thickly sliced

1/4 cup (60ml) apple cider vinegar

1/4 cup (60g) brown sugar

3 corn cobs, husks removed, blanched

Cornbread

2 eggs, lightly beaten

1/4 cup (60ml) sunflower oil

1 cup (250ml) buttermilk

400g can creamed corn

1 each onion and jalapeno, finely chopped

11/2 cups (180g) grated cheddar

1 cup (170g) polenta

1/2 cup (75g) plain flour, sifted

2 tsp baking powder

1/2 tsp bicarbonate of soda

For cornbread, preheat oven to 180°C. 

Grease a 20cm square cake pan. Beat egg, 

oil and buttermilk until combined. Slowly 

stir through remaining ingredients. Spoon 

into pan and bake for 45-55 minutes until  

a skewer comes out clean. Cool. Crumble 

half the loaf. Reduce oven to 160°C. 

Heat 2 tbs oil in a casserole over medium 

heat. Cook turkey, skin-side down, for  

5-6 minutes until golden. Turn and add 

150g butter, 4 thyme sprigs and garlic to 

pan. Roast, basting every 15 minutes, for  

45 minutes or until cooked through. Rest, 

loosely covered with foil, for 10 minutes.

Meanwhile, place milk and remaining 

thyme in a pan over medium heat. Bring to 

a simmer, then set aside for 20 minutes to 

infuse. Strain. Return pan to medium heat. 

Stir in crumbled bread and cook, stirring, 

for 4 minutes or until thickened. Whiz in a 

food processor with remaining 50g butter 

until smooth. Season, then strain. 

Heat remaining 1 tbs oil in a pan over 

medium heat. Cook onion for 3-4 minutes 

each side until golden. Add vinegar and 

sugar. Cook for 2 minutes or until tender. 

Preheat a chargrill pan over high heat. 

Cook corn, turning, for 6 minutes or until 

blistered and tender. Slice corn off cob.

Slice turkey and serve with cornbread 

sauce, charred corn and onion.

heirloom tomato & haloumi salad
Serves 4-6

140ml olive oil

1 garlic clove, crushed

2 tbs shiraz vinegar or red wine vinegar

50g unsalted butter

4 slices sourdough bread, torn 

2 garlic cloves, crushed

250g haloumi, sliced, pan-fried

500g mixed heirloom tomatoes, sliced

1 cup each baby spinach, rocket  

and basil leaves

Whisk 1/3 cup (80ml) oil, garlic and vinegar 

together in a bowl. Season and set aside. 

Heat 2 tbs oil and butter in a frypan over 

medium heat. Cook sourdough, stirring,  

for 4 minutes or until crisp. Add garlic and 

remaining 1 tbs oil. Cook for 1-2 minutes 

until fragrant. Drain on paper towel. Cool. 

Combine croutons, dressing and 

remaining ingredients in a bowl to serve.



mango & rambutan crumbles 
with cardamom ice cream 
Serves 4

1/3 cup (50g) plain fl our

40g unsalted butter, chopped

2/3 cup (60g) rolled oats

1/3 cup (50g) macadamias, chopped

1/3 fi rmly packed cup (80g) brown sugar

1 tsp ground cinnamon

6 rambutans or lychees, seeds removed

1 piece pared zest and juice of 1 orange

1 vanilla bean, split, seeds scraped

1 tbs caster sugar

1 tsp fi nely grated ginger

2 mangoes, thickly sliced

Cardamom ice cream

300ml thickened cream

200ml milk

1 vanilla bean, split, seeds scraped

15 cardamom pods, toasted, bruised

5 egg yolks

1/2 cup (110g) caster sugar

For the ice cream, place cream, milk, vanilla 

and cardamom in a pan over medium-high 

heat and bring to a simmer. Set aside for 

30 minutes to infuse. Strain. Return to pan 

and place over medium heat. Whisk egg 

yolks and caster sugar until thick and pale. 

As soon as cream mixture bubbles, pour 

into yolk mixture, whisking constantly. 

Return to pan and place over low heat. 

Cook, stirring, until slightly thickened. 

Transfer to an ice cream machine and 

churn according to manufacturer’s 

instructions, then freeze until ready to use.

Preheat oven to 180°C. Line a baking tray 

with baking paper. Rub fl our and butter 

together until they resemble breadcrumbs.

Stir through oats, macadamias, brown 

sugar and cinnamon. Spread mixture onto 

tray and bake for 10-15 minutes until 

golden. Remove from oven. Cool slightly. 

Meanwhile, place rambutans, zest and 

juice, vanilla seeds, caster sugar, ginger 

and 1/4 cup (60ml) water in a pan over 

medium heat. Cook for 10 minutes or 

until fruit is soft. Stir through mango and 

remove pared zest. Set aside to cool. 

Divide fruit among serving glasses. Top 

with crumble and ice cream to serve. d.

Nothing says summer quite 
like seafood, and spanner crab, 
named after its spanner-like 
front claws, is a great addition 
to salads, pasta and chilled 
soups. One of the three main 
species of crab eaten in 
Australia, spanner crab has 
a distinctive red-orange shell, 
and is a sustainable choice 
that is wild-caught along the 
eastern and western coasts of 
Australia. Picked crabmeat 
is available fresh; however, if 
buying a whole crab, look for 
fi rm, intact shells and claws 
with a pleasant, fresh ocean smell. Remember to follow RSPCA guidelines 
on the most humane way to cook crustaceans. Visit: rspca.org.au.

With barbecue season upon us, now is the best time to enjoy juicy corn 
on the cob. Available year round, but best from September to May, sweet 
corn is the type that we’re most familiar with in Australia. Inspect cobs and 
select ones with golden-yellow, round kernels that are still wrapped in their 
husk, which should be grass-green with no yellowing and with a fi ne tassel 
of silk. Slice charred kernels into a slaw with red cabbage, carrot, parsley 
and mayonnaise, or try fried in fritters with coriander, chilli and red onion.

When we talk about heirloom tomatoes, we don’t mean the perfectly shaped 
red tomatoes you see in every supermarket around Australia. We’re talking 
about the often misshapen beauties that are colourful, stripey and packed 
with fl avour. A hotly contested term, ‘heirloom’ generally refers to varieties 
that predate World War II. Look out for the following at your greengrocer: 
green zebra, black krim, beefsteak and yellow cherry.

What would summer be without sweet, juicy mangoes? Grown in the 
tropical and sub-tropical regions of the Northern Territory, Queensland, 
New South Wales and Western Australia, ripe mangoes have a fragrant 
honeyed aroma, golden-yellow to deep-orange fl esh and skin that gives 
a little when pressed lightly. Bought a tray of fruit ripening faster than 
you can eat them? Freeze the fl esh to add to ice cream cakes and smoothies.

What else to buy in December
FRUIT & VEGETABLES

t�apricot t�blueberries (NSW; SA; Vic; WA) t�grapes t�pineapple (Qld) 

t rambutan (Qld; NT) t�raspberries (Vic; NSW) t watermelon 

t�asparagus (Vic; NSW) t�capsicum (Qld; Vic; WA) t�celery (Vic) 

t�cucumber (Vic) t lettuce t zucchini (Qld)



There’s so much more to make this holiday season and  

time is of the essence. Take a simple approach to 

entertaining and gift giving by whipping up indulgent festive 

dishes and delicious edible presents with KitchenAid®.



THERE’S SO MUCH MORE TO MAKE. VISIT KITCHENAID.COM.AU

1. KITCHENAID® PLATINUM COLLECTION STAND MIXER

In cheery red, this stand mixer will give your kitchen a stylish lift 

this festive season. For extra versatility, a selection of attachments 

transforms the mixer into everything from an ice-cream machine to 

a pasta maker. Stand Mixer in Candy Apple Red (KSM156), RRP $849.

2. KITCHENAID® ARTISAN® STAND MIXER

A benchtop must-have since 1919, this iconic mixer has more than 

10 optional attachments, making it simple to whip up delicious dishes 

and treats, such as a lush, traditional Christmas pudding or summery 

pavlova. Stand Mixer in Contour Silver (KSM160), RRP $779. 

3. KITCHENAID® ARTISAN® ESPRESSO MACHINE

One of the perks of the holidays is catching up with friends over 

a cafe-style coffee at home. Sleek and powerful, this machine 

has dual boilers to brew espresso and steam milk simultaneously. 

Espresso Machine in Candy Apple Red (KES2102), RRP $1,999.

4. KITCHENAID® ARTISAN® EXACTSLICE™ FOOD PROCESSOR

Call it a cook’s best friend as all it takes is a flick of the lever and 

this food processor can slice, shred, chop, puree and knead, cutting 

down on food prep so you can spend more time with family and 

friends. Food Processor in Contour Silver (KFP1333), RRP $479.

5. KITCHENAID® DIAMOND BLENDER

Cool yule cocktails, zingy slushies, fruit-based smoothies and 

more can be created in a flash with this robust blender. Patented 

stainless-steel blades and a diamond-shaped jug allow for speedy 

blending. Diamond Blender in Contour Silver (KSB1585), RRP $329.

ADVERTISEMENT



WHAT MAKES YOUR 

PRODUCT UNIQUE?

We farm Pacifi c and angasi 

[native] oysters. The region 

off ers the perfect climate 

and abundant algae for food 

to produce high-grade 

oysters with concentrated 

fl avour and a fi rm texure.

MOST REWARDING PART 

OF YOUR BUSINESS?

I love working out in the 

elements on the water 

– the fi sh, crabs, dolphins, 

seals and seabirds are never 

far away, and on sunny days, 

the sea is emerald green 

and crystal clear. 

BIGGEST CHALLENGE?

Keeping the oysters alive 

and healthy. As they grow at 

diff erent rates, they need to 

be thinned out. The grading 

process can chip the shells 

and stress the oysters, so we 

have to get them back in the 

water quickly. 

HOW HAS WINNING THE 

AWARD HELPED YOU?

It made many of the the 

country’s best chefs aware 

of us, which led to strong 

demand. In Hong Kong, 

where we sell most 

of our stock, our customer 

was very impressed and 

marketed our win strongly. 

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE?

In fi ve years I’d like to at 

least double the amount of 

our premium-grade oysters; 

to see angasi production 

and quality improve; 

plus introduce Western 

Australian rock oysters 

in South Australia. d.

MEET THE 
PRODUCER
Plucked straight out of Coffi n Bay in SA, 

Brendan Guidera’s Pristine Oysters won 

Producer of the Year in 2010. Here’s why.

“These exquisite 
oysters have 
a concentrated, 
sweet fl avour and 
fi rm texture. They’re 
best served freshly 

shucked with a squeeze of lemon.”  
MATT MORAN, NATIONAL JUDGE AND CHEF 

Nominate for the 2015 delicious. Produce Awards

now, visit: deliciousproduceawards.com.au.

abc delicious produce awards.
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Adelaide Casino’s new 

restaurant, Sean’s Kitchen. 

Left: Sydney’s new Italian 

eatery, The Lemon Tree, 

serves up negronis on tap.
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TABLE TALK
t� 8IFO�POF�PG�UIF�DPVOUSZ�T�NPTU�

BDDMBJNFE�DIFGT�PQFOT�B�CVSHFS�KPJOU�

ZPV�E�FYQFDU�OPUIJOH�TIPSU�PG�nBTI�GBTU�

GPPE�BOE�TP�JU�JT�XJUI�/FJM�1FSSZ�T�OFX�

Burger Project�JO�4ZEOFZ�T�8PSME�

4RVBSF��#VSHFST�BSF�HSBTT�GFE�$BQF�

(SJN�CFFG�IPU�EPHT�BSF�GBU�DIPSJ[P�

TBVTBHFT�BOE�JDF�DSFBN�JT�DIVSOFE�

XJUI�7BMSIPOB�DIPDPMBUF�TBMUFE�EVMDF�

EF�MFDIF�PS�TUSBXCFSSJFT��5PQ�JU�PGG�XJUI�

B�3PDLQPPM�1JMTOFS�NJMLTIBLF�PS�TPEB�

t� ,FZTUPOF�(SPVQ�T�MVYF�OFX�mUPVU�BU�

4ZEOFZ�T�Gazebo�IBT�PQFOFE�KVTU�JO�

UJNF�GPS�TVNNFS��&OKPZ�TIBSF�QMBUFT�

GSPN�DIFG�+BTPO�%FBO�T�	FY�1JFS�BOE�

(BTUSP�1BSL
�DPOUFNQPSBSZ�NFOV�JO�

UIF�TXBOLZ���T�.JBNJ�JOTQJSFE�EJOJOH�

SPPN�PS�PVUTJEF�DPVSUZBSE�CBS�

t� "EFMBJEF�$BTJOP�T�EJOJOH�TDFOF�IBT�

VOEFSHPOF�B�ESBNBUJD�USBOTGPSNBUJPO�

XJUI�Sean’s Kitchen�CZ�SFOPXOFE�DIFG�

4FBO�$POOPMMZ�	5IF�.PSSJTPO�4ZEOFZ
��

)FBE�UP�UIF�HSPVOE�MFWFM�GPS�B�RVJDL�

CVSHFS�PS�JOEVMHF�JO�IJHI�SPMMFS�UBTUFT�

TVDI�BT�0TDJFUSB�DBWJBS�JO�UIF�SFMBYFE�

QSJWBUF�VQTUBJST�BSFB�

t� /BNFE�BGUFS�UIF�5PN�8BJUT�BMCVN�

OFX�DBGF�Heartattack and Vine�PO�

-ZHPO�4USFFU�$BSMUPO�JT�B�CFBDPO��

PG�DPOUFNQPSBSZ�BUUJUVEF�BNJE�UIF�

NBTT�PG�PME�TDIPPM�SFTUBVSBOUT���

&YQFDU�cicchetti�	*UBMJBO�TUZMF�UBQBT
�

XJUI�TNBSU�ESJOLT�BOE�B�DPTZ�BUNPT��

t� 5IF�UFBN�CFIJOE�$BSMUPO�GBWPVSJUF�

&QPDIB�IBT�OPX�BMTP�PQFOFE�Elyros, 

EFEJDBUFE�UP�UIF�GPPE�PG�$SFUF��

o�UIJOL�PDUPQVT�XJUI�petimezi�	HSBQF�

NPMBTTFT
�PS�toursi�	QJDLMFE�WFHJFT
�

XJUI�TPNF�JOUFSFTUJOH�(SFFL�ESPQT�

TRENDING NOW

NEGRONI 

t� 5IF�-FNPO�5SFF�CSJOHT�B�TFYZ�TMJDF�

PG�TPVUIFSO�*UBMZ�UP�4ZEOFZ�T�$#%��5IF�

OFHSPOJ�	MFGU
�JT�PO�UBQ�BOE�NBZ�FWFO�

CF�QVMMFE�CZ�DP�PXOFS�GPSNFS�4OFBLZ�

4PVOE�4ZTUFN�%+�%BJNPO�%PXOFZ��

t� $IPPTF�DMBTTJD�XJUI�B�EBTI�PG�CJUUFST�

PS�OFHSPOJ�TCBHMJBUP�	MJUFSBMMZ�AXSPOH�

OFHSPOJ�
�XIJDI�DPNFT�XJUI�B�TQMBTI�PG�

QSPTFDDP�BU�#BS�EJ�4UBTJP�JO�4U�,JMEB��

t� 1PTJUBOP�NFFUT�1BMN�4QSJOHT�BU�

"EFMBJEF�ristorante�3VCZ�3FE�'MBNJOHP�

XIFSF�UIF�ESJOLT�MJTU�JT�BO�PEF�UP�*UBMZ�

JODMVEJOH�UIJT�DMBTTJD�aperitivo�



G I F T S  F O R  T H E

We’ve taken the hard work out of the 

holiday season, with our round-up of 

gifts to take any foodie’s fancy, be it 

design, entertaining or travel.

insider.
▲

Clockwise from top left: • Sack Me! 

‘Sunday Sundae’ reversible quilt cover, 

from $149, sackme.com.au • Dinosaur 

Designs ‘Resin Collage 8’ choker 

necklace, $220, dinosaurdesigns.com.au

• Organum, Peter Gilmore, $100, 

Murdoch Books, murdochbooks.com.au

• Gorman ‘Lobster’ top, $149, 

gormanshop.com.au • Crystal Head 

Vodka, $76.90, danmurphys.com.au

• Urban Road ‘Caliente’ cushion (front 

and back shown), from $79, urbanroad.

com.au • Aesop The Guild of Artisans 

‘A Certain Radiance’ gift pack, $115, 

aesop.com • The Seventh Duchess ‘Bora 

Bora Daydreamer’ green tea with Tahitian 

lime, $16.95, theseventhduchess.com 

• Citizens of the World ‘Artisans of Fire’ 

Native Gardenia candle, $59.09, 

hellocitizens.com

36 delicious.



KA-RUNCH

Thousands of hours went into perfecting that sound. Watermelon stored  

perfectly. Introducing ActiveSmart™. A refrigeration system that cleverly maintains  

temperature and humidity for the perfect KA-RUNCH, KA-RACK, or even KA-SQUISH.
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insider.

▲

Clockwise from top left: • Simon Johnson 1kg 25 Years 

Panettone, $59, simonjohnson.com.au • Lightly handmade 

brass salad servers, $30, lightly.com.au • Lightly marble salt 

and pepper vessels, $75, lightly.com.au • Gewurzhaus Milk 

Chocolate with Black Truffl e Salt, $12.95, gewurzhaus.com.au 

• Anna Gare Retro Beverage Dispenser, $69.99, David Jones, 

davidjones.com.au • Zoku ‘Ice Ball’ ice-cube mould, $29.95, 

Zoku, zokuhome.com • Belvedere RED Limited Edition, 

$60.49, moet-hennessy-collection.com.au • Uashmama 

‘Washable Paper Bag’ metallic gold paper bag stack, 

$109, uashmama.com.au • Breville ‘The Boss’ high-velocity 

blender, $969, harveynorman.com.au • Four Pillars Gin 

‘Breakfast Negroni’ marmalade, $9.00, fourpillarsgin.com.au 

• Moet & Chandon ‘Imperial Cream Diamond Suit’ 

Champagne, $89.99, moet-hennessy-collection.com.au 

• Tom Dixon ‘Hex’ Champagne bucket, $365, Mr Kitly, 

mrkitly.com.au • Stanley Rogers ‘Soho Onyx’ 56-piece cutlery 

set, $599, stanleyrogers.com.au

G I F T S  F O R  T H E

Bagging the latest ingredients and dressing 

tables to impress is the name of the game 

for hosts with the most, so we have everything 

they’ll need to please a crowd, day or night.



30 DAY 
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

Give your fruit and vegetables 

the KA-RUNCH test this summer. 

Spend at least 14 days trying 

them out in any ActiveSmart 

fridge and if you’re not happy, 

we’ll give you your money back.* 

™
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*Money back offer applicable for purchases made between 1st November 2014 - 31st January 2015. Offer via online 

redemption only. Claims must be submitted within 30 days of the purchase date (or delivery date if on backorder). 

To claim and for full Terms & Conditions visit www.fisherpaykel.com.au/promotions

THE  

KA-RUNCH

TEST



40 delicious.

insider.

Whether you’re buying a gift for 

an adventurous soul, a culinary 

explorer or an armchair traveller, 

this collection is just the ticket. 

Clockwise from top left: • ‘First Harvest’ gift box Australian-grown green tea, $40, 

Perfect South, perfectsouth.com.au • Variopinte picnic wicker basket, $99.90, and 

‘Red Cinnabar’ set of 3 enamel nesting bowls, $99.90, Citta Design, cittadesign.com.au 

• Venice: Recipes Lost and Found, Katie and Giancarlo Caldesi, $45, Hardie Grant Books, 

hardiegrantgift.com.au • A Kitchen in France: A Year of Cooking in My Farmhouse, 

Mimi Thorisson, $49.95, Hardie Grant Books, hardiegrantgift.com.au • Walter G 

‘Pyramids Indigo’ set of 4 napkins, $44, walter-g.com.au • Beats by Dre ‘Studio’ over-ear 

noise-cancelling headphones in Champagne, $399.95, store.apple.com/au • Murchison-Hume 

‘Travel Essentials Kit’, $34.95, murchison-hume.com.au • Knotty ‘Oteki Kilim’ Turkish towel, 

$59, knotty.com.au • A Moveable Feast: Delicious Food to Take With You, Katy Holder, 

$39.95, Hardie Grant Books, hardiegrantgift.com.au • Longchamp ‘Le Foulonné’ leather 

travel bag in Duck Blue, $1019, Hunt Leather, huntleather.com.au d.



The gift that will always be enjoyed.
The festive season is a time to appreciate the triumphs of the year gone by and give

thanks to your family and friends. But above all it’s a time to celebrate.

SHOP OUR EXCLUSIVE FULL RANGE OF HAMPERS
INSTORE OR ONLINE AT DAVIDJONES.COM.AU

It is against the law to sell or supply alcohol to, or to obtain alcohol on behalf of, a person under the age of 18 years. Proof of age must be supplied on request.

Fortnum’s 
English Essentials Box $149

Weekend Escape $199

Sparkling & Chocolates $89.95
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insider.

Meatmaiden 
WHERE Basement, 195 Little Collins 

St, Melbourne, Vic, (03) 9078 7747.

WHO Owners Neil Hamblen and Nick 

Johnston, of Richmond’s smokin’ 

Meatmother, with consultant chef 

Justin Wise (ex-Press Club, The Point). 

THE BUZZ An atmospheric, low-lit 

underground space with spotlit glass 

meat cabinets, booths and a new bar 

distinguished by signage that signals 

the restaurant’s meaty intentions.

THE MENU Clearly it’s (mostly) about 

meat, whether from the grill or the 

smoker, such as 20-hour Rangers 

Valley wagyu brisket and lamb ribs, 

O’Connor pasture-fed fl at-iron steak 

and Sher F1 Wagyu ribeye. 

THE DRINKS The bar offers drinks and 

snacks, with a rotating list of imported 

and local craft beers on tap, classic 

American-style cocktails, and a smart 

wine list from sommelier Jane Semple. 

MUST-EAT: Lobster mac ’n’ cheese is 

a retro dish made contemporary with 

its generously rich, salty-sweet fl avour.

Neil Hamblen and Nick Johnston, of Melbourne’s Meatmother
smokehouse, go underground with its sizzling younger sister.

chipotle pork with asparagus, 
baby leeks, oats and orange
Serves 4

2 tbs sauce from chipotle in adobo*

6 thyme sprigs, leaves picked

2 garlic cloves, fi nely chopped

2 eschalots, fi nely chopped

1/2 cup (125ml) extra virgin olive oil

Juice of 1 lemon

4 pork cutlets

2 oranges, peeled, segmented

2 tsp wholegrain mustard

1 tsp coriander seeds, crushed

1/2 cup (45g) rolled oats

50g unsalted butter

1 bunch each baby asparagus and baby 

leeks, blanched and refreshed

1/4 bunch fl at-leaf parsley, leaves picked

1 cup snow pea sprouts

Combine adobo sauce, thyme, garlic, half 

the eschalot, 2 tbs oil and half the lemon 

juice with pork. Chill for 1 hour. 

Heat another 2 tbs oil in a frypan over 

medium heat. Add the remaining eschalot 

and cook for 2-3 minutes until softened, 

then add orange segments and stir until 

just warmed through. Set aside to cool. 

Whisk mustard, remaining 2 tbs olive 

oil and remaining lemon juice in a bowl. 

Season and set aside. 

Combine coriander with the oats. Heat 

butter in a frypan over medium heat. Add 

oat mixture, season with salt, and cook, 

stirring, for 2-3 minutes until toasted and 

golden. Drain on paper towel.  

Preheat a barbecue or chargrill pan to 

medium-high. Season cutlets, then cook 

for 4 minutes each side or until lightly 

charred and cooked through. Rest, 

loosely with foil, for 5 minutes. 

Combine asparagus, leeks, parsley and 

sprouts in a bowl, toss with the mustard 

dressing, then divide among plates. Place 

a cutlet on each, then scatter with orange 

mixture and oat mixture to serve. 

* 
From gourmet food shops.

Underground city



Eat, drink, buy
The team at Hobart’s must-visit restaurant, Ethos Eat Drink, are 
keeping it real, seasonal and local at their new eat-in food store.

summer tarts
Makes 8

11/2 cups (225g) plain fl our

150g cold unsalted butter, chopped

1/4 cup (70g) plain yoghurt

3 egg yolks

1/4 cup (55g) caster sugar

2 tbs cornfl our 

300ml milk

1 white and 2 yellow peaches

1 each white and yellow nectarine

300ml pure cream, whisked to soft peaks

125g punnet blueberries 

1/4 cup (35g) hazelnuts, roasted, 

skins removed, chopped

Mint leaves and extra virgin olive oil, 

to serve

Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease eight 4cm 

x 8cm loose-bottomed tart pans. Pulse 

fl our and butter in a food processor to fi ne 

crumbs. Add yoghurt and 1/2 tsp salt, then 

whiz until mixture comes together. Enclose 

in plastic wrap and chill for 30 minutes. Roll 

out to 5mm thick and use to line pans. Trim, 

then line with baking paper and fi ll with 

pastry weights or rice. Bake for 15 minutes, 

remove paper and weights, then bake for 

a further 10 minutes or until golden. Cool.  

Meanwhile, whisk egg yolks, sugar and 

cornfl our in a bowl. Place milk in a pan and 

heat over medium-low heat until almost 

boiling. Whisking constantly, slowly add 

warm milk to egg mixture. Return mixture 

to pan over low heat, stirring constantly, 

until mixture is very thick. Transfer to a bowl 

and cover creme patissiere with plastic 

wrap to prevent a skin forming. Cool.

Reduce oven to 150°C. Line a baking tray 

with baking paper. Cut crosses into bases 

of the fruit, blanch in boiling water for 

20 seconds, then refresh in iced water. 

Peel, halve and remove stones, then place, 

cut-side down, on tray and roast for 

25-30 minutes until softened. Cool. Whiz 

half the fruit in a small food processor to 

a puree. Slice remainder into wedges. 

Fold creme patissiere through cream 

and divide among tart cases. Top with 

fruit wedges, berries, hazelnuts and mint. 

Drizzle over puree, then olive oil to serve. W
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insider.

Providore 
WHERE 100 Elizabeth St, Hobart, 

Tas, (03) 6231 1165.

WHO Chef Iain Todd and GM Chloe 

Proud, of Ethos Eat Drink. 

THE BUZZ Rural meets industrial with 

quirky design accents in a heritage 

site. City workers, hipsters and 

yummy mummies pack in for 

breakfast, lunch and shopping. 

THE MENU Morning pastries and 

sourdough baked in the Ethos Eat 

Drink kitchen segue into a lunch 

selection of ‘pay-by-weight’ salads 

and a blackboard menu of sandwiches 

du jour. Plus self-serve organic frozen 

yoghurt with fi xings next door at Vita.

THE DRINKS At night, descend the 

spiral staircase to the clubby cellar 

bar, Asher & Besters, for a whisky. 

Upstairs, the team’s own range of 

bottled cold-pressed juices are stars.

MUST-EAT Salads, cronuts (truly) and 

Sunday brunch dishes, such as ‘slow 

eggs, kale, rye and spring things’.



®Registered Trademark. TM Trademark. ©Mars, 2014. MFA0993/R/D

Not all seasonings 
are black and white.™

Escape the grind of dull dinners with a sprinkle of MasterFoods® Perfect For®

Herbs & Spices Blends. Flavour your roast chicken dishes with the perfect blend 
of fragrant sage and thyme and roasted garlic. So don’t settle for an everyday 
meal every day, fi nd us in your supermarket Herbs and Spices aisle.



Acclaimed chef Mark Best’s next step has been to bring his 
successful Melbourne venture to Sydney’s Four Seasons hotel.

casarecce with chicken 
dumplings and parmesan
Serves 4

100g chicken gizzards*

150g duck fat*

80g chicken hearts* 

3/4 cup (180ml) pure (thin) cream

600g chicken mince

40g chicken livers, trimmed, 

fi nely chopped*

1/2 fresh nutmeg, fi nely grated

2 tbs olive oil

50g unsalted butter

300g casarecce or other short pasta

1L (4 cups) chicken stock

1/3 cup (25g) grated parmesan, 

plus extra to serve

Juice of 1/2 lemon

2 tbs fi nely chopped fl at-leaf parsley

Place gizzards and duck fat in a small 

saucepan over low heat (ensure gizzards 

are submerged). Cover and cook for 

2 hours or until tender. Drain off fat 

and discard, then fi nely chop gizzards. 

Whiz hearts, cream and half the mince 

in a food processor until smooth. Fold 

through the livers, nutmeg and remaining 

mince, then season. 

Heat the oil and 25g butter in a deep 

frypan over medium heat. Add pasta and 

cook, stirring, for 1-2 minutes until coated. 

Add stock, bring to a simmer and cook 

for 8 minutes. Form teaspoons of mince 

mixture into dumplings, then tuck among 

the pasta and simmer, turning dumplings, 

for a further 8 minutes or until dumplings 

are cooked through. Stir through the 

gizzards, season, then remove from heat. 

Stir through parmesan and remaining 

butter. Drizzle with lemon juice, scatter 

with parsley and serve with extra parmesan. 

* 
All available from butchers; duck fat 

and chicken livers are also from selected 

supermarkets. d.

Pei it forward
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Pei Modern
WHERE Four Seasons, 199 George St, 

Sydney, (02) 9250 3160.

WHO You can spot Mark Best of 

celebrated restaurant Marque behind 

the pass at his latest venture, with Pei 

Modern Melbourne head chef, Matt 

Germanchis, heading up the new team.

THE BUZZ The space was previously 

occupied by Hamish Ingham’s The 

Woods. Now designer Helen Rice 

has refreshed the interiors to create 

a sleek and modern designer space.

THE MENU Well-thought-out 

smaller offerings include burrata with 

romanesco and egg-yolk jam, or go 

for larger dishes such as salmon tail 

on the bone with samphire and rouille.

THE DRINKS The extensive wine list 

includes half bottles and carafes, or go 

all out on the aged reserve cellar list.

MUST EAT The casarecce with 

dumplings has become something of 

a signature, but save room for spiced 

doughnuts with orange and caramel.

insider.



dish’d is a new online food store offering an 

extensive and evolving menu of the most fabulous 

frozen dishes you’ll ever taste. dish’d will change 

the way you cook and enjoy food with your family 

and friends, with no stress.

dishd.com.au
“Just like a Sous Chef in your kitchen! I love it!” 

– Jacques Reymond, dish’d Chef

DELICIOUS FOOD 

READY WHEN YOU ARE

$30 free plus free delivery
See dishd.com.au for details

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!



Make all things nice this festive season. From fruity tarts with a spicy dark brown sugar

pastry to an irresistible crunchy toffee tiramisu, the magic ingredient is CSR sugar.

CSR ADVERTISING FEATURE

sugar and spice



tiramisu with sugar bark

1 cup (220g) CSR Caster Sugar

¾ cup (180ml) water

2 tablespoons strong instant coffee

250g mascarpone

½ cup (125ml) single (pouring) cream

2 tablespoons CSR Pure Icing Sugar

12 small store-bought sponge fingers

sugar bark

½ cup (110g) CSR Caster Sugar

¼ cup (55g) CSR Demerara Sugar

2 tablespoons CSR Coffee Sugar Crystals

Preheat the oven to 200°C (400°F). To make

the sugar bark, mix to combine the caster

and demerara sugars and sprinkle evenly in a

thin layer on a large lightly greased baking

tray lined with non stick baking paper. Bake

for 10 15 minutes or until golden and melted.

Working quickly, sprinkle with the coffee

sugar crystals and allow to cool completely

before breaking into pieces. Set aside.

Place the caster sugar, water and coffee in

a medium saucepan over high heat and stir

until combined. Bring to the boil, reduce the

heat to medium and cook, stirring

occasionally, for 6 7 minutes or until reduced.

Allow to cool completely. Place the

mascarpone, cream and icing sugar in a bowl

and whisk until soft peaks form. Lightly dip

the sponge fingers into the syrup and divide

between 4 plates. Top with mascarpone

cream and serve with the bark and extra

syrup. Serves 4.

sugared fruit mince pies

1 Granny Smith apple, peeled and grated

cup (110g) dried currants

¾ cup (120g) dried cranberries

½ cup (65g) slivered almonds

cup (85g) mixed peel

cup (80ml) CSR Treacle

¼ cup (45g) CSR Dark Brown Sugar

60g unsalted butter, chopped

¼ cup (60ml) water

1 egg, lightly beaten

CSR Coffee Sugar Crystals, for sprinkling

spiced dark brown sugar pastry

3 cups (450g) plain flour

300g cold unsalted butter, chopped

½ cup (90g) CSR Dark Brown Sugar

2 teaspoons ground cinnamon

2 eggs

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

To make the pastry, place the flour, butter, 

sugar and cinnamon in a food processor and 

process in short bursts until the mixture 

resembles coarse breadcrumbs. Add the eggs 

and vanilla and process until the pastry comes 

together. Turn out onto a bench, bring the 

dough together to a smooth ball and divide in 

half. Place each half between 2 sheets of 

non-stick baking paper and roll out to 

5mm-thick. Refrigerate for 30 minutes. Preheat 

oven to 160°C (325°F).

Place the apple, currants, cranberries, 

almonds, mixed peel, treacle, sugar, butter and 

water in a small saucepan over medium heat 

and stir until well combined. Bring to the boil 

and cook, stirring occasionally, for 6-8 minutes 

or until the fruit is softened and most of the 

liquid is absorbed. Set aside to cool completely. 

Using a 7cm- round cookie cutter, cut 24 rounds 

from the dough to line 24 x 40ml-capacity 

lightly greased patty tins. Re-roll the remaining 

dough between 2 sheets of non-stick baking 

paper to 3mm-thick. Refrigerate for a further 

15 minutes. Press 1 heaped tablespoon of the 

fruit mixture into each case and brush the 

edges with egg. Using a 5.5cm star cookie 

cutter, cut out 24 stars from the remaining 

dough and press on top of the tarts. Brush the 

tops with the remaining egg and sprinkle with 

the coffee sugar crystals. Bake for 25–30 

minutes or until lightly golden. Allow to cool in 

the tins for 5 minutes before turning out to 

cool completely. Makes 24.

sweet idea
With its toffee-like crunch and delicious sweet 

flavour, the sugar bark makes a beautiful 

addition to puddings, pavlova and other festive 

desserts. The sugared fruit mince pies are 

gorgeous as an edible Christmas gift – 

simply place in a box or tin.

For more inspiration, 

visit csrsugar.com.au and 

join the CSR #BakingNation

tiramisu with 
sugar bark
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This month, let Andrea Frost help you find the perfect drop to suit your friends,
appeal to their taste and match their personality with our tailored gift-buying guide.

what to drink when. by andrea frost

WHENBUYINGWINE as gifts, I like

to choose a wine to match a person’s

character, interests and hobbies, as

I might a gift of a book or an album.

Whether it’s for the fashionista, the

traditionalist or the artist, we have

all of your wine gift-buying covered.

Traditionalists & classicists
2013 Howard Park Porongurup Riesling, $34

This is a stunning expression of the noble variety from the

southwest of Western Australia. Fresh, vibrant and zingy

with citrus aromas, the palate offers enlivening acid, a fine

minerality and a long, harmonious finish.

2010 Voyager Estate Cabernet Sauvignon Merlot, $70

Margaret River is one of Australia’s

premium cabernet sauvignon regions

and this wine, which is a benchmark

Australian style, proves why. It is

perfectly balanced, poised and a very

fine wine for the traditional collector.

Creatives & contrarians
2013 Thousand Candles, $110

Made in the Yarra Valley, this wine has

caused a stir since its first release in 2011, due to a high price and

big reputation. It’s a unique blend of mostly pinot noir and shiraz

with a dash of sauvignon blanc. It’s wild and beautiful for those

willing to go there.

2013 Moorilla Pinot Noir, $30

Moorilla winery is part of the MONA arts domain in Hobart, so it

is hardly surprising the Moorilla wines come with a heavy design

aesthetic. This wine is a beautiful drink-now pinot noir, with lots

of up-front light and cheery red-fruit deliciousness.

Naturalists & wild ones
2014 Jauma Blewitt Springs Chenin, $27

James Erskine makes his wines naturally, and this is made in

a similar way to the vins jaunes (‘yellow wines’) of France’s Jura.

He describes it as a “loose cannon”. It’s ideal for drinking now.

2013 Ar Fion Smokestack Lightning Pinot Noir, $30

Ar fion in Scottish Gaelic means ‘our wine’ and is a nod to

winemaker Dave Mackintosh’s heritage. It’s pinot noir with

an edgy savouriness, made with minimal intervention.

Nomads & adventurers
2012 Pittnauer Blaufrankisch, Austria, $48

Blaufrankisch (pronounced blouw-frank-ish) is one of Austria’s

three indigenous varieties and is also in the medium-bodied

red wine style. It’s a very attractive red for the gastronomically

adventurous and from somewhere you

might not expect.

2013 Le Chat Noir Rosé, France, $17

Made with fruit from the south of France

(where else?), this wine is as dreamy to look

at as it is to drink. Crafted in the dry and

savoury European style of rosé, it’s a

perfect summer drop for those with

a penchant for other places.

Fashionistas & trend-setters
Bollinger Special Cuvee Non Vintage, $90

Nothing accessorises quite like Champagne. Bollinger is one of

Champagne’s most esteemed houses, and this is one of its best.

Prosecco Mascareri, $19

Italian sparkling wine from the Treviso region, which has a rich

and refreshing palate that’s perfect for summer. d.

Follow Andrea at newrubypress.com, and send your wine

questions for Andrea to: delicious@newslifemedia.com.au.

Bottle service
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“Bollinger is one of 
Champagne’s most 

esteemed houses and 
this non vintage is 

one of its best.”





subscription offer.

Subscribe or extend your subscription this month and pay just $99.95 for 1 year, 
plus receive this deluxe Maggie Beer hamper and a copy of our beautiful new 
cookbook, Love to Eat*. Valued at more than $140, it’s the perfect foodie gift!
*The Love to Eat cookbook is automatically your bonus gift with our standard $69.95 one-year subscription.
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Yes, I would like to subscribe to delicious. 
YOUR PAYMENT OPTIONS:

Me Gift

1 year (11 issues) Australia $69.95 Save 16% + BOOK

 1 year  (11 issues)  Australia    $99.95 Save 16% + HAMPER + BOOK

For overseas rates, please visit: magsonline.com.au. 

An annual subscription to delicious. includes 10 monthly issues 

plus a double December/January issue.

MY DETAILS:  

Mrs/Ms/Miss/Mr

Address

Postcode    Daytime telephone  

Email  DOB 

GIFT RECIPIENT DETAILS:

Mrs/Ms/Miss/Mr 

Address

Postcode  Daytime telephone

Email  

PAYMENT DETAILS: 

Cheque/money order for $ is enclosed payable to NewsLifeMedia

or charge $ to: Visa MasterCard Amex  Diners Club 

Card number

 
Cardholder’s name (please print)     

Cardholder’s signature  

Expiry date         /          

3 EASY WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE

magsonline.com.au/del/m1412dlc

1300 656 933 and quote: m1412dlc

Overseas, tel: +61 (0)2 9282 8023

Send original or copy of this coupon 
(no stamp required) to:
NewsLifeMedia, 
Reply Paid 87050,
Sydney NSW 2001

Offer is available for delivery to Australian addresses only. Gift is subject to

availability, while stocks last and products may vary. By including your email address,

delicious. will keep you informed of offers and updates from NewsLifeMedia, and

specially selected partners. Please tick if you’d prefer to miss out on offers and

updates from: NewsLifeMedia  Our specially selected partners. 

Our Privacy Policy can be found at magsonline.com.au/t/PrivacyInfo and includes 

important information about our collection, use and disclosure of your personal 

information (including the provision of targeted advertising based on your online 

activities). It explains that if you do not provide us with information we have 

requested from you, we may not be able to provide you with the goods and 

services you require. It also explains how you can access or seek correction of 

your personal information, how you can complain about a breach of the Australian 

Privacy Principles and how we will deal with a complaint of that nature.  

DON’T MISS OUT! 
OFFER ENDS JANUARY 18, 2015

THE ULTIMATE

ICE
CREAM
CAKE

SILVIA COLLOCA Easy Italian classics

JAMIE OLIVER Fantastic festive sides

VALLI LITTLE Berry trifle with a twist

DECEMBER 2014/JANUARY 2015 | VOTED AUSTRALIA’S BEST FOOD MAGAZINE

delicious.
WICKED
CHRISTMAS

DESSERTS

ENTERTAINING

MENUS
Our top 40 dishes

Mango, coconut &

macadamia ice cream

layer cake with chilled

lime caramel

Hayden Quinn’s

breezy barbecue

Party food made easy

Cheat’s roast turkey

Clever ways with

holiday leftoversPLUS

Orders must be received by 
December 5, 2014 to guarantee 

pre-Christmas delivery. 
Visit: magsonline.com.au/del/m1412dlc 

or tel: 1300 656 933 and quote: m1412dlc

*

Enjoy recipes from your favourite chefs, 

plus the latest restaurant and travel news.

*

Never miss an issue of your favourite 

magazine with free delivery to your door.

*

Receive a free copy of Love to Eat.

*

Option to include the exclusive Maggie Beer 

hamper, which includes: Verjuice 375ml, 

Extra Virgin Olive Oil 375ml, Quince Paste 

100g and Plum Paste 100g.   



You’ll impress with
Gold Turducken this Christmas

Try our award winning, succulent roast of turkey, chicken breast and duck fi llet

stuffed with fi gs and pistachios and wrapped in bacon. Fabulous and so easy to cook.

Only at Woolworths
DEL DEC
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summer entertaining.

Tuna tagliata (recipe p 66).  

Opposite: kaffir key lime  

tarts with mango (recipe p 70).
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Here’s our line up of fresh-flavoured, sun-splashed 
recipes to cover all your holiday entertaining – from 
quick, stylish salads to lust-worthy tropical fruit desserts.



grilled seafood platter with 
romesco sauce  and herb crumbs  
Serves 6

1/2 cup (125ml) olive oil 

3 garlic cloves, finely chopped

10 basil leaves, chopped 

1/3 cup (80ml) lemon juice 

12 scallops on half shell 

3 lobster tails, halved lengthways

1kg large green prawns

500g baby squid tubes with tentacles 

Lemon wedges, to serve

Herb crumbs

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil 

2 cups (140g) sourdough breadcrumbs

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 tbs chopped flat-leaf parsley

Romesco sauce

2 red capsicums

1 large vine-ripened tomato

2 tbs olive oil

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 tsp sweet paprika

1/2 cup (80g) whole blanched almonds, 

toasted, roughly chopped

2 tbs sherry vinegar or red wine vinegar

For the herb crumbs, heat oil in a frypan 

over medium-high heat. Add crumbs  

and cook, stirring, for 3-4 minutes until 

light golden. Add garlic and cook for  

a further 1 minute or until fragrant and 

crisp. Stir through parsley, then set aside. 

For the romesco, cook capsicums  

and tomato over an open flame on the 

stovetop, or under a hot grill, turning, 

until skins are charred and blackened. 

Place in a zip-lock bag, seal and cool  

for 10 minutes. Peel and discard skins, 

remove seeds, then roughly chop.  

Heat oil in a frypan over medium heat, 

add capsicum and cook, stirring, for  

2-3 minutes until softened. Add tomato, 

garlic and paprika, and cook for a further 

2 minutes or until fragrant. Place a quarter 

of the herb crumbs in a food processor 

with the almonds, and pulse to combine. 

Add capsicum mixture with the vinegar 

and 1/4 cup (60ml) water, season, then whiz 

to a smooth puree. Set aside.

Combine oil, garlic, basil and lemon juice 

in a bowl. Season, then brush scallops with 

a little oil mixture and set aside. Add 

remaining seafood to bowl and turn to 

coat. Preheat a barbecue or chargrill pan  

to medium-high. Cook lobster, shell-side 

down first, turning once, for 5-6 minutes 

until shells turn pink. Halfway through 

cooking lobster, add prawns and cook, 

turning once, for 2-3 minutes until just 

cooked. Add squid and cook, turning once, 

for 1-2 minutes. Add scallops and cook for 

30 seconds each side. Return scallops to 

shells and arrange remaining seafood on a 

platter. Scatter with remaining herb crumbs 

and serve with romesco and lemon wedges.

the best summer burger 
Makes 6

1kg beef mince

1/2 cup (35g) fresh breadcrumbs

2 red onions, 1 grated, 1 thickly sliced

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 tbs finely chopped flat-leaf parsley

1/4 cup (20g) grated parmesan

1 tbs Dijon mustard

1 egg

6 rashers streaky bacon, halved

Olive oil, to brush

Brioche buns, split, toasted, rocket, basil 

and French fries (optional), to serve

2 vine-ripened tomatoes, thickly sliced 

Homemade special sauce 

1/2 cup (150g) whole-egg mayonnaise 

1 tbs tomato ketchup

1 tbs Dijon mustard

1 dill pickle, chopped

1 garlic clove, finely chopped 

1/4 tsp sweet paprika 

For the sauce, whiz all the ingredients  

in a small food processor. Chill.

Place mince, breadcrumbs, grated onion, 

garlic, parsley, parmesan, mustard and egg 

in a large bowl. Season well, then, using 

clean damp hands, form into 6 patties.  

Chill for 30 minutes.

Grease a barbecue plate or frypan and 

preheat to medium-high. Cook onion rings, 

turning once, until lightly charred. Cook 

bacon, turning, until crisp. Keep warm. 

58 delicious.



summer entertaining.

Grilled seafood platter 

with romesco sauce 

and herb crumbs



Preheat a barbecue grill or chargrill pan 

to medium-high. Brush patties with a little 

oil and cook for 2-3 minutes each side until 

lightly charred and cooked through. 

Spread a little sauce over the bun bases, 

then layer with rocket, basil, onion, tomato, 

bacon and patties. Drizzle over the sauce,  

add more rocket and top with bun lids. 

Serve with French fries, if using.  

home-smoked salmon  
with kimchi butter  
and cucumber pickle
Serves 4 

125g softened unsalted butter

50g kimchi (Korean fermented cabbage), 

plus 1 tbs kimchi juice 

1/4 cup (55g) white sugar 

1/4 cup (60ml) rice vinegar

1 telegraph cucumber, halved 

lengthways, thinly sliced into ribbons

1 long red chilli, thinly sliced 

1 Asian (red) eschalot, thinly sliced 

4 x 180g salmon fillets (skin on)

Sunflower oil, to rub 

1/2 cup (100g) jasmine rice

1/2 cup smoking wood dust 

1/2 cup lapsang souchong tea leaves

Micro herbs (optional), to serve

To make kimchi butter, whiz butter, kimchi 

and kimchi juice in a food processor  

until combined. Place on a sheet of plastic 

wrap and form into a sausage shape,  

then wrap up tightly and chill until firm. 

To make cucumber pickle, combine 

sugar, vinegar, 1 tsp salt and 2 tbs water  

in a pan over low heat, stirring until sugar 

dissolves. Cool. Add cucumber, chilli  

and eschalot, transfer to an airtight 

container, then chill for at least 1 hour. 

Preheat a hooded barbecue to  

medium-low. Spread rice, wood dust  

and tea over a large foil tray, then place an 

oven rack over the top. Heat tray on the 

barbecue, with hood down, for 3 minutes 

or until starting to smoke. Rub salmon all 

over with oil, then place, skin-side down,  

on the flat plate. Cook, with hood down, for 

2 minutes or until skin is crisp, then transfer 

to the rack and smoke for 10-12 minutes 

until golden and cooked through. Serve 

topped with slices of kimchi butter, 

cucumber pickle and micro herbs, if using. 

moroccan-style lamb cutlets 
with rose and pomegranate
Serves 4 

2 tbs ras el hanout (Moroccan spice mix)

1/3 cup (80ml) olive oil 

12 French-trimmed lamb cutlets 

1 cup (200g) couscous

Finely grated zest and juice of 1/2 lemon

150ml chicken stock

1/4 cup (60ml) pomegranate molasses

1 tbs caster sugar

1/4 cup (35g) chopped pistachios, toasted

1/2 cup chopped mint leaves, plus extra 

leaves to serve

Seeds of 1 pomegranate 

2 tsp rosewater
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summer entertaining.

Home-smoked salmon  

with kimchi butter  

and cucumber pickle. 

Opposite: the best  

summer burger.



Combine 11/2 tbs ras el hanout with 1/4 cup 

(60ml) oil in a bowl. Add cutlets, turn to 

coat, then set aside for 30 minutes.

Meanwhile, combine couscous, lemon 

zest, remaining ras el hanout and 1 tsp 

salt in a heatproof bowl. Add 1 cup 

(250ml) boiling water, cover with a tea 

towel and set aside for 5 minutes.  

Combine stock, molasses and sugar in 

a pan over low heat, stirring until sugar 

dissolves. Simmer for 3 minutes or until 

reduced and syrupy. Keep warm. 

Preheat a barbecue or chargrill pan to 

medium-high. Cook cutlets for 1 minute, 

then rotate 60 degrees and cook for a 

further minute. Turn and repeat on the 

other side. Set aside to rest for 5 minutes. 

Fluff up couscous with a fork. Add 

pistachios, chopped mint and half the 

pomegranate seeds. Add lamb resting 

juices to the sauce with rosewater and 

remaining 1 tbs olive oil. Brush over lamb. 

Serve with couscous, topped with extra 

mint and remaining pomegranate seeds.

chicken quesadillas with 
chipotle relish and mango salsa
Makes 4 

11/2 tbs olive oil

1 large onion (200g), finely chopped

8 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 tbs chopped chipotle chillies in adobo  

(smoked, pickled jalapenos in sauce)

400g can chopped tomatoes

1/4 cup (70g) tomato paste

1 cup (250ml) malt vinegar

120g caster sugar 

2 mangoes, flesh cut into 2cm cubes

1 avocado, flesh cut into 2cm cubes

1 long red chilli, seeds removed,  

finely chopped

Juice of 1/2 lime, plus extra lime wedges 

to serve 

1 cup finely chopped coriander,  

plus extra leaves, to serve 

8 flour tortillas

1 small barbecued chicken, meat 

shredded, skin and bones discarded

21/2 cups (250g) grated mozzarella

Heat oil in a pan over medium heat. Add 

onion and garlic, and cook, stirring, for  

5 minutes or until softened. Add chipotle, 

tomato, paste, vinegar, sugar, 1 cup (250ml) 

water and 2 tsp salt. Bring to a simmer, 

reduce heat to low and cook, stirring 

occasionally, for 45 minutes or until 

reduced and thickened. Cool. If not using 

immediately, transfer to a sterilised jar, seal 

and store in the fridge for up to 2 weeks.  

Combine mango, avocado, chilli, lime 

juice and coriander in a bowl. Set aside. 

Preheat an oiled barbecue or large 

frypan to high. Spread half the tortillas with 

chipotle relish and top with chicken and 

mozzarella. Sandwich with remaining 

tortillas, then cook, weighted with a heavy 

pan or pressing down with a spatula, in 

batches if necessary, for 2 minutes each 

side. Cut quesadillas into quarters and 

serve with mango salsa, extra coriander 

leaves and lime wedges.

62 delicious.

Moroccan-style lamb cutlets 

with rose and pomegranate



summer entertaining.

Chicken quesadillas  

with chipotle relish  

and mango salsa



satay beef fillet with  
watercress and cucumber 
Serves 4

1/4 cup (60ml) peanut oil

2 long red chillies, seeds removed,  

finely chopped

3 garlic cloves, finely chopped

600g centre-cut beef eye fillet

2 Asian (red) eschalots,  

finely chopped

2 tsp grated ginger

11/2 tbs light soy sauce

1 cup (250ml) coconut milk

1 tbs caster sugar 

1/3 cup (95g) crunchy peanut butter 

1 bunch watercress, leaves picked

2 Lebanese cucumbers, halved, sliced 

lengthways into thin wedges

Coriander leaves, to serve

Combine 2 tbs oil, half the chilli and 

one-third of the garlic in a bowl and brush 

over the beef. Season, then set aside at 

room temperature for 30 minutes.

Meanwhile, heat remaining 1 tbs oil  

in a saucepan over medium heat. Add 

eschalot and cook, stirring, for 3 minutes  

or until softened but not browned. Add 

ginger and remaining garlic, and cook for  

a further 1 minute or until fragrant. Add soy 

sauce, coconut milk and sugar, stirring until 

sugar dissolves, then bring to a simmer and 

cook for 1 minute or until slightly reduced 

and thickened. Add peanut butter and stir 

until melted and combined. Set aside. 

Preheat a barbecue or chargrill pan to 

high. Cook beef, turning, for 10-12 minutes 

until lightly charred but rare in the centre, 

or until cooked to your liking. Rest, loosely 

covered with foil, for 5 minutes. 

Meanwhile, gently reheat peanut sauce 

over low heat. Thinly slice beef and 

arrange on a serving plate with watercress 

and cucumber wedges. Drizzle over 

spoonfuls of peanut sauce, and serve 

scattered with coriander leaves.

tom yum prawns with  
green papaya salad
Serves 4 

2 tbs tom yum paste

2 tbs canola or peanut oil

2 tbs grated palm sugar or brown sugar

Juice of 1 lime, plus extra lime wedges, 

to serve 

600g green prawns, peeled  

(tails intact), deveined

Herb & papaya salad

2 tbs fish sauce 

2 tbs lime juice

1 tbs grated palm sugar or brown sugar

1 long red chilli, seeds removed,  

finely chopped 

1 small (about 600g) green papaya

1 Lebanese cucumber

250g punnet cherry tomatoes, quartered 

4 spring onions, finely shredded

1/2 cup each mint, coriander  

and Thai basil leaves 

1/4 cup (35g) roasted peanuts,  

roughly chopped 

summer entertaining.
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Tom yum prawns with green 

papaya salad. Opposite:  

satay beef fillet with 

watercress and cucumber.



Combine tom yum paste, oil, sugar and 

lime juice in a bowl. Add prawns and turn 

to coat. Cover and marinate in the fridge 

for 30 minutes. 

Meanwhile, for the salad, combine  

fish sauce, lime juice, sugar and chilli in  

a screwtop jar. Shake well, then set aside.

Peel papaya and halve, discarding 

seeds, then finely shred or grate and place 

in a bowl. Halve cucumber lengthways, 

remove seeds, then thinly slice on the 

diagonal. Add to bowl with tomato, spring 

onion and herbs, and toss to combine.

Lightly grease a barbecue or chargrill 

pan and preheat to medium-high. Cook 

prawns for 2 minutes each side or until 

lightly charred and just cooked. Add  

to salad with the dressing and toss to 

combine. Top with peanuts and serve  

with extra lime wedges.

tuna tagliata
Serves 4 

1 tbs coriander seeds, crushed 

2 garlic cloves, crushed 

2/3 cup (160ml) soy sauce or tamari

2 tbs fish sauce

2 tbs grated ginger

1/2 bunch coriander, leaves picked,  

stalks finely chopped 

2 long red chillies, seeds removed,  

finely chopped

600g piece centre-cut tuna,  

bloodline removed 

Juice of 1 lime

1 avocado, sliced into wedges 

120g mixed salad leaves (mesclun)

Sesame oil, to brush 

2 tbs each black and white sesame seeds

To make marinade, combine coriander 

seeds, garlic, 100ml soy, 1 tbs fish sauce,  

1 tbs grated ginger, chopped coriander 

stalks and half the chilli in a bowl. Add  

tuna and turn to coat well. Cover and 

marinate in the fridge for 30 minutes.  

Wrap coriander leaves in damp paper 

towel and chill until ready to use.

To make dressing, combine lime juice 

with remaining 1/4 cup (60ml) soy sauce,  

1 tbs fish sauce, 1 tbs ginger and chilli  

in a bowl and gently whisk to combine. 

Place all the sesame seeds in a small, 

shallow dish. Brush outer edge of  

avocado wedges with a little oil,  

then dip in sesame seeds. Set aside. 

Combine mesclun and reserved 

coriander leaves on a serving plate.

Lightly brush a chargrill with oil, then 

preheat to high. Cook tuna for 2 minutes 

each side until lightly charred but still rare 

in the centre. Rest for 5 minutes, then slice 

into long, thin pieces and add to salad with 

avocado. Drizzle with dressing to serve. 

no-churn ice cream 4 ways 
Makes 500ml of each flavour

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

1.2L thickened cream 

2 x 395ml cans sweetened  

condensed milk

Espresso

2 tbs espresso coffee granules,  

dissolved in 2 tbs warm water

2 tbs coffee liqueur

Chocolate-coated coffee beans, to serve 

Raspberry honeycomb 

1 cup raspberries, plus extra to serve

2 tbs honey

1 cup crushed honeycomb,  

plus extra pieces to serve

Choc-cherry 

1/2 cup pitted, chopped cherries,  

plus extra to serve

2 tbs kirsch (cherry liqueur)

100g dark chocolate, finely chopped, 

plus extra to serve

Peach amaretto

1 cup peeled chopped yellow peach

2 tbs amaretto (almond liqueur)

6 amaretti (Italian almond biscuits), 

crushed, plus extra to serve

Using electric beaters, whisk cream and 

condensed milk to soft peaks. Divide 

among 4 airtight containers and stir in  

the various flavour combinations. Freeze 

overnight until firm. 

Serve scoops of the various ice creams 

topped with their extra flavourings.
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berry & rosewater trifle cake 
Serves 6-8

4 eggs

1 cup (220g) caster sugar

2/3 cup (100g) plain flour

60g unsalted butter,  

melted, cooled

2 tsp rosewater 

350g mixed summer berries

2 tsp icing sugar

200ml thickened cream

Edible flowers (optional),  

to serve

Strawberry jelly

2 x 250g punnets strawberries

1/3 cup (50g) caster sugar

4 gold-strength gelatine leaves 

2 tsp rosewater 

Creme patissiere

3 egg yolks

1/4 cup (50g) caster sugar

1 tbs plain flour 

11/2 tbs cornflour

11/4 cups (310ml) milk

1 tsp vanilla extract

To make the jelly, place strawberries in  

a large metal bowl with caster sugar and 
1/2 cup (125ml) water. Cover with foil to 

seal well, then place over a pan of 

simmering water for 40 minutes. Remove 

foil from bowl and strain strawberry 

mixture into a large jug or bowl, 

discarding solids. 

Soak gelatine in cold water for 5 minutes 

to soften. Squeeze excess water from 

gelatine, then add to strawberry mixture, 

stirring to dissolve. Add rosewater and stir 

to combine. Pour into a shallow tray. Cool, 

then chill for 4 hours or until set.

Meanwhile, for the creme patissiere, 

using a balloon whisk, whisk egg yolks, 

sugar, flour and cornflour together in a 

large bowl. Combine the milk and vanilla  

in a saucepan and heat over medium-low 

heat until almost boiling, then, whisking 

constantly, add to egg-yolk mixture. 

Return mixture to a clean pan over low 

heat and cook, stirring, until mixture is very 

thick. Strain through a sieve into a bowl 

and cover surface closely with plastic  

wrap to prevent a skin forming. Cool for  

10 minutes, then chill until ready to use.

Preheat oven to 180°C. Line base and 

side of a 22cm springform cake pan. 

Using an electric mixer, beat eggs and 

sugar for 8 minutes or until thick. Sift  

over the flour and pour in the butter, then 

carefully fold through the egg mixture. 

Pour into the prepared cake pan and bake 

for 25 minutes or until a skewer comes out 

clean. Cool in pan for 5 minutes, then 

transfer to a wire rack to cool completely.

To assemble cake, combine berries, 

icing sugar and rosewater in a bowl.  

Invert jelly onto a board and cut into 

2.5cm cubes. Whisk cream to soft peaks, 

then fold through the creme patissiere. 

Spread over the cake, then top with 

berries and jelly cubes, and garnish  

with edible flowers, if using.
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salted-caramel peach splits
Serves 4

4 peaches, halved, stones removed

1/4 cup (60ml) maple syrup

200ml thickened cream 

1 tbs icing sugar, sifted

1/2 tsp ground cinnamon 

Vanilla ice cream and crushed shortbread 

biscuits, to serve

Salted caramel sauce

150g caster sugar

1/3 cup (80ml) thickened cream

40g salted butter

For the sauce, melt sugar in a saucepan 

over medium heat (do not stir), swirling 

pan until a golden caramel forms. Remove 

pan from heat and carefully add cream 

and butter (mixture may spatter). Return 

to a low heat and stir for 30 seconds or 

until smooth. Set aside to cool.

Preheat a chargrill pan to medium. Brush 

cut sides of peaches with maple syrup, then 

cook, cut-side down, for 3-4 minutes until 

tender and caramelised.

Meanwhile, whisk cream, icing sugar 

and cinnamon to stiff peaks.

Serve peaches with ice cream, whipped 

cream, salted caramel and biscuit crumbs.

kaffir key lime tarts with mango
Makes 6

You will need a kitchen blowtorch.

11/2 cups (225g) plain flour

1/3 cup (50g) icing sugar 

125g cold unsalted butter, chopped

Finely grated zest and juice of 4 limes, 

plus 2 tsp extra zest  

2 kaffir lime leaves, finely shredded

4 egg yolks, plus 2 extra eggwhites

395g can condensed milk

150ml pure (thin) cream 

1/2 cup (110g) caster sugar

Sliced mango and coconut cream 

(optional), to serve

Grease 6 x 10cm loose-bottomed tart pans.

Pulse flour and icing sugar in a food 

processor to remove any lumps. Add 

butter, extra lime zest and half the kaffir 

lime, and whiz to fine crumbs. Add 1 egg 

yolk and 2 tbs chilled water, then process 

until mixture comes together in a smooth 

ball. Enclose in plastic wrap and chill for 

30 minutes. Roll out on a lightly floured 

surface and use to line prepared pans. 

Chill for 15 minutes. Preheat oven to 

180°C. Line tart cases with baking paper 

and fill with baking weights or rice, then 

bake for 10 minutes or until pale golden.

Meanwhile, whisk condensed milk, 

cream, remaining lime zest, lime juice and 

remaining yolks in a bowl. Pour into tart 

cases. Bake for 15 minutes or until just set.

Whisk eggwhites in a clean bowl to  

soft peaks. Gradually add caster sugar, 

whisking to stiff peaks. Pile onto the tarts 

and brown with a blowtorch. Serve with 

mango and remaining kaffir lime leaves, 

with coconut cream, if using. d.
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TOP ROW TableTopics game foodies edition ($50); Stripe EnviroChill maxi cooler bag ($20.99); Grace swimsuit in ruby red spot ($199); Personalised tree of life necklace 
(from $139). MIDDLE ROW Bosign silicone tablet stands ($40 each); Hepper pod pet bed in green ($199); Opus bamboo platter ($59.95); Personalised boot bag ($45).

BOTTOM ROW Trio of swallows in retro green wallpaper ($60); Mist high tops ($138); Retro cups and strawspoons ($89.95); Surfers Paradise beach tote ($99).

http://hardtofind.com.au


Pizza con frutti di mare 

(seafood pizza – recipe p 76) 

silvia colloca.
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bella!
C iao

Is there anything Silvia Colloca can’t 

do? This Italian-born beauty is an 

actress, opera singer, blogger, author 

and now, our newest contributor. In 

this feature, she shares recipes from 

her latest cookbook, Made in Italy.
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I SPENT THE FIRST 28 YEARS of my life in Italy,

a thoroughbred Italian girl, raised inMilan by a northern

Italian papa and an Abruzzese mamma. But it was only

since moving to Australia in the mid-noughties that

I began to truly appreciate my cultural heritage.

My craving for Italy andmy heritage has become

stronger still since the birth of my two boys. Although

I am thrilled to raise them in such a great country as

Australia, I also feel the need to imbue themwith a sense

of their Italian identity. This is one of the main reasons

I started my blog, Silvia’s Cucina, in 2011. I wanted it to

be a perpetual archive of family recipes and stories that

would otherwise be lost. The blog gave life to my first

book of the same name, and for my second book,Made

in Italy, mymission was clear: to travel, discover, taste,

love and share my journey back toMarche in central Italy.

I’m not a chef; I am simply Italian, and wish to offer an

insight into authentic home cooking, which I hope will

lead to a better understanding of what it is to be Italian.

gamberi gratinati (prawn gratin
with lemon and parsley)
Serves 4

This simple recipe produces a striking

show-stopper of a dish that may be served

as a starter or light lunch. You can replace

the tiger prawns with scampi for a more

extravagant version of this delightful dish.

1 cup (70g) fresh breadcrumbs

1-2 handfuls of flat-leaf parsley leaves

1 long red chilli, seeds removed,

finely chopped

1/2 garlic clove, peeled

2 tsp finely grated lemon zest

2 tbs extra virgin olive oil,

plus extra to drizzle

12 green tiger prawns peeled (tails

intact), deveined, split lengthways

Lemon wedges, to serve

Turn on the grill function in your oven.

Line 2 baking trays with baking paper.

Place the breadcrumbs, parsley, chilli,

garlic, lemon zest, olive oil and a pinch

of salt in a food processor and whiz for

6-10 seconds until combined.

Top each prawn with a little of the

breadcrumb mixture. Press gently with

your hands to ensure the coating adheres

to the prawn halves. Place the prawns on

the prepared tray and drizzle a little more

olive oil on top, then grill for 3-4 minutes

or until cooked through and golden.

Serve hot with lemon wedges.

pollo in potacchio
(braised chicken marylands
with wine and tomatoes)
Serves 4

Here is a simple but infallible marriage

of a few humble ingredients. Every town,

village and hamlet in the Marche area has

a variation on this recipe, but what they all

share is a strong sense of regional pride

and, most importantly, glorious flavours.

This keeps well in the fridge for up to

1 day. As it cools the sauce will firm up,

so make sure you reheat it thoroughly

to allow it to return to its liquid state.

1/4 cup (60ml) extra virgin olive oil

4 garlic cloves, skin on,

bashed with the back of a knife

2-3 rosemary sprigs

Handful of oregano leaves

4 chicken marylands (leg and thigh

portions), excess fat removed

200ml white wine

250g cherry tomatoes, some kept whole,

some cut in half

Crusty bread, to serve

Preheat the oven to 220°C.

Heat the olive oil in a large ovenproof

frypan or flameproof casserole over

medium-high heat. Add the garlic and

herbs, and cook for 1-2 minutes, then

remove and set aside. Add the chicken

“I’m not a chef, nor even a trained cook, I am simply Italian,
and wish to offer an insight into authentic home cooking.”
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Gamberi gratinati  

(prawn gratin with  

lemon and parsley)
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and cook for 10-12 minutes on each side 

until browned. Deglaze the pan with 

the white wine and simmer for 1-2 minutes 

to allow the alcohol to evaporate, then 

season with salt.

Scatter over the cherry tomatoes and 

return garlic and herbs to the pan. Transfer 

the pan to the oven for 20-25 minutes until 

chicken is cooked through.

Serve hot or warm, with bread to mop 

up the heavenly, wine-infused sauce.

maccheroni alla chitarra 
con fi ori di zucca e zaff erano 
(hand-cut spaghetti with 
zucchini fl owers and saff ron)
Serves 4

I’ve married thin strands of pasta with 

a touch of sweetness, rendered golden 

with saffron threads. Traditionally this pasta 

is made by pressing the dough through 

a wooden frame called a chitarra, but you 

will need a pasta machine for this recipe.

12 baby zucchini with fl owers attached

1/2 cup (125ml) extra virgin olive oil, 

plus extra to drizzle

2 eschalots, thinly sliced 

2 garlic cloves, skin removed, bashed 

with the palm of your hand

1/3 cup (80ml) hot water infused with 

1 tsp saffron threads 

20g unsalted butter

Handful of chopped fl at-leaf parsley, 

to serve

Egg pasta dough

2 cups (300g) ‘00’ fl our

3 eggs

Semolina or polenta fl our, 

to dust

For the pasta dough, place the fl our on 

a wooden board, make a well in the centre 

and drop in the eggs with a pinch of salt. 

Mix together using a fork, then knead for 

10 minutes until smooth and elastic. Wrap 

in plastic wrap and chill for 30 minutes. 

Cut dough into 4 and keep covered. 

Start on the thickest setting and run 

1 piece of dough through a few times, 

folding it in half each time, until elastic. 

Keep rolling the dough through the 

settings, reducing the thickness each time, 

until 2.5mm thick. Place rolled pasta 

on a semolina-dusted tray and cover with 

a tea towel while you roll the remaining 

pieces. Pass the pasta sheets through the 

tagliatelle cutter of your pasta machine, 

then dust with semolina and set aside.

Separate the zucchini from their fl owers. 

Cut the zucchini into rounds and set aside. 

Open the fl owers and remove the stems, 

then cut the petals into 1cm-thick strips.

To make the sauce, heat the olive oil in 

a large heavy-based frypan over medium 

heat, add the eschalot and garlic, and 

cook for 1-2 minutes until fragrant. Add 

the zucchini rounds and cook, tossing 

regularly, for 4-5 minutes until golden. Stir 

in the saffron-infused water and butter. 

Add the zucchini petal strips and remove 

from the heat – the residual heat will wilt 

them slightly. Season if needed.

Meanwhile, bring a large saucepan of 

salted water to the boil, add the pasta and 

cook for 2 minutes or until al dente. Drain, 

reserving a few tablespoons of the pasta 

cooking water. Toss the pasta in the 

sauce, adding some of the cooking water 

if necessary. Finish with a grinding of 

white pepper, a scattering of parsley and 

a drizzle of olive oil. Serve hot.

pizza con frutti di mare 
(seafood pizza)
Serves 4      

In the seaside villages of the Adriatic, 

pizzas are often topped with freshly caught 

shellfi sh. Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.



Pollo in potacchio (braised chicken 

marylands with wine and tomatoes). 

Opposite: maccheroni alla chitarra con fi ori 

di zucca e zafferano (hand-cut spaghetti 

with zucchini fl owers and saffron).
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“My journey back to central Italy has been one of self-discovery. 
I observed, listened, smelt, felt and learnt. And the simplest way to 

share this privilege is by inviting you to taste these fl avours for yourself.”

10 clams (vongole), rinsed well 

and kept in the fridge in a bowl 

of cold salted water

6 green tiger prawns peeled, 

deveined

10 mussels, cleaned, debearded

Flat-leaf parsley leaves, to garnish

Pizza dough

7g sachet dried yeast

1 tsp sugar

22/3 cups (400g) plain fl our 

1/3 cup (50g) spelt or wholemeal fl our

Coarse semolina, to dust (optional)

Tomato base

2 tbs extra virgin olive oil, 

plus extra to drizzle

3 garlic cloves, thinly sliced

1-2 tbs fi nely chopped fl at-leaf 

parsley stalks, 

1 tsp chilli fl akes (optional)

150ml white wine 

400g can crushed tomatoes 

Combine the yeast with sugar and 220ml 

warm water in a bowl and stand for 

5 minutes or until frothy. Place the fl ours 

in a large mixing bowl, pour in the yeast 

mixture and knead until combined, then 

add 2 tsp salt. Turn out onto a fl oured work 

surface and knead vigorously for up to 

10 minutes or until dough is smooth, shiny 

and elastic. Add a little water if the dough 

feels too dry, but keep in mind that the 

more you knead it, the softer it becomes. 

(Alternatively, place the fl ours in the bowl 

of a stand mixer fi tted with a dough hook, 

pour in the yeast mixture and let the 

machine work the dough on speed 1 for 

the fi rst 2 minutes. Increase to speed 2 for 

3-5 minutes, then work for 30 seconds on 

the highest setting.) Tip the dough onto 

a fl oured surface, cover with a tea towel 

and rest for 30 minutes.

Stretch the dough with fl oured hands 

into a rectangle, then fold into 3 and 

shape into a ball. Place in an oiled 

container fi tted with a lid. Make sure you 

use a large container that will allow room 

for rising. Rest the container in the fridge 

overnight (or for up to 3 days) to prove 

and develop fl avour and texture.

A couple of hours before you want 

to use the dough, remove it from the 

fridge and take off the lid. Cover loosely 

with a tea towel and leave at room 

temperature for 2 hours.

Meanwhile, prepare your tomato base 

(this can also be made the day before and 

kept in the fridge until ready to use). Heat 

the oil in a saucepan over medium-high 

heat, add the garlic, parsley stalks and 

chilli fl akes (if using) and cook for 1 minute 

or until the garlic is light golden and 

smells fragrant. Pour in the wine and cook 

over medium-high heat for 1-2 minutes 

until the alcohol has evaporated. Add the 

tomatoes with a pinch of salt and simmer 

for 20 minutes. Turn off the heat and set 

aside until ready to use.

Preheat your oven to 220°C. If you are 

using a pizza stone, put it in the oven now. 

For this recipe I like to use a large 

rectangular stone, but you could also use 

two small ones. Naturally, round baking 

stones are fi ne too.

Divide the dough into 2 pieces and roll 

out the dough to a thickness of about 

4mm, using either a fl oured rolling pin or 

your hands. If baking on a stone, place 

the dough on a sheet of baking paper. 

Otherwise, put the dough on a large 

baking tray lined with baking paper (you 

may need to use two trays, depending on 

the size of your oven). Spread the tomato 

base onto the dough and drizzle an extra 

1-2 tbs olive oil all over the pizza.

If using a baking stone, sprinkle the 

stone with semolina, then place the pizza 

(still on its baking paper lining) on the hot 

stone. Bake for 15 minutes. 

Meanwhile, rinse the clams again and 

drain them well. Gently open the door, 

peel the paper off the pizza base and add 

the seafood. Bake for a further 5-8 minutes 

until the base is golden and slightly 

scorched, the shells have opened and the 

prawns are just cooked through. Serve 

immediately with a sprinkling of parsley 

leaves and a drizzle of extra virgin olive 

oil. (If you are using a baking tray, place 

the tray in the hot oven and bake for 

15 minutes. Add the seafood and bake 

as above.)

bocconotti 
(fi lled short pastries)
Makes 10 

Typical of central Italy, these delicate 

pastries are fi lled with the holy trinity 

of patisserie: chocolate, cinnamon and 

toasted almonds.

1/2 cup (150g) raspberry or blackberry jam

100g ground toasted almonds 

1/2 cup (95g) dark chocolate chips

1 tsp ground cinnamon 

1 tbs Centerbe liqueur (optional)* 

Icing sugar, to dust

Pastry

11/3 cups (200g) plain fl our 

1/2 tsp baking powder 

90g icing sugar, sifted

1/3 cup (80ml) extra virgin olive oil 

2 egg yolks

Place the jam, almonds and chocolate 

in a small saucepan over low heat and 

stir gently for 2-3 minutes or until the 

chocolate has melted. Add the cinnamon 

and liqueur (if using) and set aside to cool. 

The fi lling can be stored in an airtight 

container in the fridge for 3-4 days.
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For the pastry, place the fl our, baking 

powder and icing sugar in a large bowl. 

Pour in the olive oil, then add the egg yolks 

and salt, and knead gently for 1-2 minutes 

until it comes together in a smooth ball. 

If it is too dry, add a few drops of water. 

Try not to overwork the dough, otherwise 

the pastry will be tough. Shape into 

a disc, cover with plastic wrap and rest 

for 30 minutes in the fridge.

Preheat the oven to 200°C. Grease 

and fl our 10 regular muffi n holes. Cut 

the dough in half. Roll out one portion 

of dough to a thickness of 3mm, cut out

10 x 8.5cm discs and gently press into 

holes. Roll out the remaining piece of 

dough, cut out 10 x 6.5cm discs and set 

aside. Dollop 1 tbs fi lling into each hole 

and brush the edges with water, cover 

snugly with a pastry disc, gently press the 

edges to neaten and seal in the fi lling.

Bake for 18-20 minutes until pale 

golden. Cool in the pan for a few minutes, 

then transfer to a wire rack to cool 

completely. Dust generously with icing 

sugar and serve.

* 
Centerbe is a green Abruzzese liqueur 

made from a variety of herbs and spices, 

and is incredibly high in alcohol. From 

selected bottle shops.

pesche al vino con crema di 
mascarpone (wine-drenched 
peaches with mascarpone cream)
Serves 4 

My nonno Domenico would often wind up 

his summer lunches slicing a peach into 

the remnants of his wine. I’ve turned this 

simple combination of fl avours into an 

elegant dessert, its unpretentious spirit 

unaltered. You can make the mascarpone 

cream the day before, if you like. Cover 

it well with plastic wrap and store it in the 

fridge until needed.

4 white or yellow peaches 

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon 

2-3 lemon thyme sprigs, 

plus extra leaves to garnish 

400ml white wine

2 eggs, separated

1/4 cup (55g) caster sugar 

1 cup (250g) mascarpone

1 tsp vanilla paste or scraped seeds 

of 1/2 vanilla bean 

2-3 tbs fl aked almonds, 

toasted

Cut the peaches into quarters and place 

them in a large bowl with the lemon zest 

and thyme. Pour in the wine and leave 

to macerate in the fridge for at least 

30 minutes, or up to 2 hours.

Meanwhile, whisk together the egg 

yolks and 2 tbs sugar for 2-3 minutes 

until thick and pale and the sugar has 

dissolved. Add the mascarpone and 

vanilla, and mix through with a wooden 

spoon until light and creamy. Whisk the 

eggwhites with a pinch of salt until soft 

peaks form, then add the remaining sugar 

and beat until glossy. Gently fold into the 

mascarpone cream until combined. Cover 

with plastic wrap and rest in the fridge for 

at least 30 minutes.

Divide the peaches among four bowls 

and top with 1-2 tbs mascarpone cream. 

Drizzle over the macerating liquid and 

crown with toasted almonds and a few 

extra thyme leaves. d.

Silvia Colloca’s

latest cookbook,

Made in Italy

(Lantern, $49.99)

is available

nationally from

good bookshops,

just in time for

Christmas.
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AU Italia

Barilla’s delicious new pasta sauces now come in three mouth watering fl avours your whole family 

will love. Packed with Italian tomatoes and fresh ingredients, and now in a larger jar,

it’s the easiest way to bring the family together. Taste the difference today.

http://barilla.net.au
http://facebook.com/BarillaAU


real easy dinner
Try Manu’s one-hour pan roast chicken. Now made 

even tastier using Campbell’s Real Stock.

MADE FROM SCRATCH

“Campbell’s Real Stock is the best stock 

because it’s made from scratch using real 

chicken, beef and vegetables, with no added

preservatives. I recommend using it to make 

all your family favourites even tastier.”  

– Manu Feildel

pan roast chicken & vegetables 
serves 4 | prep 15 mins | cooking 45 mins

1 tbs olive oil

8  chicken drumsticks or thighs (bone in)

¼ cup (40g) plain flour

1 large red capsicum, thickly chopped

1 large yellow capsicum, thickly chopped 

4 garlic cloves in the skin

2 red onions, thickly chopped

2 large potatoes, peeled, 2cm diced

3 rosemary sprigs

2 cups (500ml) Campbell’s Real Stock 

– Chicken

1 Preheat oven to 200ºC.

2 Heat oil in a large roasting pan on the stove top.

3 Dust chicken in flour and brown in roasting 

pan with the capsicum, whole garlic cloves and 

onions for 5 to 10 minutes or until caramelised. 

Sprinkle remaining flour over chicken.

4 Remove pan from the stove, season with salt 

and pepper. Add potatoes, rosemary sprigs and 

Campbell’s Real Stock to roasting pan. Roast in 

the oven for 35 minutes.

5 Serve the chicken and vegetables straight from 

the pan. Stir the pan juices to combine and then 

spoon over the chicken and vegetables.

ADVERTISEMENT



Campbell’s Real Stock is made from scratch,  
gently simmered for 3 hours – just like you’d make 
it. We cook our Chicken Stock with real Australian 
grown chicken and vegetables. Because we know 
that using the best, real ingredients will bring out 
the best flavour in your dish. So why would you use 
any other stock?
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This time of year calls for lighter and brighter 

food, and nothing fi ts the bill quite like a salad. 

Tomatoes and lettuce still have their place, but 

Jamie’s recipes will inspire you to branch out 

into a whole new world of fl avours.

dressed
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Fig bombs 

(recipe p 92)
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tomato medley
Serves 4 as a starter or side

This is about celebrating tomatoes in all 

their different flavours, colours and sizes, 

and making use of the wonderful varieties 

we get at this time of year. 

600g mixed cherry tomatoes,  

roughly chopped

Extra virgin olive oil

1 long red chilli, seeds removed,  

thinly sliced

1/2 bunch basil, large leaves picked and 

thinly sliced, small leaves reserved

250g haloumi, cut into 5mm-thick slices

1 large beefsteak tomato, thinly sliced

Tomato & roast garlic dressing 

4 (about 400g) yellow or orange 

tomatoes 

1 garlic clove

1/4 cup (60ml) extra virgin olive oil

For the dressing, preheat the oven to 

190°C. Place the tomatoes and garlic on  

a baking tray and roast for 15 minutes or 

until soft. Transfer tomatoes to a blender, 

squeeze in the soft garlic flesh and whiz 

until smooth. Add the olive oil and a 

pinch of salt and pepper, whiz again  

and check the seasoning. Set aside. 

Place cherry tomatoes in a bowl and 

dress with the extra virgin olive oil, chilli, 

sliced basil and a pinch of salt. Set aside.

Place the sliced haloumi on a board 

and season with black pepper. Preheat  

a large pan over medium heat. Add the 

haloumi in a single layer so most of the 

slices are touching – you want to create  

a doily effect with a few gaps. Cook for 

4-5 minutes until golden and starting to 

melt together, then carefully turn with  

I’VE WRITTEN HUNDREDS of salad recipes over the years, but I never get bored 

of them. Every time I make a salad, I’m flooded with new ideas and accents to make 

it really shine, so I rarely end up making the exact same ones twice, and making 

your own mustards, investing in vinegars, or adding herbs and edible flowers can 

transform and elevate the most humble of vegetables. 

These days, I tend to think of a salad as more like a salsa or condiment. Ultimately, 

it’s there to be refreshing, and it’s important to use what is best and what is available  

to really make it sing. You want to use it to lift a meal. I love the idea of banging a salad 

in the middle of the table for everyone to help themselves. What I particularly like  

is waiting till all the family has sat down to eat and, with about five minutes to go, 

putting out a lonely bowl of dressed salad. They’ll devour half of it because they’re 

hungry, but if you’d put it out with everything else, it might have been ignored. 

Salads can be so good for you, especially if they’re lightly dressed. Having contrast 

in a meal keeps your brain switched on, talking to your tongue about flavours and 

communicating with your stomach to let you know when you’re full – and that’s not 

just me talking rubbish, it’s scientific fact. Maybe I’m turning into a geek, but it’s 

cool, that’s what I’m into. Vive la salad revolution!

“Adding herbs and edible flowers can transform 
and elevate the most basic of vegetables.”

Sizzling sausage 

salad (recipe p 90)



Tomato medley

jamie oliver.



Crispy chorizo  

& squid salad. 

Opposite: warm 

potato salad with 

bacon pangrattato.

jamie oliver.
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a spatula. If it breaks, don’t worry, it will  

all melt back together. Basically, what 

you’re trying to create is a big haloumi 

plate. Once golden on both sides, slide  

it onto a serving board. 

Lay the slices of beef tomato on the 

haloumi, top with the dressed tomatoes 

and scatter over the reserved basil leaves. 

Take to the table with the tomato and roast 

garlic dressing to drizzle over the top.

crispy chorizo & squid salad 
Serves 4 as a starter 

This Spanish-style salad is great with  

a glass of chilled sherry or riesling.  

It’s reminiscent of a balmy summer’s 

evening in Spain, so close your eyes  

and pretend you’re there. 

1 small red onion, thinly sliced

2 tbs sherry vinegar

11/2 tbs olive oil

100g dried chorizo, thinly sliced

4 cleaned squid, beaks removed, hoods 

thinly sliced, tentacles reserved

1/2 small bunch flat-leaf parsley,  

leaves picked

Place the sliced red onion on a platter, 

add 1 tbs sherry vinegar and gently toss 

so it starts to pickle slightly. Set aside. 

Meanwhile, heat 2 tsp oil in a pan over 

medium heat. Cook chorizo for 3-4 minutes 

until it’s crispy and all the fat has rendered 

out. Add remaining 1 tbs sherry vinegar 

and toss it all around, then set aside. 

Season squid tubes and tentacles. Cook 

with remaining 1 tbs oil over high heat for 

2-3 minutes until golden.

Quickly toss the parsley leaves with the 

red onion. Scatter over the chorizo, then 

top with the squid and eat straight away. 

warm potato salad  
with bacon pangrattato
Serves 6-8 as a side 

Potato salads are best dressed while the 

spuds are still warm, so they suck up all 

that lovely dressing. I’m not reinventing 

anything here, but I’ve added some crispy 

bacon bits to dip the potatoes in. 

1kg chat potatoes, scrubbed

3 slices stale bread, crusts discarded, torn 

4 rashers streaky smoked bacon

Chive flowers (optional), to serve

Chive dressing

1 cup (280g) natural yoghurt

1 small bunch chives,  

finely chopped

1/2 garlic clove,  

finely chopped

1/2 tsp Dijon mustard

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lemon 

Cook potatoes in a pan of boiling salted 

water for 10-12 minutes until really soft. 

Meanwhile, combine all the dressing 

ingredients together in a bowl. Season 

with salt and pepper, and lemon juice  

to taste. Set aside.

To make the pangrattato, whiz the stale 

bread and bacon separately in a food 

processor to fine crumbs. Place the bacon 

in a large pan over medium-high heat  

and dry-fry, stirring, for 1-2 minutes. Add 

bread and cook for a further 2-3 minutes 

until crisp and golden.

Once the potatoes are done, drain and 

steam dry in a colander. Cool a little, then 

gently crush a few. Add it all to the bowl 

of dressing and toss. Transfer to a serving 

platter and sprinkle over the chive flowers, 

if using. Serve with the crumbs and some 

spoons and ask your guests to toss 

spoonfuls of the potato salad through  

the crispy bacon pangrattato. 
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pub-style beef  
& watercress salad
Serves 6

Beef salads are something I associate with 

old-school pub food. You don’t tend to 

see them much anymore, but when they’re 

done well, they can be amazing. They’re  

a great way to use up leftover rare roast 

beef too. I always fancy crisps with a beef 

salad, so using vegetable crisps keeps 

things interesting. These ingredients also 

make an incredible sarnie – just pick up  

a nice baguette or sourdough and pile  

it all up inside for a brilliant summer lunch.

12 large slices leftover rare roast beef

Extra virgin olive oil

1/2 bunch watercress, leaves picked

Vegetable crisps (optional),  

to serve

Watercress sauce

200g cream cheese

1/2 bunch watercress, leaves picked

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lemon

For the sauce, whiz all the ingredients 

together in a food processor until smooth, 

then season with salt and pepper to taste. 

Spoon the sauce onto a platter, top  

with waves of sliced roast beef, drizzle  

with oil, scatter over the watercress and 

serve with the vegetable crisps on the 

side, if you like. 

sizzling sausage salad 
Serve 4 

This isn’t a classic salad, but it’s another 

great way to use up all the tomatoes 

around at the moment. The hot, crispy 

sausage adds a wonderful contrast.  

You will need 2 bamboo skewers.

1 link (about 400g) Cumberland sausages 

1 tbs honey

1 tbs balsamic vinegar

A few rosemary sprigs,  

leaves picked

600g mixed heirloom tomatoes 

Tomato dressing

1 tomato, grated

1/2 red onion, grated

Extra virgin olive oil

1 tbs white wine vinegar

Soak skewers in cold water for 1 hour  

to stop them burning when heated. 

Preheat the oven to 190°C. 

Untwist and squeeze the link of 

sausages back into one big sausage,  

then shape it to form a coil. Using 

skewers, spear the sausage through  

on a diagonal to hold it in place.  

Place the sausage on a baking tray  

and bake in the oven for 10 minutes  

or until light golden. Using a sharp  

knife, score the sausage skin in a  

criss-cross fashion so it blisters and  

the fat starts rendering out. Return  

sausage to the oven for a further  

10 minutes or until nicely golden. 

Meanwhile, combine the honey  

and balsamic vinegar in a bowl and  

use it to baste the sausage. Carefully  

toss the rosemary leaves in the fat in  

the tray, then scatter over the sausage. 

jamie oliver.

Pub-style beef & 

watercress salad

“Every time I make a salad, I’m flooded with new 
ideas and accents to make it really shine.”

▲
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Return to the oven for a further 5 minutes 

or until the sausage is dark golden, crisp, 

and cooked through. 

Meanwhile, roughly chop the tomatoes 

into 2cm chunks. Combine all the dressing 

ingredients in a bowl. Drizzle half the 

dressing over the tomatoes and toss,  

then add the remaining dressing. Place 

the tomatoes on a platter, sit your gnarly 

sausage wheel on top and scatter over 

the crisp rosemary to serve.

jools’ chopped salad
Serves 4-6 as a side 

This is the clever way my wife, Jools, gets 

all our kids, even the babies, to eat lots  

of salad. Everything is chopped extra fine 

and tiny, almost like a salsa, making it an 

absolute pleasure to eat. 

6 baby (Dutch) carrots,  

mixed if possible

2 celery stalks, trimmed

125g mixed cherry tomatoes

2 baby cos lettuces

100g feta

A few mint sprigs,  

leaves picked

1 tbs balsamic vinegar

2 tbs extra virgin olive oil

Finely chop the carrots, celery, cherry 

tomatoes and lettuce separately on a  

large board. Once everything is fairly  

fine, start mixing it up and chopping  

some more. 

Crumble over the feta, then roll the 

mint leaves like a cigar and chop into  

the salad. 

Combine the balsamic vinegar, oil  

and a pinch of salt and pepper in a  

jam jar. Take the board of salad to the 

table with the dressing and dress just 

before eating. 

fig bombs
Serves 6-8 as a starter or side 

No one will be able to resist these 

delicious bites of crisp lettuce,  

sweet fig, warm, oozy cheese and  

crunchy toasted hazelnuts.

1/3 cup (50g) blanched hazelnuts

2 tsp runny honey

225g whole camembert or similar soft 

cheese in a wooden box

A few thyme sprigs, tips picked

1 garlic clove, thinly sliced

Extra virgin olive oil

1 butter lettuce 

4 figs

Baby mint leaves, to serve

Preheat oven to 190°C. Place hazelnuts on 

a baking tray and bake for 7-8 minutes 

until lightly toasted. Drizzle over honey 

and jiggle the tray to coat nuts, then pop 

it back in for 1-2 minutes. Cool, then 

roughly crush with a mortar and pestle. 

Remove any labels from the box and 

remove cheese from the plastic wrapping. 

Slice off the top rind and discard. Return 

cheese to box and poke the thyme tips 

and garlic into the top. Season with a little 

salt and pepper, and drizzle with olive oil. 

Replace the lid and place on a baking tray. 

Bake in the oven for 10-12 minutes until 

lovely and gooey. 

Meanwhile, remove tatty outer leaves 

from the lettuce, then click off the larger 

leaves and save them for another day 

– you want 16 inner-heart leaves like little 

cups. Rinse and pat dry, then line them up 

on a board. Tear the figs into quarters and 

pop one in each cup. Spoon over some of 

the gooey cheese, sprinkle over the nuts, 

and serve with a few baby mint leaves.  d.

jamie oliver.

Jools’ chopped salad
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A golden Christmas 
Spice up your Christmas feast with Jamie’s delicious sticky glazed ham, and relish a little peachy chutney on the side. 

glazed jerk ham 
serves 16-20 

5 garlic cloves

2 red onions

5 scotch bonnet chillies

1 bunch chives

1 tbs raw caster sugar 

2 good splashes of golden rum

125ml malt vinegar

2 tbs ground allspice

2 tbs ground nutmeg

2 tbs ground cloves

2 tbs sea salt

3 fresh bay leaves

1 bunch fresh thyme

1 x 5kg Woolworths Gold Free Range Leg Ham

for the glaze

125ml golden rum

5 tbs marmalade

Juice of 3 oranges

1 Peel the garlic and red onions, and halve and 

deseed the scotch bonnets, then place in a food 

processor (wash your hands to remove any traces 

of chilli). Add the chives, sugar, rum, vinegar, all the 

spices and the salt. Pull off and discard the bay 

stalks, then add the leaves to the processor. Strip in 

the thyme leaves and blitz until very finely chopped.

2 Place the ham on a board and trim off the outer 

layer of skin, leaving a 1cm layer of fat behind. 

Score the fat all over in a criss-cross pattern, 

making sure you don’t cut down into the meat 

itself. Transfer the ham to a roasting tray and pour 

over the marinade.

3 Rub the marinade over the meat, getting into all 

the nooks and crannies, then cover with plastic 

wrap and place in the fridge to marinate for at least 

2 hours, but preferably overnight.

4 When you’re ready to cook, preheat the oven 

to 180˚C and leave the ham to come up to room 

temperature. Cover the tray with tin foil and 

reheat according to packet instructions. Around 

40 minutes before the time’s up, remove the foil 

and pour over the rum. Add the marmalade and 

orange juice to the tray and mix together with the 

pan juices. Brush the glaze all over the ham and 

return the ham to the oven for the remaining time. 

Brush and spoon the pan juices and rub back over 



the top of the ham every 5 to 10 minutes 

until dark, sticky and gnarly.

5 Once glazed to perfection, remove to a board 

to rest for 30 minutes before carving into nice thick 

slices. Pour the cooking juices into a jug, skimming 

away the fat – it’ll make an epic spicy gravy to 

drizzle over at the end, if you like. Serve with 

a fresh, crunchy salad, grilled oranges and some 

Spiced peach chutney (see recipe below).

spiced peach chutney
serves 16-20 

18 ripe peaches

2 fresh red chillies

3 red onions

1 large thumb-sized piece of ginger

1 bunch fresh basil

1 tsp cumin seeds

3 cloves

Olive oil

250ml cider vinegar

5 fresh bay leaves

300g light brown sugar

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

1 Preheat a barbecue or griddle pan until 

screaming hot. Meanwhile, halve and de-stone the 

peaches, then grill, cut-side up, for 3 to 4 minutes, 

or until the skin is charred and the fruit is starting 

to soften – you may need to work in batches. 

Carefully lift off the grill and place skin-side up 

on a tray to cool. Once cool enough to handle, 

pinch off and discard the skins.

2 Prick the chillies with the tip of a knife and 

grill on all sides until blackened and blistered 

all over. Place in a mixing bowl, cover with plastic 

wrap and leave to cool. Next, peel and finely 

chop the onions and ginger, then pick the basil 

leaves and finely chop the stalks.

3 Place a large pan on a medium heat 

and add the cumin and cloves. Toast lightly 

for a few minutes, or until smelling fantastic, 

then tip into a pestle and mortar and bash 

to a powder. Place the pan back on 

the heat and add a splash of 

olive oil. Add the onion, ginger 

and basil stalks to the pan, cover 

with a lid and cook gently for 10 

to 15 minutes, or until soft, 

sweet and sticky.

4 Meanwhile, carefully 

skin, deseed and finely 

chop the chillies (wash your hands 

to remove any traces of chilli). 

Roughly chop the peaches and add 

to the pan along with the chillies, vinegar,

bay, sugar, spices and a few tablespoons of

water. Season with salt and pepper and bring

to the boil. Reduce the heat and simmer

gently for around 40 minutes,

or until thick and jammy.

5 Tear the basil leaves into the pan

and stir together. Remove from

the heat and leave to cool,

removing the bay leaves

before serving.

JAMIE’S TIP:

This chutney makes a sweet present. If you’re 

saving your chutney or giving it as a gift, you’ll 

need to sterilise the jar first. Preheat the oven to 

110°C, then wash the jars in warm, clean, soapy 

water and pop upside-down on a clean baking 

tray. Place in the oven for 10 minutes, then use 

a clean cloth to take them out before filling 

them with the chutney and sealing them up.

“MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM THE 

FESTIVE FOOD PEOPLE”

Jamie Oliver and Woolworths have teamed up 

to provide you with the best recipes, produce 

and tips for the festive season. It’s the one-stop 

shop for all your Christmas needs. Head online 

for more great Christmas recipe inspiration: 

woolworths.com.au/christmas

http://woolworths.com.au/christmas
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’Tis the season to be indulgent and where better to start (or finish!) 

than with dessert? Valli Little pulls out all the stops with her pies, 

cakes and puddings that taste as good as they look.
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wicked.

Mulled cherry pie with 

gingerbread ice cream 

(recipe p 98)
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meringue for grown-ups, spiked 
with coffee, ginger and liqueur, and 
crowned with ruby pomegranates.

coffee meringue
with pomegranate sauce
Serves 6-8

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

2 tbs strong instant coffee granules

900ml thickened cream

1 tbs caster sugar

2 tbs cream liqueur (we used Baileys)

1/4 cup (65g) drained, chopped

stem ginger

100g store-bought meringue,

lightly crushed

1/4 cup (80g) redcurrant jelly

1 cup (250ml) pomegranate juice

Juice of 1 lime

1 tbs arrowroot

Seeds of 2 pomegranates

Grease and line the base and side of  

a 22cm springform cake pan.

Combine coffee with 1 tbs boiling 

water, then set aside to cool. Whisk 

cream and sugar to soft peaks. Stir 

through liqueur, ginger and meringue, 

then spoon mixture into prepared pan. 

Using a skewer, swirl the cooled coffee 

through the cream mixture. Cover and 

freeze overnight.

Combine redcurrant jelly, pomegranate 

juice and lime juice in a pan over low 

heat. Combine arrowroot with 1 tbs cold 

water and stir until smooth. Add 1 tbs 

redcurrant mixture and stir to combine. 

Add arrowroot mixture to the pan and 

cook for a further 2-3 minutes until 

mixture thickens. Cool completely,  

then stir through pomegranate seeds. 

Spoon pomegranate sauce over the 

meringue to serve.

* 
Available from Middle Eastern 

grocers and selected supermarkets.

mulled cherry pie with 
gingerbread ice cream 
Serves 6

1 cup (250ml) red wine 

1/2 cup (110g) caster sugar,  

plus extra to dust 

1 cinnamon quill

6 cloves 

1 pared strip of orange zest

1 star anise

1 vanilla bean, split, seeds scraped  

600g pitted cherries,  

or frozen cherries, thawed 

2 tbs arrowroot

Gingerbread ice cream, to serve 

(recipe follows)

Pastry

11/3 cups (200g) plain flour

1/2 cup (75g) self-raising flour

1 tsp ground cinnamon 

1/4 cup (30g) custard powder

150g cold unsalted butter, chopped

1 egg

For the pastry, combine flours, cinnamon, 

custard powder and a good pinch of salt 

in a food processor. Add butter and whiz 

to fine crumbs. Add egg and 2 tbs chilled 

water, then whiz until mixture comes 

together in a smooth ball. Shape into  

a disc, enclose in plastic wrap and chill 

for 30 minutes.

Meanwhile, combine wine, sugar, 

cinnamon, cloves, orange zest, star anise 

and vanilla in a saucepan over low heat, 

stirring until sugar dissolves. Remove pan 

from heat and set aside for 15 minutes  

to infuse. Strain through a sieve (discard 

solids), return to pan with cherries, then 

simmer gently over low heat until cherries 



wicked.

Coffee meringue with 

pomegranate sauce



start to soften. Combine arrowroot with  

2 tbs cold water in a small bowl and stir 

until smooth. Add 1 tbs cherry liquid and 

stir to combine. Add arrowroot mixture  

to pan and cook, stirring, for a further  

2-3 minutes until mixture thickens. Cool.

Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease a 22cm 

loose-bottomed tart pan. 

Divide pastry into 2 equal portions.  

Roll out 1 portion on a lightly floured work 

surface and use to line the base and side 

of the tart pan, trimming and reserving 

excess pastry for decorating. Roll out 

second portion of pastry to a 24cm round. 

Fill tart base with cooled cherry mixture. 

Brush edges of pastry with a little cold 

water. Place second pastry round over  

the top, trimming excess pastry, then press 

and crimp edge to seal. 

Roll out reserved pastry trimmings  

and, using a star cookie cutter, cut out 

star shapes. Brush one side of each  

with a little cold water, then place, 

brushed-side down, on top of pie.  

Dust with extra caster sugar, then bake 

pie for 35 minutes or until pastry is 

golden and crisp. Stand for 5 minutes, 

then serve with gingerbread ice cream.  

gingerbread ice cream
Makes 1.2L

11/2 cups (375ml) milk 

11/2 cups (375ml) pure (thin) cream

6 egg yolks

1/2 firmly packed cup (125g)  

light brown sugar

1/4 cup (90g) golden syrup

1 tsp ground ginger

2 tsp ground cinnamon

1/2 tsp ground cloves

1/2 tsp ground nutmeg

1 tsp vanilla extract

Heat milk and cream in a saucepan over 

medium-low heat until just starting to 

bubble around the edge. Whisk egg  

yolks, sugar, golden syup, spices and 

vanilla in a bowl until well combined.  

Pour milk mixture over egg mixture, gently 

whisking to combine. Return mixture to  

a clean pan over medium-low heat and 

cook, stirring, for 4-5 minutes until thick 

enough to coat the back of a spoon. 

Transfer to a bowl placed over ice and  

stir occasionally until cooled completely.

Transfer to an ice cream machine  

and churn according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. (Alternatively, pour into a 

shallow container and freeze for 2 hours or 

until frozen at edges. Remove from freezer 

and beat with electric beaters until smooth. 

Return to container and refreeze. Repeat 

2-3 times.) Transfer to a container and 

freeze for 4 hours or until firm.  

bombe alaska mince tarts
Makes 6

You will need a kitchen blowtorch.

12/3 cups (250g) plain flour

1/3 cup (50g) icing sugar

150g cold unsalted butter, chopped

2 eggs, separated 

100g caster sugar

410g jar fruit mince 

500ml vanilla ice cream

Place flour and icing sugar in a food 

processor and pulse briefly to remove any 

lumps. Add butter and whiz until mixture 

resembles fine crumbs. Add egg yolks 

and 2 tbs chilled water, then whiz until 

mixture forms a smooth ball. Enclose  

in plastic wrap and chill for 30 minutes. 

Grease 6 x 10cm loose-bottomed tart 

pans. Roll out pastry to 3mm thick, then, 

using a 12cm cutter, cut out 6 rounds  

and line holes in prepared pan. Trim 

edges, then chill for 30 minutes. 

Preheat oven to 180°C. Prick pastry 

bases with a fork, then line with baking 

paper and fill with pastry weights or rice. 

Bake for 10 minutes, then remove paper 

and weights. Bake for a further 3-4 minutes 

until pastry is golden and crisp. Cool 

completely, then fill with fruit mince. 

Place eggwhites in the bowl of an 

electric mixer and whisk to soft peaks. 

Whisking constantly, gradually add caster 

sugar until mixture is thick and glossy. 

Working quickly, place 1 scoop of ice 

cream on each tart, then dollop over 

meringue, ensuring ice cream is completely 

covered. Using a kitchen blowtorch, brown 

meringues. Serve immediately.

chocolate-glazed  
gingerbread cakes
Makes 12 

1/4 cup (90g) honey

1/4 cup (95g) molasses

1/2 firmly packed cup (125g) brown sugar

3/4 cup (180ml) milk

1 cup (150g) plain flour

11/4 tsp baking powder 

1 tsp ground ginger

1/2 tsp mixed spice

1/2 tsp ground cinnamon

Pinch ground nutmeg

65g unsalted butter, chopped

1 egg

1/3 cup (75g) chopped glace ginger

Ganache

200g dark chocolate, chopped

100ml pure (thin) cream

15g unsalted butter

1 tsp glucose syrup

100 delicious.

go back to the future with a cute 
christmas take on bombe alaska.



Bombe Alaska mince tarts

wicked.
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Summer berry  

layer cake (recipe  

p 104). Opposite: 

chocolate-glazed 

gingerbread cakes  

(recipe p 100).

wicked.
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wicked.

Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease a 12-hole 

muffin pan and line bases with baking 

paper. Place honey, molasses, sugar and 

milk in a saucepan over low heat, stirring 

until sugar dissolves. Cool.

Place flour, baking powder, spices, 

butter and a pinch of salt in a food 

processor and pulse to combine. Add egg 

and cooled honey mixture, then whiz for  

1 minute or until a smooth batter forms. 

Divide among prepared muffin holes, then 

bake for 20-25 minutes until a skewer 

inserted into the centre comes out clean. 

Cool for 5 minutes in pan, then invert onto 

a wire rack to cool completely.

Meanwhile, to make ganache, place 

chocolate in a heatproof bowl. Heat 

cream in a pan over medium-low heat and 

bring almost to the boil. Add to chocolate 

and stir until smooth. Add butter and 

glucose syrup, and stir until smooth. Cool 

to room temperature, then dip cakes in 

ganache, allowing ganache to drip down 

sides. Top with glace ginger to serve.  

summer berry layer cake 
Serves 8

400g frozen mixed berries or forest 

fruits, thawed, plus extra mixed fresh 

berries to serve 

2 cups (500ml) thickened cream

5 gold-strength gelatine leaves*

2 eggs, separated

160g caster sugar

3 large round sponge cake bases*

2 tbs kirsch 

Icing sugar, to dust

Puree berries in a blender or food 

processor, then strain through a sieve  

into a jug (discard solids). Measure  

out 300ml puree and place in a pan with 

300ml cream over medium-low heat  

and bring almost to the boil. Set aside.

Meanwhile, soak gelatine leaves in  

a small bowl of cold water for 5 minutes. 

Whisk egg yolks and 40g caster sugar in 

a bowl until thick and pale, then gradually 

whisk in the warm berry mixture. Return to 

a clean pan over low heat and cook, 

stirring, for 2-3 minutes until slightly 

thickened. Squeeze excess liquid from  

the gelatine, then add to mixture, stirring 

until gelatine dissolves. Strain through a 

sieve into a bowl placed over ice, stirring 

occasionally, until cooled completely. 

Whisk remaining 200ml cream to stiff 

peaks, then, in 2 batches, fold into cooled 

berry mixture. Combine remaining 120g 

sugar and 1/4 cup (60ml) water in a pan over 

low heat, stirring until sugar dissolves. 

Cook, without stirring, for 2 minutes or until 

slightly reduced. Using electric beaters, 

whisk eggwhites in a clean bowl to soft 

peaks, then gradually add hot sugar syrup, 

whisking constantly, for 5 minutes or until 

the mixture is thick. Fold half the eggwhite 

mixture into berry mixture to loosen, then 

fold in remainder.

Using the base of a 23cm springform 

cake pan as a guide, trim sponges to fit 

pan snugly. Lightly grease and line base 

and sides of the pan with baking paper. 

Place 1 sponge in base and drizzle with  

1 tbs kirsch. Spread over half the berry 

mixture, then place second sponge on top. 

Drizzle with remaining 1 tbs kirsch, spread 

over remaining berry mixture, then top 

with third sponge. Cover with plastic wrap 

and chill for 4 hours or overnight.

Place on a serving plate and generously 

dust with icing sugar. Heat a metal skewer 

over a flame for 1 minute until very hot, 

then scorch the cake in a criss-cross 

pattern, reheating skewer as necessary.  

Pile extra fresh berries on top to serve. 

* Gelatine leaves are from gourmet 

shops and selected delis. Sponge cake 

bases (in packs of three) are from delis.

white chocolate tart with 
cranberries in caramel
Serves 6-8

1 cup (150g) plain flour

2 tbs cocoa powder

1/3 cup (50g) icing sugar

80g cold unsalted butter, chopped

3 eggs, 2 lightly beaten 

400g white chocolate, finely chopped 

600ml thickened cream

250g frozen cranberries (unthawed)

300ml pure (thin) cream

100g brown sugar

To make chocolate pastry, whiz flour, cocoa 

and icing sugar in a food processor to 

combine. Add butter and whiz to fine 

crumbs. Add 1 egg and whiz until mixture 

comes together. Shape into a ball, enclose 

in plastic wrap and chill for 30 minutes.

Grease and line a 23cm loose-bottomed 

tart pan. Roll out pastry on a lightly floured 

surface and use to line prepared tart pan. 

Chill for 30 minutes. 

Preheat oven to 190°C. Prick pastry base 

with a fork, then line with baking paper and 

fill with baking weights or rice. Bake for  

8 minutes, remove paper and weights, then 

bake for a further 3 minutes or until pastry 

is crisp. Cool. Reduce oven to 160°C.

Place chocolate in a heatproof bowl. 

Heat thickened cream in a pan over 

medium-low heat and bring almost to the 

boil. Add to chocolate, stirring until 

smooth. Cool slightly. Add beaten eggs 

and stir to combine. Pour filling into tart 

case and bake for 30-35 minutes until filling 

is set but still has a slight wobble. 

Combine thin cream and brown sugar  

in a pan, stirring over low heat until sugar 

dissolves. Cook, stirring occasionally, for 

2-3 minutes, then cool slightly. 

To serve, pile frozen berries onto tart 

and pour over the warm caramel sauce.

white chocolate tart with frosty 
berries and warm caramel.



White chocolate tart with 

cranberries in caramel
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spiced ice cream torte  
with caramel figs
Serves 6-8

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

1/2 cup (75g) dried cranberries

75g pitted prunes

50g sultanas

175ml port

120g speculaas (Dutch spiced 

biscuits)* or ginger thins

15g unsalted butter, melted 

600ml pure (thin) cream 

395ml can condensed milk 

1 tbs lemon juice

3/4 cup (75g) walnuts, toasted, 

chopped or (110g) pistachio kernels 

1 cup (190g) dried baby figs, quartered

1/2 firmly packed cup (125g)  

brown sugar

Line a 12cm x 26cm x 8cm-deep terrine 

with plastic wrap, leaving enough 

overhanging to cover top completely.

Pulse dried fruit in a food processor  

to roughly chop. Combine in a bowl with 

the port. Set aside for 2 hours. 

Whiz speculaas in a food processor  

to fine crumbs. Add melted butter  

and pulse to combine.

Whisk 2 cups (500ml) cream to soft 

peaks. In a separate bowl, lightly  

beat condensed milk and lemon juice 

together. Fold whipped cream into 

condensed milk mixture, then fold  

in drained fruit mixture and nuts.  

Spread a third of the cream mixture  

over the base of the lined terrine,  

then top with half the biscuit mixture. 

Repeat, finishing with remaining third  

of the cream mixture. Enclose with 

plastic wrap, then freeze overnight.

Place figs in a bowl, cover with boiling 

water, then set aside for 30 minutes.

Combine sugar and remaining 100ml 

cream in a pan over low heat, stirring  

until sugar dissolves. Drain figs (discard 

liquid), add to cream mixture and simmer 

for 1 minute. Cool. 

To serve, invert terrine onto a serving 

plate and spoon over caramel figs with 

their syrup. 

* Speculaas are available from delis  

and selected supermarkets.

▲



SIMPLY DIVINE: 

Throw together an impressive 

platter of contrasting fl avours 

with a round of Président 

Camembert, a wedge of 

Président Double Brie, some 

salty prosciutto, a dollop of 

sour cherry preserve, a truss 

of fresh cherry tomatoes and 

some crisp seeded lavosh.

PRESIDENTAUSTRALIA.COM.AU

Président? Avec Plaisir!

ADVERTISEMENT

Pair premium cheeses with simple serving ideas for sophisticated entertaining. 

Creamy and delicious, Président Camembert and Double Brie 

are expertly crafted by French artisan cheesemakers. Bon appetit.

Je t’aime

http://PRESIDENTAUSTRALIA.COM.AU
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drunken, sunken chocolate  
cake with spiced cookie cream  
and gilded raspberries
Serves 6-8

250g dark chocolate

1/4 cup (60ml) brandy

2 tbs strong espresso

200g unsalted butter, chopped

1 cup (220g) caster sugar

1 tsp vanilla extract

6 eggs, separated 

13/4 cups (175g) almond meal

4 sheets edible gold leaf* (optional)

300g raspberries

Spiced cookie cream 

200ml pure (thin) cream

1/2 cup (120g) creme fraiche

8 speculaas (Dutch spiced biscuits)*

or ginger thins, finely crushed

1 tsp vanilla extract

For the spiced cookie cream, whisk cream 

and creme fraiche to soft peaks, then fold 

in the speculaas and vanilla. Chill until 

ready to use. 

Preheat oven to 170°C. Grease and line 

base and side of a 23cm springform cake 

pan with baking paper.

Place chocolate, brandy and coffee  

in a heatproof bowl set over a pan of 

gently simmering water and stir until 

melted and combined. Add butter and stir 

until melted and combined. Add sugar 

and vanilla, stirring until sugar dissolves. 

Remove from heat and cool slightly. 

Add egg yolks and almond meal to 

chocolate mixture and beat to combine. 

In a clean bowl, using electric beaters, 

whisk eggwhites to stiff peaks. Fold half 

the eggwhite into chocolate mixture to 

loosen, then fold in remainder. Pour into 

pan and bake for 45-50 minutes until just 

cooked through (centre will still be quite 

soft). Cool for 15 minutes in pan, then 

transfer to a wire rack to cool completely. 

 To serve, using tweezers, tear small 

pieces of gold leaf, if using, and dab onto 

raspberries. Spread spiced cookie cream 

over cake and top with gilded raspberries.

* Speculaas are from delis and selected 

supermarkets. Edible gold leaf is from 

cake decorating or stationery shops.  d.
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Shake up this year’s festivities with foxy 

finger food and fresh, fruit-based cocktails 

by mixologist extraordinaire Luke Ashton. 

Top them off with a generous spritz of this 

season’s hottest tableware and accessories. 

Get set to

style special.



Cherry-glazed duck 

breast on brioche 

toasts (recipe p 115)

delicious. 111 
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strawberry & orange spritz 
Makes 1 cocktail

Begin this recipe 9 days ahead.

30ml citrus vodka (such as Ketel One) 

1/4 tsp rosewater

100ml dry prosecco 

Pared orange zest, to garnish

Strawberry & orange syrup (makes 350ml)

200g strawberries, thinly sliced

200g caster sugar

200ml white wine vinegar

11/2 tsp fi nely grated orange zest

For the strawberry & orange syrup, place 

the strawberries and sugar in a bowl, and 

toss to combine. Cover and refrigerate for 

2 days, stirring the mixture once a day. 

Add vinegar and orange zest, then return 

to the fridge for 1 week. Strain and 

refrigerate until ready to use.  

To make the spritz, combine the vodka, 

rosewater and prosecco in a wine glass 

fi lled with ice. Add 15ml strawberry and 

orange syrup, and stir. Twist orange zest to 

release oils and add to cocktail to garnish. 

watermelon & haloumi tabbouleh 
Serves 6 as a canape

1/2 red onion, halved, fi nely chopped 

1 tsp caster sugar

200g haloumi, thickly sliced

1/3 cup (50g) couscous, cooked 

to packet instructions

1/2 bunch mint, leaves chopped

1 Lebanese cucumber, seeds removed, 

cut into 1cm pieces

2 jalapeno chillies, seeds removed, 

fi nely chopped 

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lemon

2 tbs olive oil

1 tbs zaatar* (see Shopping list, p 116)

1 baby cos lettuce, leaves torn 

500g watermelon, peeled, 

cut into 1cm pieces

Place the onion in a bowl with sugar and 

1 cup (250ml) water. Soak for 15 minutes, 

then drain and set aside. 

Place a frypan over medium heat and 

cook the haloumi for 2 minutes each side 

or until golden, then set aside to cool. 

WINNER OF AUSTRALIA’S Diageo 
Reserve World Class Bartender of the 
Year in 2013 and placed seventh in the 
global competition, Luke Ashton is a 
mixologist with an alchemist’s touch. 
“Summer cocktails should be simple, 
seasonal and refreshing,” he says. “Think 
long drinks with fresh juices, and sodas 
that balance sweetness and acid.”

So get the party started with one of his 
killer cocktails paired with nibbles to
match, and stop by Luke’s new bar in
Sydney, This Must Be The Place, for one
of his signature spritz cocktails using
seasonal fruit and house-made syrups.

drinks with fresh juices and sodas that balance sweetness and acid.”

“Summer cocktails should be simple, tasty and refreshing. Think long 

Strawberry 

& orange spritz



Watermelon & 

haloumi tabbouleh

Tabbouleh: Gold ‘Leaf’ fork, $39/set of 3, Exhibit 

Interiors • Bowls by Tina Frey, $30 each, Punch 

Gallery • Small charcuterie board by Tina Frey, 

$72, Punch Gallery • Champagne coupe, $28/set 

of 4, I Like Birds • Mae Engelgeer ‘Ish’ teatowel, 

$35, Koskela PREVIOUS PAGES: (Outdoor shot)

‘Volley Rocker’ copper rocking chair, $1480, Tait 

• ‘Harper’ cushion, from $78, Middle Of Nowhere 

• ‘Tropical Floral’ suede fl oor cushion, $330, Bonnie 

And Neil • Metallic cushion, $150, and round 

cushion, $230, Spacecraft • Vitra ‘Plate’ table by 

Jasper Morrison, $1745, Space Furniture • Ligne 

Roset ‘Lucile’ table lamp, $495, Domo • Leather 

table runner with stitch detail, $85, Saint Crispin 

• Dash & Albert ‘Trimaran’ outdoor rug, from 

$10,995, Zanui Duck toasts: Michaël Verheyden 

brass tray, $445, Becker Minty •  Estetico 

Quotidiano ‘Gold’ side plate, $28, Seletti 

• Tom Dixon ‘Etch’ tealight holder, $102, Dedece + 

Strawberry & orange spritz: ‘Vineyard’ stemless 

champagne glasses, $12.95 each, Country Road 

• Iittala punch bowl set with ladle and 6 glasses 

(punch bowl shown), $395, Becker Minty 

style special.



Rockmelon & tequila cooler

style special.

Rockmelon & tequila cooler: ‘Retro’ 

tumbler, $199/set of 6, Royal Doulton 

• ‘H20 Water’ glasses, $49.95/pair, 

Riedel • Jug, $35, Punch Gallery 

• Hexagonal copper tray, $199, 

Urban Couture Opposite: 

Champagne coupe, $28/set of 4, 

I Like Birds • ‘Linear’ high ball, 

$299/set of 4 tumblers and jug, 

Royal Doulton • ‘H20 Water’ glass, 

$49.95/pair, Riedel • Brass ‘Swizzle’ 

stick, $10, Lightly • Leather coasters, 

$45/set of 6, Saint Crispin • ‘Retro’ 

tumbler, $199/set of 6, Royal Doulton 

• Ferm Living ‘Brass’ tray, $89, 

Designstuff • ‘Rectangular Flat’ 

platter, $44, RM Hall • Brass 

muddler, $15, Lightly • Iittala punch 

bowl with ladle and 6 glasses, $395, 

Becker Minty • Martin Jakobsen 

‘Karppi’ jug, $109, Resident GP
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Combine couscous with the drained 

onion, mint, cucumber, jalapeno, lemon 

zest and juice, oil, zaatar and lettuce in  

a bowl, then season. 

Cut the haloumi into 1cm pieces  

and toss through the tabbouleh with  

the watermelon to serve.

rockmelon & tequila cooler
Makes 1 jug

Begin this recipe 3 days ahead.

240ml each Don Julio Blanco Tequila  

and Lillet Blanc*  

(see Shopping list, p 116)

2/3 cup (165ml) lemon juice

Rockmelon wedges and mint leaves,  

to serve

Rockmelon juice (makes 1.2L)

500g rockmelon flesh, grated

250g caster sugar

Chamomile syrup (makes 750ml)

1/3 cup chamomile tea leaves

500g caster sugar

For the melon juice, Combine grated 

melon and sugar, then refrigerate for  

48 hours, stirring once or twice. Add 1L  

(4 cups) water and refrigerate overnight. 

Strain and refrigerate until ready to use. 

For the chamomile syrup, brew tea with  

2 cups (500ml) hot water. Add sugar and 

stir until dissolved. Set aside until cool, 

then strain. Refrigerate until ready to use.

To make the cooler, place remaining 

ingredients in a 2L jug or punch bowl with 

1/3 cup (80ml) chamomile syrup and  

640ml melon juice. Stir to combine.  

Add ice cubes, rockmelon wedges  

and mint, and serve in tumblers. 

cherry-glazed duck breast  
on brioche toasts
Makes 18

1 brioche loaf, crusts removed

2 tbs olive oil

2 x 180g duck breasts, skin scored

Micro herbs or finely chopped flat-leaf 

parsley, to serve

Cherry glaze

1 tbs olive oil

1 garlic clove, crushed

4 thyme sprigs

1 cup (150g) pitted cherries

21/2 tbs maple syrup

1/4 tsp each cinnamon, allspice and 

freshly grated nutmeg

For the cherry glaze, heat the oil in a small 

saucepan over medium heat. Add the 

garlic and thyme, and cook for 1 minute  

or until fragrant. Add the cherries and 

cook for a further 1-2 minutes. Add the 

remaining glaze ingredients with 1/4 cup 

(60ml) water and bring to a simmer. 

Reduce heat to low and cook, stirring 

occasionally, for 15 minutes or until 

reduced. Discard thyme and set aside  

to cool. Place in a small food processor 

and whiz until smooth. Set aside. 

Preheat oven to 200°C. Tear brioche 

into 18 equal pieces and flatten out to 

roughly 3cm x 5cm rectangles. Place  

on a baking tray, brush with a little oil  

and cover with a second baking tray.  

Bake for 10 minutes or until golden and 

crisp. Transfer to a wire rack to cool. 

Season the duck, then place, skin-side 

down, in an ovenproof frypan over 

medium heat. Cook for 6 minutes or until 

most of the fat is rendered and the skin  
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is golden. Drain some of the fat from the 

pan, then cook the duck, basting with  

cherry glaze and turning, for a further  

2 minutes for medium or until cooked  

to your liking. Remove from the heat  

and rest, loosely covered with foil, for  

5 minutes, then thinly slice. 

Spread 1 tsp cherry glaze on each 

brioche toast, then top with a slice of 

duck. Garnish with herbs to serve. 

apple & elderflower collins
Makes 1 cocktail

You will need a juicer, cocktail shaker  

and a muslin cloth or fine sieve.

5 Granny Smith apples,  

plus thin wedges to garnish

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon

25ml gin and Campo de Encanto Pisco* 

(see Shopping list)

25ml elderflower liqueur*  

(see Shopping list)

25ml lemon juice

Juice the apples and add lemon zest. 

Transfer to a jug and chill for 30 minutes to 

allow the juice and froth to separate. Strain 

the juice through a folded muslin cloth or  

a fine sieve, stopping before you get to the 

cloudy juice. Chill until needed.

To make the cocktail, place the 

remaining ingredients with 50ml clear 

apple juice in a cocktail shaker filled with 

ice. Shake, then strain into a tall glass 

filled with ice. Garnish with apple wedges.

panko & pea-crumbed snapper 
Serves 6 

1/2 cup (150g) Kewpie mayonnaise

Finely grated zest and juice of 1/2 lemon

100g fresh or frozen peas (unthawed)

11/2 cups (75g) panko crumbs

11/2 tsp black sesame seeds

2 eggs

1/2 cup (75g) plain flour, seasoned

600g skinless snapper fillets, pin-boned

Sunflower oil, to deep-fry

THE HEALTH FOOD SHOP
Agave syrup, a sweetener

made from the agave plant.

GOURMET FOOD SHOP
Angostura Bitters, botanically

infused bitters.
Zaatar, Middle Eastern spice

blend of thyme, sumac,
sesame seeds and salt.

THE BOTTLE SHOP
Campo de Encanto Pisco,

An artisanal Peruvian
grape brandy.

Don Julio Blanco, high-quality
clear Mexican tequila.

Elderflower liqueur, such as St
Germain brand; a spirit made
from French elderflowers.

Lillet Blanc, a French aperitif
blending Bordeaux wines and
citrus liqueurs.

Combine the Kewpie, lemon zest and juice 

in a bowl and chill until ready to serve. 

Place peas in a small food processor 

and whiz to fine crumbs. Place in a bowl 

with the panko and sesame seeds.

Combine eggs with 2 tbs water in  

a bowl, season and whisk to combine. 

Place seasoned flour in a separate bowl. 

Slice snapper into 2cm-thick strips. 

Coat in the seasoned flour, then egg  

and finally the panko mixture. Place on  

a baking paper-lined baking tray. 

Apple &  

elderflower Collins
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Panko & pea-crumbed 

snapper

Crumbed snapper: Ferm Living ‘Brass’ cup, $48, 

Designstuff • Pordamsa ‘Sea Urchin’ tasting dish, 

$21.95, The Essential Ingredient • Small Glass 

spoon, $7, Punch Gallery • ‘Tinto’ marble square, 

$34.95, Country Road Opposite: Brooke Thorn 

‘Large Shallow’ dishes, $65 each, Koskela 

• Discipline ‘Roule’ tray by Pauline Deltour, $335, 

Stylecraft • Brooke Thorn ‘Side’ bowls, $36 each, 

Koskela • Menu ‘New Norm Slate’ plate, $29.95, 

Stem • Leather table runner with stitch detail, 

$85, Saint Crispin • Ferm Living ‘Hexagon’ bottle 

opener, $54, Designstuff • Mae Engelgeer 

‘Lil+Lila’ placemat, $75/pair, Koskela Apple 

& elderfl ower Collins: ‘Foiled’ leather coasters, 

$55/set of 4, Becker Minty • ‘H20 Long Drink’ 

glass, $49.95/pair, Riedel • Brass muddler, $15, 

Lightly • ‘One Finger’ antique silver-plated nip 

pourer, $185/assorted set of two, Becker Minty
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Chargrilled prawns & asparagus 

skewers with burnt orange;  

smoke & ginger sours 

Marble board, $90, Sky Parlour • Normann 

Copenhagen ‘NM’ whiskey glass, $75/pair, 

Top3 By Design • Brooke Thorn salt dish, 

$25, Koskela • Leather table runner with 

stitch detail, $85, Saint Crispin • Menu 

‘New Norm Slate’ plate, $29.95, Stem  

• ‘Salt’ dish, $16, Mud Australia

of summer barbecues, boosted with a zippy bite of fresh ginger.”

“The smokiness of the whisky is reminiscent of the smoky aromas

Half-fill a deep-fryer or saucepan with 

oil until it reaches 160°C (a cube of bread 

will turn golden in 45 seconds when the 

oil is hot enough). Deep-fry the fish, in 

batches, for 3-4 minutes until golden. 

Remove with a slotted spoon and drain  

on paper towel. Serve fish with lemon 

mayonnaise on the side.  

smoke & ginger sours
Makes 1 cocktail

You’ll need a cocktail shaker and muddler.

5mm piece ginger  

50ml Johnnie Walker Double Black 

25ml lemon juice,  

plus lemon slice to garnish

15ml agave syrup*  

(see Shopping list, p 116) 

2 dashes Angostura Bitters*  

(see Shoppling list, p 116)

Place ginger in the cocktail shaker and 

bash with a muddler or rolling pin. Add 

remaining ingredients to shaker, fill with 

ice and shake well. 

Strain cocktail into a double rocks  

glass filled with ice. Float the lemon slice 

on top to serve.

chargrilled prawn & asparagus 
skewers with burnt orange
Makes 18 skewers

You will need 18 toothpicks or small 

bamboo skewers.

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil, plus extra to brush

11/2 tsp smoked paprika (pimenton)

2 garlic cloves, crushed

2 oranges, 1 juiced, 1 cut into wedges

2 tbs finely chopped fresh oregano

18 extra-large green king prawns,  

peeled (tails intact), deveined 

1 bunch asparagus, cut into  

3cm lengths

150g dried chorizo, cut into  

18 pieces

Combine the oil, paprika, garlic, orange 

juice and 1 tbs oregano in a small bowl. 

Add the prawns and toss to coat. Chill  

for 30 minutes to marinate.

Soak toothpicks or skewers in water  

for 15 minutes. Heat a barbecue or 

chargrill to medium-high. Thread 1 prawn,

1 piece of asparagus and 1 slice of chorizo 

onto each skewer. Repeat with remaining 

ingredients to make 18 skewers. 

Grill skewers, in batches, for 3 minutes 

each side or until cooked through. Scatter 

with remaining 1 tbs oregano. Brush 

orange wedges with a little extra oil,  

then grill for 2 minutes each side or until 

charred. Serve with prawn skewers. d.



http://www.oriental.com.au
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O U T S I D E
Australian Christmas celebrations call for one thing:  

Valli’s chilled-out menu of zippy summer salads and seafood, 

and make-ahead mains and desserts.
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valli’s kitchen diary.

Prawn, feta 

& watermelon  

salad (recipe p 124). 

Opposite: potato 

& pea salad with 

crispy pancetta (recipe 

p 124); chargrilled 

peaches with green 

beans and almonds 

(recipes p 126). 
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FOR ME, CHRISTMAS LUNCH in 

Australia should be an outdoor affair.  

Our family likes to have a hot dinner  

on Christmas Eve with the traditional 

turkey and pudding, then on Christmas 

Day, we make the most of Australia’s 

wonderful seafood and summer fruits 

with a long, leisurely alfresco lunch.

This year, we’ll be celebrating at my 

friend Sue’s beautiful house on Sydney 

Harbour. We’ll have drinks and nibbles 

on the jetty taking in the view, then  

feast on my French-inspired menu that’s 

been tempered with a liberal splash of 

‘summer Down Under’. We’ll start with 

treacle and whisky-cured salmon, 

followed by poached rolled chicken  

with mango and chilli chutney, and a 

selection of seafood and colourful salads.

Leftovers from Christmas Eve’s 

pudding will be transformed into a rich 

ice cream to dollop onto my favourite 

spiced chocolate cake, which we’ll enjoy 

with a glass of bubbly down on the jetty, 

as we cool our toes in the water. 

treacle & whisky-cured salmon 
with quick-pickled cucumber
Serves 6-8

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead. Salmon will 

keep in the refrigerator for up to 1 week.

500g salmon fillet (skin on),  

pin-boned 

150g sea salt

1 cup (220g) caster sugar

40g treacle, warmed

1 tsp fennel seeds, toasted, crushed

Finely grated zest of 1/2 lemon

2 tsp mustard powder

1/4 cup (60ml) whisky

1/2 cup (125ml) white wine vinegar 

2 Lebanese cucumbers, very thinly sliced  

(using a mandoline) 

Melba toasts, salmon roe, unsprayed 

edible flowers (such as thyme flowers), 

and extra virgin olive oil, to serve 

Line a baking tray with plastic wrap, leaving 

plenty overhanging the sides, and place 

salmon, skin-side down, on top. Combine  

sea salt and 1/2 cup (110g) sugar, then rub 

all over salmon. Enclose in plastic wrap, 

sealing well. Place another tray on top  

and weigh down with a few cans. Chill  

for 8 hours or overnight.

The next day, whisk treacle, fennel seeds, 

lemon zest, mustard powder and whisky 

in a bowl. Season and set aside.

Remove salmon from tray, discarding 

salt mixture. Rinse salmon under cold 

water and pat dry with paper towel.  

Line a clean tray with plastic wrap and 

place salmon, skin-side down, on top. 

Spread treacle mixture evenly over 

salmon. Cover with plastic wrap and  

chill for 4 hours.

Meanwhile, combine vinegar, remaining 
1/2 cup (110g) sugar and 1/2 cup (125ml) 

water in a pan over low heat, stirring until 

sugar dissolves. Transfer to a bowl. Set 

aside to cool. Add cucumber, cover and 

chill for 2 hours. Drain, discarding liquid.

Pat salmon dry with paper towel,  

then slice very thinly on the diagonal, 

discarding skin. Arrange Melba toasts, 

cucumber and 4-5 salmon slices on  

each serving plate. Garnish with salmon 

roe and edible flowers, and drizzle with 

extra virgin olive oil to serve.

valli’s kitchen diary.

“ON CHRISTMAS DAY, WE MAKE THE MOST  
OF AUSTRALIA’S WONDERFUL SEAFOOD  

AND SUMMER FRUITS WITH A LONG,  
LEISURELY ALFRESCO LUNCH.”



Treacle & whisky-cured 

salmon with quick-pickled 

cucumber



valli’s kitchen diary.
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poached rolled chicken with  
mango & chilli chutney
Serves 6-8

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead. 

1/2 bunch flat-leaf parsley, finely chopped

2 long red chillies, seeds removed,  

finely chopped, plus extra to serve

2 x 400g double chicken breasts

2 mangoes, peeled, chopped, plus  

extra thinly sliced mango to serve

1/3 cup (55g) pistachios, toasted,  

chopped

Mango & chilli chutney (recipe follows), 

to serve

Combine the parsley and chilli in a bowl, 

then set aside.

Place chicken between two pieces of 

plastic wrap and lightly beat with a rolling 

pin until 1cm thick. Place another 50cm 

length of plastic wrap on a work surface. 

Place a quarter of the parsley mixture on 

the centre of the plastic wrap, spreading it 

out to the size of the chicken breast. Lay 

one breast on top. Season, then sprinkle 

over a quarter of the parsley mixture and 

half the mango and pistachio. Use the 

plastic wrap to roll up breast from the 

longest end to form a log shape. Tie ends 

of plastic wrap to secure. Repeat with 

remaining chicken breast, parsley mixture, 

mango and pistachio. 

Wrap each of the rolls in foil, twisting 

ends to secure. Place in a large saucepan 

over medium heat and cover with cold 

water. Bring to a simmer, then reduce heat 

to medium-low and cook for 30 minutes. 

Using tongs, carefully remove rolls from 

pan and place in a bowl of iced water for  

15 minutes. Drain and chill overnight. 

The next day, carefully unwrap the rolls 

and thickly slice into 3cm rounds. Serve 

with extra mango, sliced chilli and chutney.

mango & chilli chutney
Makes a 375ml jar* 

Store in the fridge for up to 2 months.

1kg mangoes, peeled, chopped

50g ginger, chopped

2 long red chillies,  

seeds removed, chopped

1 cup (220g) caster sugar

1 cup (250ml) cider vinegar

Place all the ingredients in a saucepan over 

low heat, stirring until the sugar dissolves. 

Cook, stirring occasionally, for 40 minutes 

or until thick. Pour into sterilised jar and 

seal. Invert jar to create a sterile seal. Cool.

* To sterilise jar, wash metal lid and  

jar, dry, then place on a baking tray  

in a 120°C oven for 20 minutes.  

Remove and fill jar while still hot. 

potato & pea salad  
with crispy pancetta 
Serves 6-8

1.5kg waxy potatoes (such as kipfler)

6 rashers flat pancetta or streaky bacon

3 cups (360g) frozen peas

1/2 cup (120g) sour cream

1/2 cup (150g) mayonnaise

1 cup mint leaves, plus extra leaves  

to serve 

1/4 cup finely chopped chives

Snow pea tendrils (optional), to serve

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Place potatoes 

in a pan of cold salted water and bring to 

the boil over medium-high heat. Cook  

for 12-15 minutes until just tender. Drain  

and set aside.

Meanwhile, place the pancetta on a 

baking paper-lined baking tray. Bake for 

8-10 minutes until crisp. Drain on paper 

towel and cool. Break into shards.

Place the peas in a pan of boiling salted 

water. Cook for 3 minutes or until tender. 

Drain and refresh. Set aside 1 cup (120g) 

and place remaining 2 cups (240g) peas 

in a food processor with sour cream, 

mayonnaise, mint and chives. Season, 

then whiz to a smooth puree. 

Cut potatoes into bite-sized pieces,  

then transfer to a bowl and toss with  

the pea puree. Serve topped with 

pancetta, remaining cooked peas,  

extra mint and pea tendrils, if using.

prawn, feta  
& watermelon salad
Serves 6-8

2 tsp each honey and wholegrain mustard

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

Finely grated zest and juice of 1/2 lemon

1/4 small seedless watermelon,  

cut into bite-sized pieces 

1 bunch watercress, leaves picked

600g cooked prawns, peeled  

(tails in tact), deveined

1 red onion, halved, thinly sliced

200g marinated feta, drained, crumbled

1 cup mint, leaves picked, torn 

Whisk honey, mustard, oil, and lemon zest 

and juice together in a bowl. In a separate 

bowl, combine the watermelon, watercress, 

prawns and onion. Drizzle with dressing 

and scatter with feta and mint to serve.

“I CAN’T IMAGINE A BETTER WAY  
TO ENJOY CHRISTMAS THAN BESIDE THE 
WATER UNDER THE SUMMER SUN, WITH  

GOOD FOOD, FAMILY AND FRIENDS.”



Poached rolled chicken 

with mango & chilli chutney
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fennel, lobster & citrus  
salad in a basket
Serves 6

9 sheets filo pastry, halved

100g unsalted butter, melted

1/2 cup (150g) whole-egg mayonnaise

2 tsp horseradish cream 

1/2 tsp Dijon mustard

1/4 cup (60ml) lemon juice 

2 tsp truffle oil (optional)

2 cooked lobsters, split lengthways, 

meat sliced into 2cm pieces 

1 baby fennel, thinly sliced  

(using a mandoline) 

50g mixed salad leaves  

(mesclun)

Finely pared zest of 2 oranges,  

flesh segmented

1/3 cup (80ml) extra virgin olive oil

Micro cress (optional), to serve

Preheat oven to 175°C and grease a 

6-hole Texas muffin pan. Brush each  

piece of filo with butter, then stack  

3 sheets on top of one another to make  

6 stacks. Press pastry stacks into muffin 

holes, pressing into the edges and 

scrunching any overhanging pastry 

slightly. Bake for 10 minutes or until 

golden. Cool for 5 minutes in pan, then 

transfer to a wire rack to cool completely.

Meanwhile, whisk the mayonnaise, 

horseradish cream, mustard, 1 tbs lemon 

juice and truffle oil, if using, in a bowl. 

Season, then set aside.

Place the lobster, fennel, lettuce  

leaves and orange segments in a bowl 

and toss to combine. In a separate  

bowl, whisk the extra virgin olive oil and 

remaining 2 tbs lemon juice. Season,  

then drizzle over the salad.

Divide the salad among the filo cases. 

Top with mayonnaise mixture and a little 

of the pared zest, and sprinkle with micro 

cress, if using, to serve.

chargrilled peaches with  
green beans and almonds
Serves 6-8 

1/4 cup (55g) caster sugar

100ml apple cider vinegar

1/4 tsp coriander seeds, toasted,  

lightly crushed

1 star anise

Pinch of chilli flakes

4 peaches, cut into wedges

2 tbs extra virgin olive oil,  

plus extra to brush

500g green beans, trimmed 

1 red onion, halved, thinly sliced 

1/4 cup (35g) slivered almonds,  

toasted

To make the pickling mixture, combine  

the sugar, vinegar, coriander, star anise 

and chilli in a saucepan over low heat, 

stirring until the sugar dissolves. Transfer 

to a bowl and set aside to cool.

Preheat a chargrill pan over high heat. 

Brush the peach wedges with a little oil, 

then cook, turning once, for 1-2 minutes 

until lightly charred. Transfer peaches  

to the pickling mixture and set aside  

for 30 minutes.

 Meanwhile, blanch the beans in  

a saucepan of boiling salted water for  

2-3 minutes until just tender. Drain and 

refresh in iced water.

Drain peaches, reserving liquid, then 

transfer to a bowl with beans and onion. 

Drizzle with oil and a little reserved peach 

liquid and scatter with almonds to serve. 

Fennel, lobster & citrus 

salad in a basket

valli’s kitchen diary.
▲

“I LOVE THE CRUNCHY 
ELEMENT THAT THE FILO GIVES 

TO THIS FENNEL, LOBSTER 
AND CITRUS SALAD.”



HEALTHY CERAMIC NON-STICK

http://www.everten.com.au
http://www.green-pan.com.au
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spiced chocolate cake with 
christmas pudding ice cream
Serves 8-10

4 oranges 

7 eggs

21/3 cups (520g) caster sugar

3 cups (300g) almond meal

2 tsp baking powder

1 tsp ground ginger

1 tsp ground cinnamon 

Pinch of ground chilli

1/2 cup (50g) cocoa powder,  

plus extra to dust

Christmas pudding ice cream  

(recipe follows) or good-quality  

vanilla ice cream, to serve

Place 3 oranges in a saucepan and cover 

with cold water. Bring to the boil, then 

reduce heat to low and simmer for  

2 hours, topping up water if necessary. 

Drain, discarding liquid. Cool slightly, 

then roughly chop, discarding seeds.

Preheat the oven to 170°C. Grease  

and line the base and side of a 28cm 

loose-bottomed cake pan. Transfer the 

chopped orange to a food processor and 

whiz until smooth. Measure out 450g  

of the puree, discarding any remainder.

Beat eggs and 11/3 cups (300g) sugar 

until thick and pale. Add the almond meal, 

baking powder, spices, cocoa and orange 

puree, then stir to combine. Spoon into 

the pan and bake for 1 hour, then loosely 

cover with foil and cook for a further  

20 minutes or until a skewer inserted into 

the centre comes out clean. Cool in the 

pan for 10 minutes, then turn out onto  

a wire rack to cool completely. 

Meanwhile, for syrup, finely pare the 

zest of remaining orange, then juice. Place 

juice in a bowl. Combine remaining 1 cup 

(220g) sugar and 1/4 cup (60ml) water in a 

pan over medium heat. Bring to a simmer 

and cook, without stirring, for 8 minutes 

or until a dark caramel forms. Carefully 

add orange juice (mixture may spatter) 

and stir to combine. Remove from heat 

and stir in zest. Cool completely. 

Dust cake with extra cocoa and serve 

topped with Christmas pudding  

ice cream, drizzled with orange syrup. 

christmas pudding ice cream 
Makes about 1.5L

300ml milk

600ml thickened cream 

6 egg yolks

1/2 cup (110g) caster sugar

500g Christmas pudding, crumbled

Combine milk and 300ml cream in a 

saucepan over medium heat. Whisk egg 

yolks and sugar until thick and pale. As 

soon as cream mixture starts to bubble 

around the edge, pour it into the yolk 

mixture, whisking constantly. Return to 

pan and place over low heat. Stir with  

a wooden spoon for 3-4 minutes until 

slightly thickened and smooth. Remove 

from heat and set aside to cool. 

Meanwhile, whisk remaining 300ml 

cream to soft peaks. Fold cream and 

crumbled pudding into cooled custard. 

Chill until cold. Transfer to an ice cream 

machine and churn according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. (Alternatively, 

pour into a shallow container and freeze  

for 2 hours or until frozen at edges. 

Remove from freezer and beat with electric 

beaters. Return to container and refreeze. 

Repeat 2 or 3 times.) Transfer to a container 

and freeze for 4 hours or until firm. d.

Spiced chocolate cake with 

Christmas pudding ice cream

valli’s kitchen diary.

“I’LL BE SERVING MY SPICED 
CHOCOLATE CAKE DOWN ON 
THE JETTY, AS WE COOL OUR 

TOES IN THE WATER.”



https://www.youtube.com/user/savannahkitchenware


From tangy homemade 

ice pops to nachos with a 

twist, Starlight Children’s 

Ambassador Hayden 

Quinn knows how to 

impress young foodies.

COOL
SUPER

junior cooks.
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Watermelon, cherry 

& raspberry ice pops 

(recipe p 138)
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“Mixing up your own pizza dough and watching it double in size is pretty 
awesome – it’s like a chemistry experiment you can eat!” 

HE’S COME A LONG WAY since MasterChef, but in between 

his frenetic travel schedule to the US and South Africa, Hayden 

Quinn, a Starlight Children’s Foundation 25 Year Ambassador, 

can often be found at Starlight HQ “for a chat and a cook-up”. 

His love of cooking comes from his mother, still his biggest 

influence: “Gatherings at home are always filled with food and 

good times. And while I love travel, it doesn’t always revolve 

around food; I didn’t have one macaron in Paris,” he laughs.

For our story, Hayden spent the day cooking for budding 

foodies. The recipes showcased “simple, bold flavours, which 

were pretty healthy, too,” he says. “And I’ve never seen two 

massive plates of nachos disappear so quickly!” 

His tips for young cooks? “Start off with something small and 

simple, like these pizzas. Have fun and be sure to find a good 

partner in crime in the kitchen – and someone to wash up!” 

For information about Starlight Wishes, visit: starlightwish.org.au.

http://starlightwish.org.au


Breakfast pizzas 

(recipe p 136)

junior cooks.
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charred lemon chicken with 
barbecued corn & mint salad
Serves 4

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

2 garlic cloves, crushed

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lemon, 

plus extra lemon wedges to serve

1 tbs finely chopped oregano leaves

12 chicken tenderloins

2 corn cobs, husks and silks removed

1 small red onion, thinly sliced 

1 small red capsicum, seeds and white 

membrane removed, thinly sliced 

1/2 bunch mint, leaves picked

Thick Greek-style yoghurt,  

to serve

Dressing

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

2 tbs red wine vinegar

1 tbs caster sugar

2 tsp finely chopped flat-leaf parsley

Place oil, garlic, lemon zest and juice, and 

oregano in a bowl, and whisk to combine. 

Add chicken, season and toss to coat the 

chicken well. Cover with plastic wrap and 

marinate in the fridge for 30 minutes. 

Preheat a barbecue or chargrill to high. 

Cook corn, turning frequently using long 

tongs, for 6-8 minutes until lightly charred. 

Transfer to a plate and set aside to cool.

Remove chicken from marinade, discard 

marinade, then cook for 4 minutes each 

side or until lightly charred and cooked 

through. Set aside to rest for 5 minutes. 

For the dressing, whisk all the 

ingredients in a small bowl, then season. 

Remove corn kernels from each cob  

by standing it upright on a board and 

cutting downwards along the cob with a 

sharp knife. Transfer corn to a large bowl 

with the onion, capsicum and mint leaves.  

Add the dressing and toss to combine. 

Serve the chicken with the salad, 

yoghurt and lemon wedges.



Charred lemon 

chicken with 

barbecued corn  

& mint salad 



vegetarian nachos 
Serves 4-6

425g can black (turtle) beans*,  

rinsed, drained 

2 small tomatoes, roughly chopped

1 small green capsicum, seeds and white 

membrane removed, roughly chopped

1 small red onion, finely chopped 

30g sachet Mexican seasoning mix 

350g plain corn chips

1 cup (120g) grated cheddar

1 avocado, roughly chopped

Coriander sprigs and lime wedges, 

to serve

Cucumber & herb cream

1 cup (240g) sour cream

1 garlic clove, crushed 

1 small Lebanese cucumber,  

finely chopped

1 tbs finely chopped coriander leaves

1 tbs finely chopped flat-leaf  

parsley leaves

Finely grated zest of 1 lime

Preheat the oven to 200°C. 

For the cucumber and herb cream, 

combine all ingredients in a small bowl and 

season with sea salt and freshly ground 

pepper. Chill until ready to serve. 

Place the beans, tomato, capsicum, 

onion and seasoning in a bowl. Season  

to taste and stir gently to combine. 

Divide corn chips between 2 ovenproof 

dishes and top with the bean mixture, 

then the cheese. Bake for 10 minutes or 

until bean mixture is hot and cheese is 

melted and bubbling. Remove from the 

oven, then top each with avocado, 

dollops of cucumber and herb cream, and 

coriander sprigs. Serve with lime wedges.

* 
Available from delis, selected 

supermarkets and gourmet shops.

breakfast pizzas
Makes 6

250g cream cheese, softened

6 short-cut bacon rashers, rind removed, 

each cut into 4 pieces 

250g baby heirloom tomatoes, halved 

6 eggs

Small basil leaves, to serve

Pizza dough

7g sachet dried yeast

2 cups (320g) wholemeal flour

3/4 cup (180ml) warm milk

11/2 tbs each olive oil and honey

For the dough, combine yeast and flour  

in a large bowl and make a well in the 

centre. Pour the milk, oil and honey into 

the well with a pinch of salt, then, using 

your hands, mix until the mixture comes 

together. Turn out dough onto a lightly 

floured surface, then knead for 5 minutes 

or until the dough is smooth and elastic. 

Place in a large oiled bowl, cover bowl with 

plastic wrap and stand in a warm place  

for 45 minutes or until doubled in size. 

Place 2 large heavy-based oven trays  

or pizza stones in the oven and preheat  

to 220°C. Divide dough into 6 equal 

portions, then roll out each portion to  

a rough 15cm round and place on a sheet 

of baking paper. Spread the cream 

cheese evenly over each round, leaving  

a 2cm border around the edge, then 

make an indent in the centre for the egg 

to sit in. Divide the bacon pieces and 

tomato among the pizza bases, then 

carefully crack 1 egg into each indent. 

Season. Using the paper, lift the pizzas 

onto the preheated oven trays and bake 

for 10-12 minutes until the bases are 

golden and crisp, and eggs are cooked. 

Top with basil leaves to serve. 

“Everyone loves nachos – it’s such a fun dish to prepare and eat.  
My cucumber and herb cream gives it an extra f lavour boost,  
but you can always use plain sour cream if you like.”

136 delicious.



Vegetarian 

nachos

junior cooks.
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tofu summer rolls
Makes 16

1 small carrot, cut into thin matchsticks

1 small Lebanese cucumber,  

cut into thin matchsticks 

100g snow peas, trimmed,  

thinly sliced lengthways

100g bean sprouts

2 eschalots, thinly sliced

1/2 bunch each mint and Thai basil  

(or regular basil), leaves picked

200g Chinese honey soy marinated tofu*,  

cut into 1cm pieces

150g packet rice paper wrappers

Kecap manis* and Vietnamese dipping 

sauce*, to serve 

Place vegetables, mint, basil and tofu in 

separate bowls. Dip 1 rice paper wrapper 

in a bowl of warm water for 10 seconds, 

then place on a board covered with a 

slightly damp clean tea towel. Place a few 

pieces of tofu at the end nearest to you. 

Top with some herbs and vegetables. 

Fold in the sides of the sheet, then roll up 

to enclose. Repeat to make 16 rolls. Serve 

with kecap manis and dipping sauce. 

* 
Chinese honey soy marinated tofu is 

from supermarkets. Kecap manis (sweet 

soy sauce) and Vietnamese dipping 

sauce are from Asian food shops and the 

Asian section of selected supermarkets. 

watermelon, cherry  
& raspberry ice pops
Makes 10

You will need 10 x 100ml-capacity ice-pop 

moulds and 10 wooden paddle pop sticks.

3/4 cup (165g) caster sugar

1 bunch mint 

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lime

1kg seedless watermelon, peeled, 

roughly chopped (you will need  

500g watermelon flesh)

1 cup (400g) frozen cherries

2 x 125g punnets raspberries

Combine sugar and 3/4 cup (180ml) boiling 

water in a heatproof jug and whisk until 

sugar dissolves. Add the mint and lime 

zest, and, using a wooden spoon, gently 

push down to submerge the mint in the 

sugar syrup. Chill until sugar syrup has 

cooled completely. Once cooled, remove 

the mint and discard. 

Whiz watermelon, cherries, raspberries 

and lime juice in a food processor until 

smooth. Strain through a fine sieve into  

a large jug, discarding solids, then stir in 

the sugar syrup. Divide mixture among  

10 x 100ml-capacity ice-pop moulds. 

Freeze for 2 hours or until starting to set. 

Insert paddle pop sticks in the centre of 

the moulds, then freeze for a further  

5 hours or until frozen. d.

Tofu summer rolls



SUPER QUICK, SPICY AND IMPRESSIVE!

PERFECT FOR SUMMER ENTERTAINING.

MAKES: 10 SOFT TACOS

500g peeled green prawns, leaving tails attached

Old El Paso™ Chili Spice Mix

1 tablespoon olive oil

Cabbage, Radish and Coriander Salad

 green cabbage, shredded

4 radish, thinly sliced

1 cup fresh coriander leaves

To Serve:

1 avocado

2 limes, halved

Old El Paso™ Mini Tortillas 10pk

Old El Paso™ Hot Taco Sauce

1.  Toss prawns in Chili Spice Mix to coat. Heat oil in a frying pan 

and cook prawns for 2 minutes or until pink. 

2.  Cabbage, Radish and Coriander Salad: Combine cabbage, 

radishes, coriander to create salad. 

3.  In a small bowl, mash avocado with juice of half a lime to make 

a quick guacamole.

4

5

Old El Paso and associated words and designs 
are trademarks of Pet Incorporated. ©2014

Discover more delicious recipes like this from Old El Paso™ on 

s p ed t tt kk
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!!

http://plateful.com.au


Everyday entertaining
The rich flavour of Lemnos Haloumi, combined with sweet pomegranate seeds 

and caramelised walnuts, makes this easy salad an impressive crowd pleaser.  

delicious. LEMNOS ADVERTISING FEATURE

HALOUMI, POMEGRANATE 

& ROCKET SALAD

Serves 2-4 as a side

1/2 cup (50g) walnuts

1 tbs honey

2 tbs pomegranate molasses

1 tbs lemon juice

2 tsp Dijon mustard

1/4 cup (60ml) extra virgin olive oil

180g pkt Lemnos Haloumi, thinly sliced

60g rocket leaves, torn

50g baby spinach leaves

Seeds from 1 pomegranate

Preheat oven to 180°C. Line a baking 

tray with baking paper. Scatter walnuts 

over the tray and drizzle with honey. 

Bake for 5-7 minutes until walnuts 

caramelise. Remove from oven and 

set aside to cool.

Meanwhile, combine the 

pomegranate molasses, lemon juice, 

mustard and 2 tbs oil in a screw-top jar 

and shake until well combined. Season 

with salt and pepper.

Heat the remaining 2 tbs oil in a large frypan 

or chargrill pan over high heat. Add the haloumi. 

Cook, turning, for 2 minutes or until golden and 

warmed through. Remove from heat.

Combine rocket and spinach in a bowl. Drizzle 

with dressing and gently toss to combine. Arrange 

on a serving plate, then top with haloumi, walnuts, 

and pomegranate seeds to serve. 

BRING THE MEDITERRANEAN HOME

Lemnos Haloumi is delicious pan-fried, grilled or baked with 

a squeeze of lemon. This firm, white, brined cheese adds a 

salty savoury bite to a salad, mezze plate, or lasagne and is 

a tasty addition to a kebab stick at your next barbecue. 

Lemnos Fetta adds instant flavour to pasta dishes, risottos, 

pizza toppings, sauces, salads and pastries. 

For more information on the full range, visit: lemnosfoods.com.

http://lemnosfoods.com
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Waste not, want not – and what better  
way to make the most of festive ingredients 
than with these creative ideas for Boxing Day.

leftovers
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< prawn & mango rice paper rolls with nam jim
Makes 12

2 long red chillies, chopped

2 garlic cloves, chopped

Finely grated zest and juice

of 1 lime

2 tbs fish sauce

1/4 cup (60ml) light soy sauce

1 tbs grated ginger

1 tbs grated palm sugar

12 rice paper wrappers

1 mango, thinly sliced

1/2 bunch Thai basil,

leaves picked

2 eschalots,

thinly sliced

1 Lebanese cucumber,

halved, cut into thin strips

18 cooked peeled prawns,

deveined, halved

1/2 cup (75g) roasted unsalted

peanuts, chopped

To make the nam jim dipping sauce, using a mortar and pestle,

pound the chilli, garlic and lime zest to a coarse paste. Transfer

to a bowl, add lime juice, fish and soy sauces, ginger and palm

sugar, and stir to combine. Set aside.

Soak 1 rice paper wrapper in a bowl of warm water for

10 seconds, then place on a clean damp tea towel. Place

1-2 slices mango along one end, then top with 2-3 basil

leaves, eschalot, cucumber, 3 prawn halves and peanuts.

Fold in sides of wrapper, then roll up to enclose. Repeat

to make 12 rolls. Serve with nam jim for dipping.

turkey, avocado & crunchy noodle salad >
Serves 4

Sunflower oil, to shallow-fry

200g cooked thin egg 

noodles

1 tsp dried chilli flakes

2 tsp sesame oil

2 tbs rice vinegar

1 tbs honey

2 tbs peanut oil

400g cooked turkey meat, 

skin discarded, shredded

1 large avocado, sliced

1 small bunch coriander, 

leaves picked

1/4 red cabbage, shredded

250g punnet cherry 

tomatoes, halved

Heat 2cm sunflower oil in a saucepan over medium-high heat. 

Cook the noodles, in 2 batches, for 1-2 minutes until crisp, 

then drain on paper towel and set aside to cool.

To make the dressing, place the chilli, sesame oil, vinegar, 

honey and peanut oil in a bowl and whisk to combine. Season. 

Combine turkey, avocado, coriander, cabbage and 

tomatoes in a bowl. Break up noodles into clusters and add  

to the salad. Drizzle over dressing and serve immediately. 

easy does it.
▲



ADVERTISEMENT

Christmas made easy
Have a stress-free Christmas with Coles online. You can enjoy more you-time
while all your groceries are conveniently delivered to your kitchen bench.

Terms and conditions: *Two free delivery offer valid when you spend $100 or more in one transaction on your first two shops, after savings and discounts and excludes smoking
and tobacco products. Offer valid for orders placed between Sunday 16 November to Wednesday 24 December 2014. #Free Delivery Wednesday min. spend is $100 or more after
savings and discounts and excludes smoking and tobacco products. Excludes delivery to Hamilton Island and Remote Areas. Normal delivery conditions apply.

Coles online makes Christmas
easy this festive season. It’s so
convenient to shop online and have
your groceries delivered to your
kitchen bench. Delivery is available
when you want it, seven days a
week with two hour time slots,
so you can spend more time
with your family and friends,
baking treats and wrapping
presents. Merry Christmas
from Coles online!

2
WHEN YOU SPEND $100 OR MORE ON

EACH OF YOUR FIRST TWO SHOPS*

Valid until December 24, 2014

FREE
deliveries

PLUS
FREE DELIVERY

EVERY WEDNESDAY
When you spend $100
or more in one shop#

http://coles.com.au
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< pea & ham croquettes with fi ery aioli 
Makes 24

750g sebago potatoes, 

peeled, chopped 

25g unsalted butter

300g cooked ham, 

fi nely chopped

1 cup (120g) frozen peas, 

thawed 

1/2 bunch mint, leaves fi nely 

chopped, plus extra 

to serve

Finely grated zest and juice 

of 1 lemon, plus extra 

wedges to serve

1 cup (150g) plain fl our

2 eggs, lightly beaten

11/2 cups (75g) panko 

breadcrumbs 

Sunfl ower oil, to deep-fry

1/2 cup (150g) aioli, combined 

with 1/2 tsp cayenne pepper

Cook potatoes in boiling salted water for 15-20 minutes until 

tender. Drain, roughly mash with butter, then combine with ham, 

peas, mint, zest and juice. Season, then chill for 15 minutes. 

Season fl our and place in a bowl. Place egg and crumbs in 

separate bowls. Using 2 tbs for each, shape mixture into 24 logs. 

Coat with fl our, then egg, then crumbs, then repeat with egg and 

crumbs. Half-fi ll a saucepan with oil and heat to 190°C (a cube 

of bread will turn golden in 30 seconds). Deep-fry croquettes, 

in batches, for 3-4 minutes until golden. Drain on paper towel. 

Top aioli with extra mint and serve with croquettes and lemon.

panettone, chocolate & cherry trifl e >
Serves 6

350g pitted cherries

1/3 cup (80ml) sweet 

Marsala*

600ml thickened cream

200g dark chocolate

200g creme fraiche

1/4 cup (35g) icing sugar, 

sifted, plus extra to dust

1/3 panettone, torn into 

3cm pieces

Combine the cherries and Marsala in a bowl and set aside.

Meanwhile, place half the cream in a small saucepan over 

medium heat and bring to a simmer. Break 150g chocolate 

into pieces and add to cream, stirring until the chocolate 

ganache is smooth and combined. Set aside to cool.  

Whisk creme fraiche, icing sugar and remaining 300ml 

cream to soft peaks. 

 To assemble the trifl e, divide half the panettone among 

6 x 1-cup (250ml) glasses and gently press into the bases. Top 

with half the cherries and a little of their soaking liquid. Spoon 

over half the ganache, then half the creme fraiche mixture. 

Repeat the process, fi nishing with the remaining creme fraiche 

mixture. Drizzle over remaining ganache, shave over 

remaining 50g chocolate and dust with icing sugar to serve.

* 
A Sicilian fortifi ed wine, available from bottle shops. d.

easy does it.



SPECIAL OFFER

With summer heating up, now

is the perfect time to experience

the benefits of a Fisher & Paykel

refrigerator with Humidity Control

System and ActiveSmartTM

technology. Fisher & Paykel is

offering a 30-day money-back

guarantee across its refrigeration

category (excluding bar fridges,

compact fridges and chest freezers)

from November 1, 2014, until

January 31, 2015*. For details, visit:

fisherpaykel.com.au/promotions.

delicious. FISHER & PAYKEL ADVERTISING FEATURE

WASTE NOT

Australians throw away about 20 per cent 

– or one in every fi ve shopping bags – of the 

food we purchase, according to the website 

FoodWise, which notes that the majority of 

the groceries going to waste is fresh produce. 

One of the best ways of reducing this waste, 

without cutting down on your fresh food 

intake or resorting to daily shopping trips, 

is to ensure your produce is kept at its best 

longer. Enter Fisher & Paykel refrigerators, 

with ActiveSmart™ technology and Humidity 

Control System; by creating the perfect 

microclimate in each produce bin, they help 

keep food fresh and waste at a minimum.

A MATTER OF STYLE

ActiveSmart™ technology is available in 

a wide range of Fisher & Paykel refrigerators 

– from the theatre of a stainless-steel 

French door to the simplicity of a classic 

white model – so you can pick the right 
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TIPS + TRICKS

t�Remove fruit and vegetables from 

plastic bags before putting them in 

the fridge. Moisture can build up 

inside the bags and cause rotting.

A fresh approach
A fridge that keeps produce fresher longer is 
a must-have for any passionate cook. Meet the 
Fisher & Paykel range of fridges with ActiveSmart™

technology and Humidity Control System.

option to suit your lifestyle. The range 

has proven a hit among users, with the 

consumer group CHOICE recommending 

ActiveSmart™ models E402B*4, E442B*4, 

E522B*4 and RF522WD*X4 (all non Ice 

& Water models).

t Wrap fresh herbs in damp paper 

towel and place them in a resealable 

plastic bag in the vegetable bin to 

keep them for up to two weeks.

t Store fruit and vegetables 

separately – ActiveSmart™ fridges 

allow you to set ideal microclimates 

for each of the two produce bins.

http://fisherpaykel.com.au/promotions
http://fisherpaykel.com.au/promotions
http://karunch.com.au
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balancing act.

THE BEST-LAID PARTY PLANS strike 

the right balance between festive fun and 

self-preservation, although, come the silly 

season, things can get a little, well... silly. 

Here’s how to protect your liver, avoid 

pulling a Bridget Jones at the offi  ce do 

and, if all else fails, remedy a raging 

headache and mouth like the Serengeti 

on the morning after the night before.  

1 FOOD FOR THOUGHT A solid meal will insulate your gut 

against the rapid absorption of alcohol. Fatty foods and 

dense carbohydrates do this best, but 

think oily fi sh with whole grains, or 

grilled meat with sweet potato and olive 

oil; not pepperoni pizza and 3am kebabs. 

2 LIMIT THE FIZZ It’s true that those 

bubbles really do go straight to your 

head. Carbonated drinks (including 

mixers, cocktails, sparkling wines and 

Champagne) all speed up the rate at 

which your body absorbs alcohol.  

3 SPIRIT LEVELS Clear liquor, such as white rum, vodka and 

gin, are lower in hangover-causing congeners (by-products 

of the fermentation process), so go easy on the brandy, bourbon, 

cognac, whisky and tequila (unless it’s silver tequila, of course!). 

4 TOAST WITH THE MOST An elegant fl ute of top-notch 

sparkling or a glass of good red, rather than copious amounts 

of cheap spirits, will save your composure and your waistline 

(and your bank balance, once you’ve totted up the cost of all 

those rounds). Drink slowly and savour quality over quantity.  

5 MODERATION TO THE MAX A pretty failsafe strategy 

– while you’re no doubt the life and soul of the party, just a 

few glasses of personality is plenty enough for anyone. Focus on 

the company, the conversation, the music and the opportunity 

to relax (and don a pair of killer heels) as top reasons to party, 

rather than bucketloads of booze and an unlimited bar tab. 

6 DAMAGE CONTROL So you had the best of intentions but, 

despite steps 1–5, things still got a little out of hand. Before 

you fi nish up the last bars of ‘Dancing Queen’ and fall into bed 

fully clothed, drink a few glasses of water. The major symptoms 

of a hangover are caused by dehydration, so you’ll lessen the blow 

by starting rehydration as soon as possible. Next day, you’ll need 

more than just plain water – alcohol also depletes electrolytes such 

as sodium and potassium. Add a pinch of mineral-rich sea salt to 

your breakfast, eat naturally sodium- and potassium-rich fruit and 

vegetables such as tomatoes and celery, or take a cue from the 

Vietnamese and slurp down a nourishing bowl of salty pho. 

7 DON’T FIGHT FIRE WITH FIRE 

Forget the old wives’ tales; knocking 

back a hair of the dog will only add insult 

to injury. That Bloody Mary might buy 

you a brief grace period, but you’ll pay 

double interest on your hangover later.  

8 EASY OVER Collegiate wisdom 

speaks of bacon butties, fry-ups and 

a menage a trois with Ben & Jerry, but too 

much fat will irritate an already-sensitive 

stomach and add to the liver’s workload. You need nutrient-packed 

foods that are high in B vitamins to put back what last night 

took out. Beans and lentils are top choices, but eggs are the 

morning-after all-stars. They contain high amounts of cysteine, 

an amino acid that helps to break down the headache-inducing 

chemicals left over when your body processes alcohol. Garlic, 

onions and dairy also contain cysteine, so add them to your eggs. 

9TOMATO JUICE RULES Although not bloodied with vodka 

or mixed with beer a la Mexican michelada. Tomatoes 

contain lycopene, an anti-infl ammatory antioxidant, plus 

fructose and vitamin C, which help your liver process alcohol. 

10 SWEET SOLUTIONS Simple sugars are needed to fuel 

the metabolism of alcohol, but fructose, the type of sugar 

found in fruit, sweet vegetables and honey, speeds up this process 

the most. So, put down that tub of cookies ’n’ cream and satiate 

your needs with fresh orange juice, fruit or honey instead.  

Smart moves 
Party people take heart – nutritionist Kate Skinner offers her tips on how to eat, drink and be merry this 

festive season and still face the world (and Shannon Harley’s hangover-friendly brunch) the next day.
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“While you’re no doubt 
the life and soul of the 
party, just a few glasses 
of personality is plenty 

enough for anyone.”



bloody mary baked beans
Serves 4

1 tbs extra virgin olive oil

1 onion, halved, thinly sliced

2 celery stalks, stalks thinly sliced,  

pale inner leaves reserved to garnish

1 red capsicum, seeds removed,  

sliced into long, thin strips

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

1 tbs tomato paste

400g can cannellini beans,  

rinsed, drained

400g can chopped tomatoes

11/2 tsp Tabasco, or to taste

6 sourdough slices, halved crosswise

40g unsalted butter

200g feta

Celery salt (optional), to sprinkle

Heat oil in a saucepan over medium heat. 

Add onion and celery, and cook, stirring,  

for 3-4 minutes, then add capsicum and 

cook for a further 4 minutes. Add garlic  

and cook for 1 minute or until fragrant.

Add tomato paste, beans and chopped 

tomato with 200ml water, then stir to 

combine. Add Tabasco to taste and season 

well. Bring to the boil, then reduce heat to 

medium-low and cook, stirring occasionally, 

for 10-15 minutes until slightly thickened.

Preheat grill to medium-high. Lightly grill 

sourdough for 1 minute each side. Spread 

one side with butter, crumble over feta and 

sprinkle with celery salt, if using. Grill for a 

further 1-2 minutes or until feta is golden.

Divide beans among serving bowls, 

garnish with celery leaves and serve  

with sourdough toasts. d.



This Christmas, put your money 
where your heart is.
Shop for fashion, homewares and gourmet 

produce at the online marketplaces that directly 

profi t local traders and generate social impact. 

whereyourheartis.com.au

Pantjiti McKenzie, Kunbry Pei-Pei and Nyinku Kulitja, Docker River, 2011. Image: Rhett Hammerton © Tjanpi Desert Weavers, NPY Women’s Council

http://whereyourheartis.com.au
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The traditional food of Phuket is unlike anything 

else you’ll eat in Thailand. You just need to 

know where to look for it, says Lara Dunston.

Sum of
ITS PAST

global fl avours.
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Clockwise (from far 

left): Iniala Beach 

House; hokkien mee 

(stir-fried Hokkien 

noodles); La Sirena 

restaurant at Point Yamu 

by Como; papaya at 

the market; infi nity 

pool at Paresa resort; 

traditional batik sarong, 

as worn by Phuket’s 

Peranakan women.
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“Phuket cuisine is infl uenced by the Chinese, mainly from 

Hokkien – that’s why we have Hokkien noodles, dim sum, 

khanom jeen (noodles in curry broth) and Chinese cookies 

– and Muslims from India and Malaysia, which explains our 

roti and chicken curry,” says chef Chuprakong. “But unless you 

visit a home, it’s hard to fi nd local food 

on the island outside Phuket Town. 

Phuket cuisine isn’t like the Thai food 

foreigners know. It’s not always 

balanced. It’s very spicy or not spicy 

at all. Foreigners don’t understand 

Phuket food, so locals make pad Thai.”

I’m not surprised; Phuket is one 

of Thailand’s most popular holiday 

destinations, receiving several million 

tourists each year. At the airport, 

I hear myriad languages spoken, from 

Russian to Cantonese; Spanish to 

Japanese. And as we drive through 

the coastal resorts, with their tattoo 

parlours, spas and $2 massage shops, 

I spot countless fast-food franchises 

and restaurants with blackboards 

off ering pizza, schnitzel and sushi. 

Thailand boasts regional cuisines 

as complex and diverse as its ethnic 

groups and geography, yet the young 

chef is right. The only signs I see 

advertising Thai food are those 

for Isaan, the ‘it’ cuisine from 

north-eastern Thailand, but there 

are none promoting Phuket cuisine.

CULTURAL CROSSROADS
Phuket’s culinary scene has the past 

and present to both thank and blame. 

Unlike central and northern Thailand, 

which were settled by immigrants 

from China’s southern states, Phuket 

had been settled centuries earlier, 

as far back as the fi rst century BC, by Indians, Malays and 

Muslim ‘Sea Gypsies’. Strategically located on what was once 

a peninsula before a channel was dug to create an island, 

Phuket Town was a port of call on the maritime spice and 

silk routes for traders from Persia, Arabia, India, China, 

Malaysia, Java, and Portugal. All of these visitors brought 

From where I’m lying, it's a postcard view overlooking 

one of Phuket’s serene beaches. Lofty palm trees, dripping 

with green coconuts, sprout from squeaky-soft sand. The 

azure-coloured Andaman Sea sparkles 

and blue fi shing boats bob on the 

horizon. It’s a very diff erent scene 

from last season, when Thailand’s 

military took power in a coup and 

army chief General Prayuth 

Chan-Ocha became Prime Minister.

Before the General’s Phuket 

clean-up began – aimed at restoring 

the island’s natural beauty as part of 

a nationwide ‘Return Happiness to 

Thai People’ campaign – beaches were 

littered with rubbish and skirted 

by tents off ering massages and 

hair-braiding. Sun-beds three rows 

deep hogged the sand, and vendors 

hassled tourists to buy sarongs, 

towels and snacks. Now, it’s blissfully 

peaceful and pristine. There’s room to 

build sandcastles and throw a Frisbee. 

Beach-goers, no longer pressured to 

hire expensive sun-beds, spread their 

towels on the sand.

SEA CHANGE
“Phuket cuisine is unique. It’s very 

special, but hard to fi nd,” Phuket-born 

sous chef Phubase Chuprakong 

of Iniala Beach House’s Aziamendi 

restaurant tells me the next evening, 

as he presents an artfully plated 

deconstruction of phad pak mieng, 

a local dish made from bitter 

green leaves and scrambled 

egg. The experiment is one of fi ve 

inventive dishes that Aziamendi’s Thai chefs have created 

as part of a Celebration of Siam Flavours menu, which sits 

alongside dishes rooted in the Basque fl avours of parent 

restaurant Azurmendi in Bilbao, Spain. The idea is to introduce 

diners to authentic Phuket produce and dishes in a town where 

menus so often feature hamburgers and caesar salad.
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PHUKET SPECIALTIES
Gaeng poo bai chaplu: rich red

coconut crab meat curry with wild

betel leaf.

Gaeng som: clear, tangy soup,

typically served with shrimp.

Goong sarong: deep-fried

noodle-wrapped shrimps.

Kari mei fun: noodle dish related

to Penang-style curry laksa.

Khanom jeen: breakfast of rice

noodles, curries and vegetables.

Nam prik goong seab: chilli dip

made from dried shrimp served

with raw vegetables.

Moo hong: fall-apart pork belly

simmered in a five-spice broth.

O-aew: banana jelly dessert

served with red beans and ice.

O-tao: Fujian-style baby oyster

omelette.

Phad pak mieng: sauteed greens

with garlic and dried shrimp.

Popiah sod: fresh pork and

vegetable rolls smothered in chilli

and tamarind sauce.

Siew boi: breakfast of dim sum,

steamed buns and custard tarts.



Clockwise (from above): 

fi shing boats at Kamala 

Beach; pla krapong phad 

khamin (sea bass with 

turmeric, pepper and 

garlic) from a Paresa 

cooking class; Aziamendi 

restaurant; Phuket Town 

street stall; marinated 

tuna with lemongrass, 

mint and chilli at 

Nahmyaa restaurant.
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their own spices, ingredients and recipes, and many, 

enchanted by life here, stayed on.

Some 75 per cent of Phuket's population are known as 

Peranakans or Baba-Nyonya, the mixed-race descendants 

of the Chinese, Indonesian and Malaysian immigrants 

who arrived in the 16th century. In Malay, the men are 

called baba and women nyonya, but as nyonya was 

unpronounceable for Thais, they used Baba-Yaya. Examples 

of the pretty, pastel-coloured Baba-Yaya houses, built in the 

Sino-Portuguese style, are on Romanee, 

Krabi and Thalang Roads, the old 

commercial heart of Phuket Town. 

Their designs are infl uenced by 

everything from European classicism 

to art deco, and feature decorative 

Chinese fretwork around the doors 

and window frames.

Phuket’s Baba-Yaya cuisine is 

a similiar fusion of styles, infl uenced 

by Royal Thai, Thai street food, and 

various Chinese regional cuisines, 

especially Hokkien, as well as Malaysian. Flavours are more 

subtle and less spicy than Thai and aren’t as salty or sweet 

as Chinese and Malaysian. 

While mass tourism and a taste for pad Thai have posed a 

threat to Phuket cuisine, eff orts are under way to protect the 

island’s culinary heritage. Dr Kosol Tang-Uthai, of the Thai 

Peranakan Association, recruited 65 local chefs to help 

document Phuket’s culinary history, collating hundreds of 

recipes of unique local dishes to submit to UNESCO to 

nominate Phuket Town as a protected City of Gastronomy.

STREET FOOD
To sample authentic Phuket street food, make a beeline for 

the stalls, markets, food courts, and family eateries of Phuket 

Town. Avoid the ubiquitous pad Thai and Isaan’s som tam 

salad and grilled chicken sold around the island, and instead 

focus on local dishes. To ensure what you’re getting is 

genuine, say you want food that is Phuket-style. 

For a typical Phuket breakfast, try siew boi (dim sum) and 

khanom jeen. Head out between 6am and 8am to join the 

locals at crowded dim sum joints 

such as Guangdong-style Juan Hiang

(Chana Charoen Rd) and Boonrat 1

(off  Bangkok Rd, behind the fresh 

market), each of which claims to be the 

oldest at around 100 years. While you’ll 

recognise many of the dumplings and 

buns, they are sweeter and locals will 

slather on chilli sauces rather than soy.

Afterwards, try Po Lamai (where 

Satun and Dibuk roads meet), the most 

legendary of Phuket’s famous khanom 

jeen shops, for the cold noodles served that you drown in 

laksa-like curries and eat with an array of green and fragrant 

herbs. Across the road you’ll spot Pehteow Noodle House, 

established in 1949. It’s worth returning after it opens 

(around 11am) in order to sample the handmade Cantonese 

noodles in a broth that’s simmered all night and made to 

a secret family recipe. 

You’ll fi nd Phuket’s most typical dishes at the 1950s-era Lock 

Tien Food Court (corner Dibuk and Yaowarat rds), made by the 

original families who brought them to the island. It’s a typical 

“Head out between 
6am and 8am to join 
the locals at crowded 

dim sum joints.”



global fl avours.

Clockwise (from far left): 

a stall at the weekend market 

in Phuket Town; mee hun 

(stir-fried rice noodles with 

spare ribs in a clear soup) from 

Lock Tien Food Court; Sunset 

Bar at The Surin resort.
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hawker-style centre, the oldest in town, and is really just a 

collection of a dozen or so stalls under a tin roof. Many of the 

families have been dishing up their specialties for scores, if not 

hundreds, of years. At the entrance on the left at the Pae Lee

stall, three generations of hawkers have made o-aew, Phuket’s 

famous banana jelly dessert that’s 

beloved by locals. The lady at the next 

stall will be rolling popiah (pork and 

vegetable wraps) that she’ll slather in  

a sticky tamarind sauce, while beside 

her at the famous Loh Bak stall, an old 

family makes deep-fried snacks of 

braised pork and offal.

On Soi Soon Utis, an alley behind 

Lok Tien, you’ll discover a handful  

of historic food carts, including Mae

Sunee, a generations-old stall famous 

for its a pong, a crisp savoury pancake 

served with fresh greens, and a stall 

offering o-tao, the Fujian-style baby 

oyster omelettes brought to the island 

by the owner’s ancestors. Across the 

road, a lovely little woman called Jee 

Nguad specialises in kari mei fun, a 

light, creamy curry laksa-like soup, 

and cheh hu, a Chinese-Muslim salad, 

which has Malaysian origins.

On the corner of Thalang Road,  

you’ll find two of Phuket Town’s oldest 

Muslim restaurants, Aroon and

Abdul’s, right beside each other, and 

diagonally opposite another, Phuket

Muslim, still run by the descendants  

of the original Indian families who 

opened the doors some 60 years earlier. 

Choose the roti, which is made to order, 

and dip it in the rich chicken and beef 

curries heady with Indian spices such 

as star anise, cardamom and cumin.  

At Aroon’s, try the cha chuk, a frothy tea-coffee combo. 

At the opposite end of Thalang Road, the atmospheric 

Kopitamis is the spot to sample the thick, sweet pulled  

coffee that’s so popular with locals. Like many shops, it sells  

the old-style Chinese cakes, pastries and cookies made by 

Phuket’s best Chinese bakery, Keng Tin, on Phuket Road,  

which has been around since the 1940s.

If you're looking for a sit-down meal off the streets, look no 

further than Raya, housed in a centuries-old house on New 

Dibuk Road. It’s the best, and oldest, on Phuket serving 

authentic Phuket cuisine, and is often jam-packed with  

Thai tourists. The owner, whose parents set up shop some  

100 years ago, can still be found in 

the kitchen or at the bar checking  

plates before they go to the table. 

Order the gaeng poo, which is the 

finest rendition of this creamy crab 

curry on the island, and the moo 

hong – tender pork belly. 

BACK TO SCHOOL
“Phuket food is fusion food,” says 

chef Srichan Pitak, executive chef  

of the Anantara Layan resort’s Dee

Plee restaurant and instructor at the 

Spice Spoons Cooking School,   

as we trawl the Thepkrasattri fresh 

market for produce to use in our 

cooking class. “Thai food was very 

simple. Then curry powder came 

from India, stir-fry from China, and 

the Portuguese brought chillies and 

coriander from Mexico. Massaman 

curry was voted number-one dish in 

Thailand, but it’s Persian!” 

In his cooking class, I learn to 

make the spicy tom som soup with 

turmeric and tamarind, which are 

used much more in Phuket cuisine 

than elsewhere in Thailand. I’ll make 

the tom som again at the Boathouse

(boathousephuket.com) cooking 

class, along with gaeng som (tangy 

soup), which the instructor insists is 

Phuket’s signature dish, and eaten for 

breakfast, lunch or dinner with rice 

and nam prik ong (a spicy and deliciously oily pork relish).

What sets the cooking schools at the new breed of Phuket 

resorts apart is their move away from generic Thai. Even 

established resorts, such as Trisara, The Surin and Paresa

(paresaresorts.com) now feature Phuket specialties on their 

menus and at cooking classes, Paresa also offering guests  

a visit to Banzaan wet market, where few foreigners venture.

WHERE TO STAY
If money is no object, Iniala

Beach House (iniala.com) has

10 villas and an all-inclusive rate

that includes butler, driver, spa

therapist, treatments, activities,

picnics, barbecues and meals.

On a rocky point near Kata

Beach, Kata Rocks (katarocks.

com) has sleek, white lofts and

villas inspired by super-yachts,

with minimalist interiors, high-tech

kitchens and private pools.

Sala Phuket (salaresorts.com/

phuket), on one of Phuket’s

cleanest beaches, is laid-back,

with sprawling lawns dotted

with sun-beds, and pool suites

behind high walls.

Trisara (trisara.com) has lavish

villas with spacious decks, and

infinity pools with ocean vistas.

Designed by renowned

architect Ed Tuttle, the cottages

at The Surin (thesurinphuket.

com) are set amid coconut

groves; the best are slap-bang

on the creamy soft sand.

http://iniala.com
http://katarocks.com
http://katarocks.com
http://salaresorts.com/phuket
http://trisara.com
http://thesurinphuket.com
http://thesurinphuket.com
http://boathousephuket.com
http://paresaresorts.com
http://salaresorts.com/phuket


Clockwise (from top left): 

learn traditional Phuket dishes 

at the Paresa cooking school; 

Dee Plee restaurant at the new 

Anantara Layan resort; dried 

mushrooms, herbs and fl owers, 

part of a Celebration of Siam 

menu at Aziamendi restaurant; 

Zazada Beach Club’s red pool; 

freshly caught crabs.
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PHUKET’S TOP TABLES
Phuket’s new resorts have made an eff ort to feature Phuket 

specialties on their restaurant menus and use local produce. 

Your fi rst priority should be to sample the Thai-infused Basque 

cuisine at Aziamendi (aziamendi.com), the fi rst foreign outpost 

of modernist chef Eneko Atxa’s three-Michelin-starred 

Azurmendi in Spain. Located at exclusive Iniala Beach House

in Natai ( just over Sarasin Bridge, which links the island to the 

mainland), the restaurant, decorated with artwork that diners 

can purchase, is run by chef de cuisine 

Alex Burger, formerly of New York’s 

Daniel Boulud, with restaurant manager 

Behzad Davarkia and sommelier Fabien 

Etienne, from London’s Dinner by 

Heston Blumenthal. Guests select from 

three 14-course degustation menus, 

including Tribute, a retrospective from 

the Bilbao restaurant, and Twist, inspired 

by Thai fl avours and ingredients. At 

newcomer The Edge at nearby Aleenta

resort (aleenta.com), chef Alexander 

Bitterling, formerly of Brisbane’s Alchemy Restaurant & Bar 

and The Buff alo Club, has developed an eight-course tasting 

menu that largely uses locally sourced or organic produce. 

Back on Phuket at new Point Yamu by Como (comohotels.

com/pointyamu) a former Rockpool chef, Daniel Moran, directs 

the kitchens of La Sirena, a light-fi lled Mediterranean eatery, 

and the dramatic Nahmyaa, currently the island’s best Thai 

restaurant, where the walls feature goldfi sh mosaics. Don’t miss 

the Aussie chef's rich rendition of gaeng moo, accompanied 

by cold khanom jeen noodles. The menu at Thai restaurant 

Dee Plee at the Anantara Layan (phuket-layan.anantara.com) 

is divided into regional cuisines and features a handful of 

Phuket specialties. Try the southern tom som soup, made with 

turmeric, tamarind, lemongrass and galangal, which combine 

to give the broth its tangy, sweet and sour notes. 

The breezy Beach Restaurant at Sala Phuket (salaresorts.

com/phuket), overlooking Mai Khao Beach, off ers seven-course 

Thai tasting menus featuring island favourites and fresh 

seafood from the market. Order the Phuket lobster if available. 

NIGHT MOVES
Sundowners are best enjoyed by the 

sea, and resort-owned and stand-alone 

beach clubs are big in Phuket, despite 

shrinking in size following the clean-up 

that saw them pushed off  the sand. 

Those that survived include Zazada

(zazadabeachclub.com), where you can 

sip cocktails in jars, as you tuck into 

Thai-inspired fusion from the comfort 

of a beanbag by the red swimming pool, 

and Re Ka Ta (boathousephuket.com), where ‘Sunset Apero’ 

includes free-fl owing sparkling and canapes served in the 

library or poolside. In Phuket Town, you can eat retro snacks 

such as frankfurters and fi sh balls on skewers while sipping 

fresh fruit shakes with the Thai hipsters at the Indy Market

(Thursday and Friday nights; Limelight Ave).

Kick on at The Roxy, where you can catch some live blues, 

soul or jazz. Head to the buzzy Comics bar, whose lively crowd 

spills out onto the street, or try the whimsical Wonderland for 

its sophisticated vibe and top cocktails. d. 

“Sip cocktails in jars 
as you tuck into 

Thai-inspired fusion 
by the red pool.”

global fl avours.

Aziamendi at Iniala Beach House. 

Right: La Sirena at Point Yamu by Como.

http://aziamendi.com
http://aleenta.com
http://comohotels.com/pointyamu
http://comohotels.com/pointyamu
http://phuket-layan.anantara.com
http://salaresorts.com/phuket
http://salaresorts.com/phuket
http://zazadabeachclub.com
http://boathousephuket.com
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Just 20km south of Perth, the historic harbour city of Fremantle 

is enjoying a resurgence as a food-lover’s port of call. TV chef and 

author Anna Gare, a longtime local, shares a few favourite spots.
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Fremantle’s fabled

‘cappuccino strip’

isn’t really Fremantle;

at least, not the whole

story. You’ll still find

mussels and pizza, and

the cacophonous lure

of alfresco dining in

the city’s heart, but its

soul has spread into the

side streets, warehouse conversions and

natty enclaves to the north, south and east.

Anna Gare has seen Perth’s historic

southern city transition from gritty port town

via bohemian stronghold to tourist drawcard.

Lately, a quiet revolution by food-savvy

professionals and people with niche ideas

has put a new spin on the old groove.

But Fremantle’s offbeat character remains

– street art and upcycled planter boxes grace

streetscapes, and eclectic is the dominant

decor style. Plus, there’s the distinctive stamp

of European immigrants – Anna still loves

taking her family for old-school Italian,

but enjoys exploring the back streets and

pop-ups, too. “I love places that just do what

they do really well,” she says.

They’re easy enough to find in Fremantle

– just be sure to venture off the beaten track.

3GOODS TO GO
En route to South Beach, pick up

some treats at local bolthole Wild

Bakery (390 South Tce). Sample the

wildly popular pork and fennel

sausage rolls or, for a sticky fix, pick

up coffee and bienenstich (German

bee-sting cake). “Wild does a limited

menu really well,” says Anna of this

neighbourhood favourite, where chef

and baker Daragh Grier turns out

authentic sourdough loaves. They’re

great with the Beurre d’Isigny French

butter that sits alongside larder treats

like locally roasted Pound coffee beans

and house-made salted caramel. If

you’re smitten with the bread you can

also take a sourdough-making course.

CREATURE COMFORTS
For an iconic Fremantle experience, hit Little

Creatures (40 Mews Rd, also pictured on the

previous pages) on the picturesque Fisherman’s

Wharf. This giant hangar-like space, flanked by

stainless-steel vats, manages to be welcoming,

buzzy and slightly hectic from afternoon to after

dark. “If you’re lucky, you might even get a

massage from one of the waiters,” says Anna,

who loves its offbeat feel as much as house

brews including Bright Ale and Pipsqueak cider.

Woodfired pizza leads a parade of moreish pub

snacks, whether at a communal table inside or

on a sunny perch on the deck over the water.

2INDOOR STREET FOOD
Grab an unadorned table in the no-frills Cafe 55 (55 High St) and

recalibrate with some honest Vietnamese and Malaysian flavours. Fast and

fresh pho, laksa and noodle dishes such as bun bo xao turn this into a bustling

lunch hub for Freo locals, from Notre Dame uni students to city councillors.

“It’s a great, cheap and very quick lunch,” says Anna. “They’re really generous

with their ingredients, and their sauces are seriously yummy, too.”

1
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WHOLESOME LOVE
The giant Ootong & Lincoln (258 South Tce)

meshes laid-back Freo cool with a smart food

ethos. Upcycled and retro furniture set the

relaxed tone. Better still, the coffee is

bang-on and the breakfast excellent. Admire

the display of antique tricycles over baked

eggs or bircher muesli served in enamel

bowls. Fresh juices and chia puddings flag a

wholesome undercurrent to the menu, which

extends into one of the best looking lunch

cabinets around – salads with grunt, and

flavour-filled patties, frittatas and bakes. “It’s

a really simple concept,” says Anna. “Relaxed,

great coffee, and really delicious cakes, too.”
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PERFECT PIT STOP
Few have converted a fuel station 

with fl air, but the Di Bella Roasting 

Warehouse (312 South Tce) has 

nailed it. There’s not a whiff  of 

diesel in the space now inhabited 

by a sunny, elevated alfresco deck. 

“I just love the whole outside street 

scene,” says Anna. Take a deep 

breath at the take-home bean 

counter, where nine blends and 

various single-origin coff ees 

are showcased. The reserve blend 

changes daily, plus there are cold 

drip and aeropress options befi tting 

an outfi t that seeks to serve every 

caff eine-related proclivity. For 

a frosty variation, try the coff ee 

gelato by Perth’s Chicho Gelato.

7COLONIAL SPIRIT 
Maybe it’s the feng shui, 

but everything works at Barque 

Restaurant (125 George St), thanks 

to its surrounds, the dark timber 

and limestone that grace this 

colonial cottage, and the warmth of 

both the staff  and menu. The Asian 

lilt to the decor is refl ected in the 

food created by chef Gary Bennett. 

Cracker dishes, such as soft-shell 

crab with kimchi, and pork and 

prawn spring rolls, are stayers on 

his menu of share plates. Likewise 

the coconut-poached ocean trout 

and crispy fried whole fi sh. “It’s 

consistently good for dinner,” says 

Anna. “And the leafy deck is great 

for a late breakfast.” 

ALL-DAY SPECIAL
If beachside is the default position over a Fremantle summer, Bib & Tucker 

(18 Leighton Beach Blvd) is the rock-star park. Brainchild of ex-Olympian Eamon 

Sullivan and friends, it delivers much more than celebrity glamour and views. 

Mind you, the Leighton Beach vista does sparkle, especially over breakfast. Take to 

the deck or verandah for a green eggwhite omelette or the ham-hock hash. Staying 

for lunch? Go the charcoal-roasted Fremantle octopus. And when the sun goes 

down over the water, good things keep happening – rotisserie and chargrilled 

meats – think pork belly, skirt steak and ribs, chargrilled vegetables and deft salads. 

“It’s an all-round lovely experience, and the pizzas are also awesome,” says Anna. 

6



8SHINY HUB
A converted mechanics garage with long shared tables, Bread in Common (43 Pakenham

St) nails the zeitgeist in a way that’s come to be expected from owner Nic Trimboli, the man

behind other Perth favourites Il Lido, Balthazar and Gordon Street Garage. Part bakery, part

dining room, its all about inventive seasonal menus and a cluey team. “It’s a bit different from

anything else in Perth,” says Anna, who loves being greeted like an old friend, then treated to

smart service and even smarter food. From brunch through dinner, chef Paul Walker honours

texture and flavour in conversation-stopping share plates such as swordfish tataki with peas

and crispy mushrooms, or baked jersey milk ricotta with edible flowers (right).

9
COUNTER REVOLUTION
You’ll smell Kakulas Sister (29-31 Market 

St) before you see it. It’s crammed to the 

gills with aromatic deli fare – cured meats, 

cheese, oil, chocolate, spices and specialty 

edibles you didn’t even know you needed. 

Even whimsical local art gets a look in  

here  – think food-themed tea towels and 

totes. Anna loves that everything here is 

high-turnover and fresh, plus the fact that 

there are Bread in Common loaves at the 

counter. Be warned though: it’s hard to get 

through the checkout without succumbing 

to baklava freshly delivered by a local 

Greek cook, or some Turkish delight. 

locavore.
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11SPICE IS RIGHT
White-clothed tables, comfy 

banquettes and a tucked-away upstairs 

bar take Maya (75-77 Market St) from 

good curry joint to sophisticated diner. 

“It’s really beautiful Indian, perfect for 

a romantic dinner,” says Anna, who 

never passes up the Kashmiri naan 

(with nuts and fruit), and recommends 

any dish from the tandoor oven. Maya 

inhabits a heritage building on the 

main strip and has been a fixture here 

for some 20 years. Its three dining 

rooms lend it an intimacy that matches 

the made-with-love menu – regional 

Indian cooking meets local produce, 

from barramundi to wagyu beef. “You 

always leave feeling full but fantastic.” 

GAMES NIGHT
Being at small bar Mrs Brown (241 

Queen Victoria St) is a bit like being  

at a friend’s house – a friend with  

a well-stocked drinks cabinet who’s  

fond of secreting their wine list inside 

vintage hardcover children’s books. 

“People of all ages feel comfortable 

here,” says Anna. Expect a bustling, 

friendly crowd on a weekend night, 

while weekday evenings are made  

for pulling up a backgammon set on  

a lounge chair in one of two rooms (or 

the courtyard out the back) and making 

your way through a bottle of something, 

ably guided by the bar staff. Peckish? 

Bring in a burger from Flipside next 

door – it’s all in the family. 

10

12

locavore.
▲

PIGGY POP-UP
There are only four things on the menu at This Little Piggy (259 Queen 

Victoria St), but they’re good, cheap and fun. Pulled pork and handmade 

tortillas are the stars at this BYO pop-up, which moonlights in the space 

normally inhabited by cafe Short Black Sheep. From Friday to Sunday 

nights, This Little Piggy serves hot rolls, tacos and chicken wings on 

disposable plates with lots of love and no fuss. It’s made plenty of fans  

by sticking to what it does well – and offering nifty ice cream sandwiches 

for dessert. “It has a real buzz about it,” says Anna.



*  Offer valid from 6 January to 31 March 2015. Black out periods apply. Rates are based on a minimum two-night stay per person in a Heritage Suite 
on twin share basis. †One candle with Sodashi spa pack per suite. Other terms and conditions apply. EWV3903_DEL

Be tempted by a luxurious summer
experience like no other

Enjoy our Summer Retreat Package including:

� Dg_ ^YWXdc Y^ Q 8UbYdQWU CeYdU gYdX `bYfQdU `__\

� 1\\ ]UQ\c� Q\\ ^_^�Q\S_X_\YS RUfUbQWUc Q^T Q cU\USd bQ^WU _V \_SQ\ gY^Uc Q^T RUUb�gYdX�]UQ\c�

� Dg_ _^�cYdU ^QdebU RQcUT QSdYfYdYUc `Ub TQi

� @bU�TY^^Ub ce]]Ub Y^c`YbUT S_S[dQY\c _^ UQSX TQi _V cdQi

� 8Yc Q^T XUbc C_TQcXY c`Q `QS[ gYdX Secd_] ]QTU =YT^YWXd ?bSXYT cSU^dUT SQ^T\U†

Here you will discover a luxurious summer experience like no other

for just AUD 745* per person per night.

1c dXU g_b\Tc VYbcd 3QbR_^

JUb_ bUc_bd� Yd `b_fUc dXQd

you can mix luxury

with sustainability.

Be tempted by the 

delights of locally sourced 

seasonal decadence

Be tempted by the  

open space and  

refreshing outlook

Be tempted to take time 

out and relax

For more information  |  call +61 2 9290 9733  |  email reservations@wolganvalley.com  |  or visit wolganvalley.com

mailto:reservations@wolganvalley.com
http://wolganvalley.com
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SHIP-SHAPE
An unassuming side street is a fitti

home for understated boutique h

The Hougoumont (15 Bannister St)

The foyer-cum-lounge serves as a

hub where guests enjoy gratis win

coffee and wifi, overlooked by a

board with the names of the convi

who travelled to Fremantle on the

eponymous ship in 1868. Rooms a

fashioned out of shipping contain

and are decked out with everything

you might need. The compact cabin

rooms are good for the budget

conscious, but if you like a roomy

bathroom, go for a stateroom. The

hotel also has an arrangement with

nearby eatery Benny’s Bar & Cafe,

so you can arrange for food to be

delivered straight to your room. d.

BLISSED-OUT BITES
Fremantle’s alternative heartland has embraced

The Raw Kitchen (181a High St), a funky, cavernous

space in the city’s east, where plant-based, vegan and

gluten-free are the order of the day and dropping by just

for dessert is quite acceptable. Match your rich yet

halo-worthy raw cakes and bliss balls with raw cacao

hot chocolate, smoothies or rooibos coffee (pay a bit

more for handmade cashew, macadamia and date milk).

There’s even organic wine on offer. Fad? Apparently not.

Once a tiny cafe, The Raw Kitchen has successfully

transitioned into a warehouse space with its own

yoga space and food store, and it’s always busy.

14OUTSIDE THE BOX
The proudly wonky

woodfired pizzas match the rustic

decor at Box Pizza (134 High St), where

everything, from the pizza oven to the

chairs and light fittings, is handmade

from old things. Not the pizzas,

obviously – they’re built from a suite of

choice ingredients – pork and fennel

sausage, prosciutto, hummus, feta and

smoked eggplant. There’s usually one

meat dish, slow cooked in the pizza

oven. On Sunday afternoons (happy

hour is between 3pm and 6pm), BYO

vinyl to spin on the turntable, and sip

beer, cider or organic Swan Valley wine

from refashioned Bintang bottles.

13
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cooking school.

Enjoy some good old southern hospitality,

WA-style, at Foragers Field Kitchen and

Cooking School in Pemberton, WA.

GATHERERS
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Foragers Field Kitchen.  

Opposite: rare breed  

Silver Grey Dorking chickens.



IT WAS 2005 when tree-changers Chris and Sophie Zalokar, and their two children, 

swapped the bright lights of Fremantle for the natural beauty of Pemberton, located 

in Western Australia’s far south-west corner. With Chris’ background in building 

and his passion for artisanal craftsmanship, together they built luxury accomodation, 

crafted a 40-seat dining room with a large commercial kitchen, and set to work 

establishing a kitchen garden and raising rare-breed animals. They fi nally opened 

their doors in 2011 as Foragers Field Kitchen and Cooking School.

Sophie, originally from the Barossa, trained as a chef at Pheasant Farm with Maggie 

Beer and is just as passionate about her region and cooking sustainably in harmony with 

the seasons. “For me, food has always been one of the most important cultural things 

that connects people to place,” she says. “Aside from the spectacular forests, waterways, 

undulating pastures, orchards and coast, agriculture in the Southern Forests region is 

its major strength, which we love to be able to introduce to guests through our food.”

Sophie’s classes range from hands-on workshops to evening demos, focusing on 

foundation skills, such as preserving. She also off ers seasonal dinners through the year.

cooking school.
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Clockwise (from far left): Foragers Field 

Kitchen; produce from the kitchen garden; 

pork tonnato with pine nut mayonnaise 

and roasted grape tomatoes (recipe p 178); 

Laura potatoes with fresh butter and truffl e 

salt (recipe p 176); Sophie and Chris Zalokar.

“The food I teach and cook is driven by our locality, what’s

seasonally available and the culinary heritage of our region.”



cooking school.
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Clockwise (from far left): sitting down to lunch 

after a cooking class; Swiss chard; iceberg 

wedges with mustard salad cream, dill and 

pepitas (recipe p 176); a friendly Aylesbury duck; 

cauliflower puree with rosemary, Manzanilla 

olives and buckwheat lavosh (recipe p 176).

“For me, food has always been one of the most

important cultural things that connects people to a place.”



cooking school.
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iceberg wedges with mustard 
salad cream, dill and pepitas
Serves 4

1 iceberg lettuce

1 tbs apple cider vinegar

1/2 tsp caster sugar

1/2 tsp Dijon mustard

1/2 cup (125ml) pure (thin) cream

1 tbs pepitas 

2 tbs extra virgin olive oil

2 tbs chopped dill

Discard the large outer leaves of the 

lettuce, then cut into 8 wedges. Lightly 

rinse in cold water and drain well. 

To make the mustard salad cream, 

whisk vinegar, sugar and mustard in a 

bowl. Stir through the cream and season. 

Arrange the iceberg wedges on a 

platter, then pour over the salad cream. 

Scatter over pepitas, drizzle with oil  

and sprinkle with dill and freshly cracked 

black pepper to serve. 

laura potatoes with fresh  
butter and truffle salt
Serves 6

600ml thickened cream

6 Laura potatoes or other  

waxy potatoes (such  

as Dutch cream), scrubbed

Truffle salt (see Shopping list, p 178)  

or sea salt flakes, to serve

Place the cream in the bowl of a stand 

mixer and whisk on medium speed for  

15 minutes or until the butter has formed 

into a lump around the whisk and the 

buttermilk has pooled at the bottom  

of the bowl. Drain off the buttermilk, 

reserving it for another use (such as 

pancakes). Rinse the butter under cold 

water until the water runs clear, then, 

using your hands, squeeze as much water 

out of the butter as possible. Return 

butter to the clean, dry bowl of an electric 

mixer and beat again until light and fluffy.  

Place potatoes in a large saucepan  

of cold salted water and bring to the  

boil over medium-high heat. Cook for  

15-20 minutes until tender, then drain. 

Cut the potatoes in half lengthways,  

then, using a fork, ruffle up the flesh. 

Dollop with spoonfuls of butter and 

sprinkle with truffle salt to serve.

cherry & cinnamon  
buckwheat pastries
Makes 12 pastries

250g pitted fresh cherries,  

or frozen cherries, thawed

2 tsp arrowroot

21/2 tbs caster sugar

1/2 tsp ground cinnamon

1 egg yolk

2 tbs milk

1 tsp nigella seeds

Pastry

11/2 cups (225g) plain flour

1/3 cup (50g) buckwheat flour*  

(see Shopping list, p 178),  

plus extra to dust

11/2 tbs caster sugar

3/4 tsp ground cardamom

180g chilled unsalted butter,  

chopped 

To make the filling, combine the cherries, 

arrowroot, sugar and cinnamon in a small 

saucepan over medium-high heat and 

cook for 8-10 minutes until thickened. 

Transfer to a bowl and set aside to cool 

slightly, then place in the fridge for  

30 minutes or until chilled.

For the pastry, place the flours, sugar, 

cardamom, butter and 3/4 tsp salt in  

a food processor and whiz until mixture 

resembles breadcrumbs. Add 1/3 cup 

(80ml) cold water and whiz again until  

the pastry just starts to come together. 

Shape pastry into a disc, cover with 

plastic wrap and place in the fridge  

for 20 minutes to chill.

Line a large baking tray with baking 

paper. Roll out pastry on a lightly floured 

surface to 2-3mm thick. Using an 8cm 

plain round cutter, cut out 12 rounds, 

reserving excess pastry. Transfer rounds 

to the prepared tray. 

Lightly whisk egg yolk and milk, then 

brush a little around the edges of each 

pastry round. Spoon a little of the filling 

into the centre of each round, leaving a 

1cm border. Roll out the reserved pastry 

to 1.5mm thick. Using a 9cm plain round 

cutter, cut out 12 rounds. Place the 

rounds over the filling, pressing around 

the edges with a fork to seal. Brush the 

tops of each pastry with the remaining 

egg wash, then, using a fork, prick the 

pastry tops. Sprinkle over nigella seeds, 

then transfer pastries to the fridge  

for 15 minutes. 

Meanwhile, preheat oven to 200°C.

Bake pastries for 20-25 minutes until 

golden and crisp, then serve warm.

cauliflower puree with  
rosemary, manzanilla olives  
and buckwheat lavosh
Serves 4

1/2 head cauliflower, cut into florets 

(about 300g)

1 garlic clove, finely chopped

400g can cannellini beans,  

rinsed, drained

2 tbs tahini

1 tbs extra virgin olive oil,  

plus extra to drizzle

1 tsp fresh thyme leaves

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon,  

plus 2 tbs lemon juice

1/2 cup (60g) Manzanilla olives*  

(see Shopping list, p 178), pitted,  

quartered lengthways

1 tsp finely chopped rosemary and 

rosemary flowers (optional)

Buckwheat lavosh (recipe follows),  

to serve

Place cauliflower in a steamer set over  

a saucepan of simmering water and 

steam for 10 minutes or until tender.  

Rinse under cold water until chilled,  

then drain well. 

Place the cauliflower, garlic, cannellini 

beans, tahini, oil, thyme, lemon juice and 

1 tsp lemon zest in a food processor and 

whiz until smooth and combined. Season.

Transfer puree to a shallow bowl and 

scatter over the olives. Drizzle with extra 

oil and garnish with chopped rosemary, 

rosemary flowers, if using, and remaining 

lemon zest. Serve with buckwheat lavosh.



1. Roll out the buckwheat pastry and 

use a plain cutter to cut out rounds. 

2. Spoon equal amounts of filling onto 

the pastry to ensure an even size.  

3. Sprinkle pastries with nigella seeds 

and bake until golden and crisp.

Cherry & cinnamon  

buckwheat pastries



cooking school.
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buckwheat lavosh
Serves 8

You will need a pasta machine.

2 cups (300g) strong (baker’s) flour

1/3 cup (50g) buckwheat flour*

(see Shopping list)

1 tsp caster sugar

2 eggwhites

30g unsalted butter, melted

Semolina, to dust

Place the flours, caster sugar, 1 eggwhite,

melted butter, 1 tsp salt and 150ml water

in a food processor. Whiz until a smooth,

fi rm dough forms. Turn out onto a lightly

fl oured work surface and knead for

2-3 minutes until smooth. Form into

a log, cover with plastic wrap and chill

for 20 minutes.

Preheat oven to 220°C. Line 2 large

baking trays with baking paper.

Scatter semolina over work surface

to prevent sticking, unwrap the lavosh

dough and cut into 1cm-thick pieces.

Using a pasta machine, roll the pieces

of dough through the settings until 2mm 

thick. Cut the lavosh sheets to fi t the 

length of the baking trays, allowing a little 

space between each one. Lightly beat 

remaining eggwhite, brush over pastry, 

then bake, in batches, for 10-12 minutes 

until golden and crisp. Set aside on a wire 

rack to cool completely before serving. 

pork tonnato with 
pine nut mayonnaise 
and roasted grape tomatoes
Serves 6

2kg pork loin, on the bone 

1/3 cup (80ml) olive oil

1kg mixed red and yellow 

grape tomatoes

11/2 tsp smoked paprika (pimenton)

1 cup basil leaves, torn

Pine nut mayonnaise

2 egg yolks

1/3 cup (80ml) lemon juice

350ml grapeseed oil

2/3 cup (165ml) extra virgin olive oil

125g can good-quality tuna slices, drained

8 anchovy fillets

1/4 cup (40g) pine nuts, toasted,

plus extra to serve,

1 tbs salted baby capers, rinsed, drained

Preheat oven to 220°C. Using a sharp

knife, score the pork rind at 1cm intervals,

then rub all over with 1 tbs olive oil.

Season well with salt, rubbing into the

rind. Place pork in a large roasting pan,

rind-side up, and roast for 20 minutes.

Reduce heat to 180°C and roast for a

further 50 minutes or until juices run clear

when flesh is pierced with a skewer. Rest

for 1 hour, then chill.

Increase oven to 220°C. Place tomatoes

in a roasting pan and drizzle with

remaining 1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil. Sprinkle

over the smoked paprika and season with

salt flakes and freshly ground black

pepper. Roast for 10-15 minutes until 

blistered but the tomatoes still hold their 

shape. Set aside to cool. 

For the mayonnaise, place egg yolks 

and lemon juice in a food processor, 

season, then whiz until combined. 

Combine oils in a jug. With the motor 

running, slowly add oils in a steady stream 

until mixture is thick and emulsifi ed. Add 

tuna, anchovies, pine nuts and capers, 

and pulse until combined, adding 2-3 tbs 

cold water to loosen if required.

Cut the chilled pork loin off the bone, 

then thinly slice. Arrange on a serving 

plate and drizzle over mayonnaise. Scatter 

over the tomatoes and spoon some of 

their cooking juices around the plate. 

Top with basil leaves and remaining pine 

nuts, and season with freshly ground 

black pepper to serve. d.

THE HEALTH FOOD SHOP
Buckwheat fl our, a gluten-free, 

nutty-fl avoured fl our made 
from ground buckwheat.

GOURMET FOOD SHOP
Manzanilla olives, fl eshy 

green Spanish olives; 
substitute other green 
olives, such as Sicilian.

Truffl  e salt, sea salt laced with 
fragrant pieces of black or 
white truffl  e; substitute 
regular sea salt fl akes.

“Aside from the spectacular scenery, agriculture is this

region’s major strength, and we love to introduce it to guests.”

WHERE 1 Roberts Rd,

Angaston, Pemberton, WA.

Visit: foragers.com.au.

OWNERS Husband and wife

team Chris and Sophie Zakolar.

WHAT At this farm-based

cooking school and dining room

you’ll get to try local flavours

from the Southern Forests

region, pick fresh produce from

the heirloom kitchen garden

and learn back-to-basics skills

including bread baking,

preserving, cheesemaking

and charcuterie.

WHERE TO STAY

There are six self-contained

luxury chalets on site.

UPCOMING CLASS

‘Cherry Picked’ cooking class:

Jan 7, 7-9:30pm, $85, including

tastings and demonstrations

on how to pick and preserve

local Manjimup cherries.

http://foragers.com.au


Offer includes ZWILLING Pure 7 piece block set with 10cm paring knife, 13cm serrated utility knife, 16cm slicing knife, 20cm chef’s knife,
23cm sharpening steel, multi-purpose shears, knife block, plus bonus bamboo cutting board (36cm x 25cm). Knives made in Solingen, Germany.

OFFER ONLY AVAILABLE AT THESE PARTICIPATING RETAILERS:

NEW SOUTH WALES: Peters of Kensington - Kensington, Chef King - Chatswood, King of Knives - Castle Hill, King of Knives - Penrith, Kitchen Exchange - Rouse Hill.  
ACT: L & E Kitchen Master - Woden, Kitchen Mega Store - Mitchell.  SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Homewares Direct - Parkside, The General Trader - City Cross, The General 
Trader - Tea Tree, The General Trader - West Lakes, The General Trader - Harbour Town DFO,  The General Trader - Marion.  VICTORIA: Minimax - Toorak, Minimax - Camberwell, 
Minimax - Brighton, The General Trader - Eastland, The General Trader - Southland, The General Trader - Werribee, The General Trader - Knox City, The General Trader - Moorabbin DFO, 
King of Knives - Chadstone, King of Knives - Melbourne Central, Chef’s Hat - South Melbourne, Domestix - Brighton, Bamix Shop - Malvern, Gifted Homewares - Bentleigh.  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Harvey Norman - Midland.  TASMANIA: Your Habitat - Hobart, Your Habitat - Launceston, Your Habitat - Cambridge, Your Habitat - Eastlands, 
Your Habitat - Kingston, Medhurst - Hobart.  QUEENSLAND: The General Trader - Brisbane Airport DFO, The General Trader - Harbour Town DFO, Taste - Fortitude Valley, 
Marcia’s on Montague - West End, Executive Chef - South Brisbane, Coastal Kitchenware - Bundall, King of Knives - Cairns Central, King of Knives - Cairns Stockland, 
King of Knives - Chermside, King of Knives - Mackay, King of Knives - Maroochydore, King of Knives - Indooroopilly, King of Knives - Carindale, King of Knives - Robina.
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ZWILLING® Pure
Seven piece block set:

$399
PLUS: BONUS BAMBOO
CUTTING BOARD (RRP $74.95)

RRP $799
SAVE $400

ZWILLING. Passion for the best.
Since 1731.



On a recent visit to the UK, managing editor Shannon Harley swapped city buzz for bucolic 

bliss to get back to basics with chef and ‘real food’ campaigner Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall.

Cottage industry
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postcard.

I LIVED IN LONDON for four years, 

and many weekends involved hopping 

on the Eurostar to Paris, snagging 

a cheap fl ight to Lisbon or lobbing 

at a friend’s holiday house in the south 

of Spain, but rarely did I venture to 

other parts of the UK. In my hunger 

to dive into Europe, I forgot to take 

notice of the springboard I was 

standing on, much the same way most 

Australians have seen more of Kuta than Kakadu. So, with 

visions of Bridget Jones and Daniel Cleaver winding through 

sunny country lanes in a vintage convertible, I promised 

myself a jaunt to the British countryside when I returned.

There’s no vintage car in my real-life version, but after 

a takeaway Pret coff ee (which instantly reminds me why 

I gave up caff eine for those four years), I take an early train 

from London Waterloo to Axminster, the home of River 

Cottage HQ. Through the window, the scenery changes from 

grey fl ashes of clouds and slate-tile-roofs to green fi elds 

specked with wild fl owers. With all that sunshine and blue sky 

I could be in another country, but I’m less than three hours out 

of London on the Dorset-Devon border.

Former River Cafe chef, real food campaigner and 

sustainability activist Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall came to 

celebrity status for his focus on Seasonal, Local, Organic and 

Wild food when he set up River Cottage. “SLOW is the 

acronym we use to explain this idea and although it sums up 

the values, I hope it doesn’t also describe our dinner service!” 

he says. River Cottage started out as a television program that 

followed Hugh learning how to become self-suffi  cient. “It was 

very aspirational and I never pretended to be the expert. Many 

people connected with me on my journey because it wasn’t 

always easy. It was also great fun because of the characters 

involved – many who later helped to set up the farm.”

From its origins as a rented farm with a couple of vegie 

patches, River Cottage grew and expanded to permanent digs 

at Park Farm. Here, pigs, chickens and sheep roam alongside 

a serious kitchen garden, cooking school and renovated barn, 

where the popular long lunches are held. On the day I visit, 

we start with a locally made British sparkling wine and 

house-made sourdough with mushroom pâté, before hearty 

plates of slow-roasted local lamb with vegies picked from 

the garden. Dessert is a truly British aff air of steamed ginger 

pudding with elderfl ower custard. By the end of it all, I’m 

wishing I was wearing a pair of Bridget’s “enormous pants”.

“At River Cottage HQ, we serve home-style food in a banquet 

setting, dressing the room with long tables so that you’re seated 

among other diners you don’t know,” says Hugh. And when it 

comes to planning the River Cottage Christmas menu, Hugh 

says there’s no need to look far when he’s surrounded by the 

best of British. This St Clements polenta cake sums things up 

to a tee – it’s simple, rustic and made to share using seasonal 

(in a Northern Hemisphere Christmas) produce. “Whole boiled 

citrus fruits contribute a festive marmaladey fl avour. I’ve 

added blueberries too, which burst juicily as you dig in.”

st clements polenta cake with blueberries
Serves 12

This is a simplifi ed version of a classic Claudia Roden recipe, using 

whole, boiled citrus fruits, which are blitzed in a food processor. 

2 unwaxed lemons

1 unwaxed orange 

150g polenta

1 cup (100g) almond meal

2 tsp baking powder

4 eggs

250g caster sugar

200g blueberries

Place the lemons and orange in a saucepan and cover with boiling 

water until fully submerged. Place a small heatproof plate on top 

of the fruit to keep them submerged, then cover with a lid. Place 

over low heat and simmer for 1 hour or until the fruit is very soft, 

topping up water if necessary. Drain fruit and cool completely.

Preheat the oven to 170°C. Grease a 23cm springform cake 

pan and line the base and side with baking paper. 

Tear the boiled fruit apart and remove and discard any pips, 

as well as the stem ends at the tops of the fruit. Place the fruit 

in a food processor with the polenta, almond meal, baking 

powder, eggs and caster sugar. Whiz to combine until you 

have a smooth, thick batter. Transfer the batter to the cake pan, 

stir through the blueberries, then bake for 1 hour or until cake 

is set and just fi rm in the centre. Set aside to cool completely. 

Cut into thick slices to serve. d.
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Clockwise (from top left): happy 

geese at Park Farm; Hix Oyster 

& Fish House; St Clements 

polenta cake with blueberries; 

River Cottage kitchen garden.

WHERE River Cottage HQ, 

Axminster, Devon, UK.

WHEN The stretch of coastline 

from Dorset to east Devon is 

known as the Jurassic Coast. Its 

rugged terrain, which dates back 

185 million years, has earned it 

a World Heritage listing. Hiking, 

exploring and swimming (for the 

brave) are best done in summer.

WHY A long lunch at River 

Cottage, followed by a snooze 

in the garden make the perfect 

mini-break from London.

MUST-DO Stay at chef Mark Hix’s 

seaside-kitsch Hix Townhouse in 

nearby Lyme Regis, where you can 

stroll to the harbour for a seafood 

feast at Hix Oyster & Fish House.

HOW The train from London 

Waterloo takes 3 hours, followed 

by a 20-minute taxi ride (you need 

to pre-book) to River Cottage.
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The Estonian capital, with its UNESCO World Heritage-listed Old Town, makes for a 

fairytale Christmas, with medieval streets, historic cafes and a liberal dusting of snow.

10am SWEET START

Sunlight is in short supply during winter,

so ease into the day slowly. Tallinn has

countless cafes, but many don’t open until

late morning, anyway. Bonaparte (Pikk 45)

is an exception, however, and, even better,

the coffee here is excellent and pastries,

such as cloudberry cream cheese tarts,

are baked daily on the premises. Or warm

up with a brisk walk up the steep path to

Kohvik Matilda (Luhilke jakg 4), where the

room is spacious and the service friendly.

The cakes are all delicious and there’s

even pavlova if you’re homesick. On the

other side of the Old Town, the elegant

Maiasmokk (Pikk 16) is Tallinn’s oldest cafe,

which also boasts a Marzipan Museum

– who knew? – complete with hundreds of

exhibits and an in-house marzipan painter.

12pm THE GREEN ROOM

Sit down for lunch among the indoor

pot plants and creepers at Von Krahli

Aed (Rataskaevu 8) for a lighter, more

contemporary take on Estonian regional

cooking. Take a punt on a dish such as

herring tartare with chives, chat potatoes

and black bread ice cream.

2pm MEAT AND GREET

For a snapshot of daily life, head beyond

the Old Town’s walls. Keskturg, Tallinn’s

central market (catch Tram 2), is packed

with meat, cheese and smallgoods stalls.

And what’s not to love about a basement

filled wall-to-wall with pork products...

3pm SEE THE SIGHTS

Walk off all those smallgoods and enjoy

the fading light while you explore the

historic Kadriorg district, where you’ll find

Kadriorg Park and its baroque Presidential

palace, art museums and more. Just up

the road, Nop (Koleri 1) is an eco-friendly

cafe with a good vegetarian offering, as

well as coffee and snacks.

4pm WINE AND SHINE

By now, the lights will be sparkling in

Tallinn’s famous Christmas markets

(Raekoja Plats), so head back to the centre

of the Old Town for a cup of mulled wine.

6pm UNDERGROUND LOVERS

Established in 1937, The Gloria Wine

Cellar (Muurivahe 2) is carved out beneath 

the city wall. Walk through the bottle shop 

into a series of candelit rooms, where you 

can order wine by the glass and shared 

plates of cheeses, and cured fish and meats.

7pm TSAR ATTRACTION

For a night with plenty of Russian bling, 

book into Restaurant Tchaikovsky in the 

Hotel Telegraaf (Vene 9), where the blinis 

come with a choice of three caviars (the 

Osetra option will set you back a mere 

€150) and mains include beef Rossini.

9pm THE DARK SIDE

One of the most interesting pubs in town  

to sample a range of micro-brews and local 

classics is Porgu (Ruutli 4), an underground 

pub whose name means ‘hell‘. We’re not 

sure, but that might have something to do 

with the after-effects of a glass or two... d.

“The elegant Maiasmokk is Tallinn’s oldest cafe. 
It also boasts a Marzipan Museum – who knew?”

Tallinn

24 hours.

182 delicious.



THE ULTIMATE

ICE
CREAM
CAKE

SILVIA COLLOCA Easy Italian classics

JAMIE OLIVER Fantastic festive sides

VALLI LITTLE Berry trifle with a twist

DECEMBER 2014/JANUARY 2015 | VOTED AUSTRALIA’S BEST FOOD MAGAZINE

delicious.
WICKED
CHRISTMAS
DESSERTS

ENTERTAINING

MENUS
Our top 40 dishes

Mango, coconut &
macadamia ice cream
layer cake with chilled

lime caramel

Hayden Quinn’s
breezy barbecue

Party food made easy
Cheat’s roast turkey

Clever ways with
holiday leftovers

PLUS

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc, registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
*Paid subscription commences at conclusion of free trial period. 

30-DAY FREE TRIAL*

when you subscribe to the 
digital edition of the magazine



1. Perfect partners
For the person who loves to entertain, the KitchenAid Sparkling 

Beverage Maker powered by SodaStream, is a brilliant gift idea. 

Incorporating sleek design with functionality, this hybrid will be on 

every trend-hunter’s wish list. For details, visit: kitchenaid.com.au.

2. Daily greens
An indoor herb garden is a simple way to brighten up your kitchen 

and keep fresh herbs on hand for cooking. Decor Self Watering 

Pots have a built-in water well so you don’t have to remember to 

water them daily. Visit: decor.com.au. 

3. Big smoke
Superior Gold Smoked Salmon has partnered with master smoker 

Nathan Smith to create high-quality salmon that has been cured, 

then double-smoked, resulting in a rich fl avour – the perfect 

Christmas starter. Visit: superiorgold.com.au.

4. Rush hour
Lack of time in the evening doesn’t mean you have to dial your 

local takeaway. Combine Sirena Tuna and Rice with steamed 

beans, zucchini and asparagus for a quick and easy family dinner. 

For more information, visit: sirena.com.au.

5. French fl air
President Double Brie is Australian made but traces its heritage 

back to traditional French cheese-making methods. This smooth, 

creamy style is right at home on a cheeseboard with a selection 

of cured meats and olives. Visit: presidentcheese.com.au.

6. Kitchen hand
When chef Jacques Reymond, of Bistro Gitan, doesn’t feel like 

cooking, he orders Dish’d, an online service where you can order 

your favourite meals, from moussaka to mussels, and have them 

delivered to your door. For details, visit: dishd.com.au.

7. Coco loco
Break out of your breakfast routine and shake up your smoothies 

with Vitasoy Coconut Milk. This non-dairy alternative adds 

a creamy, nutty fl avour to cereals, shakes or porridge. For 

more information and spring recipe ideas, visit: soy.com.au.

8. Good as gold
Award-winning Cobram Estate 2014 Australian Extra Virgin Olive 

Oil not only tastes great in salad dressings, but you can cook 

with it, too. Use it next time you’re pan-frying fi sh or vegetables. 

Visit: cobramestate.com.au.

Agenda
The latest products from our advertisers.

3.

6.

4.

5.

8.

7.

1.

2.
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10 fast & fresh recipes  

in 10 minutes

Matt Moran’s sizzling 

seafood feast

Biota chef James Viles’ 

seasonal picks

Jill Dupleix revamps  

milk bar classics

Entertaining at home  

with Kylie Kwong

ON SALE JANUARY 19
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DELICIOUS OFFER:

SPICE UP YOUR LIFE
7 Dry Simple Easy Meal Kits

Delivered in Australia for $49.95

Go to website to purchase

www.redwellies.com.au

small group tours of Tuscany, Cinque 
Terre, Umbria, Piedmont, The Northern 

Lakes and a host of Hidden Delights!
Contact (03) 9018 6624 

info@italiandelights.com
www.italiandelights.com.au

i d

ITALIAN
Delights
TOURS

INTIMATE AND UNFORGETTABLE 
ITALIAN JOURNEYS! www.TravelWritingAcademy.com

Learn what it takes to be a successful
travel writer in just 12 weeks.

Diploma Course by distance learning.

FREE CALL

1800 217 970

THE

ULTIMATE TRAVEL
JOURNALISM

COURSE

Your one way ticket t
o

TRAVEL WRITING SU
CCESS!

Boutique Beachfront Huts
Mission Beach Queensland

www.sejala.com
Phone: (07) 4088 6699

www.missionbeachholidays.com.au www.thecookingcompany.com.au

NOOSA

Sh O Li

Kitchenware, Cookware and Tableware

Bishop’s Court Estate 226 Seymour St Bathurst NSW 2795 Ph: 02 6332 4447 

www.bishopscourtestate.com.au

Enjoy ultimate luxury and relaxation, allow yourself to 
be pampered with delectable treats and stunning wines 

from our region and breathe in the aroma of utter peace.  
It’s the little things that count at Bishop’s Court Estate.

SPECIAL OFFER 

FOR ALL  
DELICIOUS READERS 

Book 2 nights and receive  
the third night free during  

Dec, Jan & Feb.

Bookings by phone  
only.

Tasmania’s only third generation family winery  
invites you to try our award winning wines. 
Order online at www.pooleywines.com.au or at our 
Cellar Door located at 1431 Richmond Rd, Richmond, TAS

www.pooleywines.com.au 
Ph 03 6260 2895
enquiries@pooleywines.com.au

WELCOME TO POOLEY WINES, TASMANIA

http://www.sejala.com
http://www.redwellies.com.au
http://www.TravelWritingAcademy.com
http://www.missionbeachholidays.com.au
http://www.thecookingcompany.com.au
mailto:info@italiandelights.com
http://www.italiandelights.com.au
http://www.pooleywines.com.au
http://www.pooleywines.com.au
mailto:enquiries@pooleywines.com.au
http://www.bishopscourtestate.com.au
http://greenlivingaustralia.com.au
mailto:sales@greenlivingaustralia.com.au
mailto:info@eurovillas.com.au
http://www.eurovillas.com.au
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Cabramatta – A Taste of Asia

Discover...
Cabramatta, Canley Vale and Canley Heights for the 
most authentic and unique Asian flavours in Sydney.

www.fairfieldcity.nsw.gov.au 
#dishesof2166

REDEFINING THE TRADITIONS OF ONE 

WINE REGIONS

WWW.RUTHERGLENESTATES.COM.AU
PH: 02 6032 7999

PROUDLY REGIONAL     ESTATE GROWN
QUALITY     INNOVATION & PERSONALITY

Use this coupon code  
‘DEL01’ to purchase wine online and  

receive 10% DISCOUNT on your order.
Sign up to our Cellar Club, order wine  

and receive a 25% DISCOUNT  
on your first order.

Conditions:  Valid until 31 Jan 2015.  
One use per customer.

red feather inn

Take a break this summer, join us for one of our cooking classes or experience our rustic 

dining showcasing local produce and wines. Luxury guest house accommodation and 

unique cooking school just minutes from Launceston.     www.redfeatherinn.com.au

Welcome Summer with a Tasmanian gourmet foodie indulgence

Chain Curtain Fly-Screens

www.chain-flyscreens.com.au 

www.flyscreens.co.nz

morabon.com.au

by jac clark
art

http://www.chain-flyscreens.com.au
http://www.flyscreens.co.nz
http://morabon.com.au
http://www.redfeatherinn.com.au
http://www.fairfieldcity.nsw.gov.au
http://WWW.RUTHERGLENESTATES.COM.AU
http://www.quessniesfoodtours.com
http://www.portdouglasgetaways.com.au
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For stockists & product catalogue 
visit www.thebigchop.com.au

each board is handcrafted creating
individuality to last for generations.

A Statement of 
Style & 
Quality 

www.frostandco.com.au

SHOP NOW

All our frosted film is custom made and ideal to hide  
that ugly view or stop prying eyes.

Visit our website at www.frostandco.com.au
for full prices, designs and details.

Islington NSW 2296

02 4962 2992

www.crabapplevintage.com.au

Fresh Wasabi rhizome
- the real thing

Purchase online at 
www.purewasabi.co.nz
and good retailers

purewasabi
by Coppersfolly

Active journeys, authentic experiences,  
fabulous food and wine and a touch of luxury 
tel: 03 9486 5409

INDIAN ODYSSEY

Designed to whet your  

appetite and give you a taste 

of this intoxicating and alluring 

country, this 18 day journey 

is a marvellous way to see the 

very best of India’s highlights 

in a relaxed and luxurious way 

and within the pleasure of a 

small group environment.

Dates: 22 Feb – 11 Mar 2015

http://www.crabapplevintage.com.au
http://www.thebigchop.com.au
http://www.purewasabi.co.nz
http://www.frostandco.com.au
http://www.frostandco.com.au
http://www.zebrano.com.au
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STARTERS AND LIGHT MEALS

Bloody Mary baked beans (v) ...................147

Cauliflower puree with rosemary, Manzanilla 

olives and buckwheat lavosh (v) ...........176

Chargrilled peaches with  

green beans and almonds (v) ...............126

Chargrilled prawn & asparagus skewers  

with burnt orange .................................118

Cherry-glazed duck breast  

on brioche toasts ..................................115

Crispy chorizo & squid salad ......................89

Fennel, lobster & citrus  

salad in a basket ...................................126

Fig bombs (v) ..............................................92

Gamberi gratinati (prawn gratin  

with lemon and parsley)..........................74

Heirloom tomato & haloumi salad (v).........28

Iceberg wedges with mustard salad cream, 

dill and pepitas (v) .................................176

Jools’ chopped salad (v) .............................92

Laura potatoes with fresh butter  

and truffle salt (v) ...................................176

Panko & pea-crumbed snapper ...............116

Pea & ham croquettes with fiery aioli .......144

Poached rolled chicken  

with mango & chilli chutney .................124

Potato & pea salad  

with crispy pancetta ..............................124

Prawn & mango rice paper rolls  

with nam jim ..........................................142

Prawn, feta & watermelon salad ...............124

Spanner crab & green mango salad ..........28

Tofu summer rolls ......................................138

Tom yum prawns  

with green papaya salad .........................64

Tomato medley (v) ......................................86

Treacle & whisky-cured salmon  

with quick-pickled cucumber................122

Tuna tagliata ................................................66

Vegetarian nachos (v) ................................136

Warm potato salad  

with bacon pangrattato ..........................89

Watermelon & haloumi tabbouleh (v) ......112

MAINS

Breakfast pizzas .........................................136

Casarecce with chicken dumplings  

and parmesan .........................................46

Charred lemon chicken  

with barbecued corn & mint salad .......134

Cheat’s roast turkey  

with cornbread sauce .............................28

Chicken quesadillas with chipotle relish  

and mango salsa .....................................62

Chipotle pork with asparagus, baby leeks, 

oats and orange ......................................43

Grilled seafood platter with romesco sauce 

and herb crumbs .....................................58

Home-smoked salmon with kimchi butter  

and cucumber pickle ..............................60

Maccheroni alla chitarra con fiori di zucca  

e zafferano (hand-cut spaghetti  

with zucchini flowers and saffron (v) .......76

Moroccan-style lamb cutlets with  

rose and pomegranate ...........................60

Pollo in potacchio (braised chicken  

marylands with wine and tomatoes) .......74

Pizza con frutti di mare (seafood pizza) ......76

Pork tonnato with pine nut mayonnaise  

and roasted grape tomatoes ................178

Pub-style beef & watercress salad ..............90

Satay beef fillet with watercress  

and cucumber .........................................64

Sizzling sausage salad .................................90

The best summer burger ............................58

Turkey, avocado & crunchy noodle salad..142

INDEX
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Kaffir key lime tarts  

with mango (recipe p 70)

2014 ANNUAL RECIPE INDEX  
To download our annual recipe index, 

visit: delicious.com.au. 

http://delicious.com.au
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SWEET THINGS

Berry & rosewater trifle cake ......................68

Bocconotti (filled short pastries) .................78

Bombe Alaska mince tarts ........................100

Cherry & cinnamon buckwheat pastries ..176

Chocolate-glazed gingerbread cakes ......100

Christmas pudding ice cream ...................128

Coffee meringue with  

pomegranate sauce ................................98

Drunken, sunken chocolate cake with spiced 

cookie cream and gilded raspberries ...108

Gingerbread ice cream .............................100

Kaffir key lime tarts with mango .................70

Mango & rambutan crumbles  

with cardamom ice cream ......................29

Mango, coconut & macadamia ice cream 

layer cake with chilled lime caramel .......14

Mulled cherry pie with gingerbread  

ice cream .................................................98

No-churn ice cream 4 ways ........................66

Panettone, chocolate & cherry trifle .........144

Pesche al vino con crema di mascarpone 

(wine-drenched peaches with  

mascarpone cream) ................................80

Salted-caramel peach splits ........................70

Spiced chocolate cake with Christmas 

pudding ice cream ................................128

Spiced ice cream torte with caramel figs ..106

St Clements polenta cake  

with blueberries ....................................180

Summer berry layer cake ..........................104

Summer tarts ...............................................44

Watermelon, cherry  

& raspberry ice pops ............................138

White chocolate tart with cranberries  

in caramel ..............................................104

DRINKS AND EXTRAS

Apple & elderflower Collins .....................116

Buckwheat lavosh (v) .................................178

Mango & chilli chutney (v) ........................124

Rockmelon & tequila cooler .....................115

Smoke & ginger sours ..............................118

Strawberry & orange spritz .......................112

(V) denotes vegetarian recipes

Directory
Balloon Inflation ballooninflation.com.au

Basil Bangs (02) 9938 4759, basilbangs.com

Becker Minty (02) 8356 9999,  

beckerminty.com

Bloodorange (02) 9357 2424, 

bloodorange.com.au

Bonnie and Neil (03) 9384 2234, 

bonnieandneil.com.au

Country Road countryroad.com.au

The Country Trader (02) 9698 4661, 

thecountrytrader.com.au 

Dedece (02) 9360 2722, dedeceplus.com

Designstuff (03) 9592 2960, 

designstuff.com.au

Domo (02) 8354 6222, domo.com.au

Exhibit Interiors (02) 9281 4281,  

exhibit.net.au

Few and Far (02) 4441 8244, 

fewandfar.com.au

Francalia (02) 9948 4977, francalia.com.au

Freedom 1300 135 588, freedom.com.au

Heaven in Earth (02) 4423 2041, 

heaveninearth.com.au 

Ikea ikea.com.au

I Like Birds (02) 9331 5501, ilikebirds.com.au

Koskela (02) 9280 0999, koskela.com.au 

Lightly (03) 9417 2440, lightly.com.au

Major Minor Sydney 0409 686 252, 

majorminorsydney.com

MH Ceramics mhceramics.net

Middle of Nowhere 

middleofnowhere.com.au

Mud Australia (02) 9569 8181, 

mudaustralia.com

Papaya (02) 8571 7777, papaya.com.au 

Punch Gallery (02) 9810 1014, 

punchgallery.com.au

Resident GP (03) 9995 5925, 

residentgp.com.au

Riedel (02) 9966 0033, riedelglass.com.au

RM Hall (03) 9555 2844, rmhall.com.au

Royal Doulton 1300 852 022, wwrd.com.au

Saint Crispin saint-crispin.com.au

Seletti 1300 730 244, seletti.com.au

Sky Parlour (02) 8957 3639, skyparlour.com.au

Space Furniture spacefurniture.com.au

Spacecraft (03) 9486 0010, 

spacecraftaustralia.com

Stem (02) 9810 5222, stemonline.com.au

Stylecraft 1300 306 960, stylecraft.com.au

Tait (02) 9310 1333, madebytait.com.au

Top3 By Design 1300 867 333, top3.com.au

Urban Couture (02) 9571 8030, 

urbancouture.com.au

West Elm 1800 239 516, westelm.com.au

White Home whitehome.com.au 

Zanui 1300 668 317, zanui.com.au  

Thanks The Test Kitchen uses 

Scanpan cookware and utensils, Global 

knives and Cuisinart small appliances 

from Sheldon & Hammond. For national 

stockists, tel: 1800 209 999.

PRIVACY NOTICE  

NewsLifeMedia collects your personal 

information to assist us in providing the 

goods or services you have requested, to 

process your competition entries and to 

improve our products and services. We or 

any of our Australian related companies 

may be in touch by any means (including 

email or SMS) at any time to let you know 

about goods, services or promotions that 

may be of interest to you. We may also 

share your information with other persons 

or entities who assist us in providing our 

services, running competitions or with 

other companies who provide prizes for  

our competitions or reader offers. This 

company is part of a global media and 

entertainment company. We would like  

to share your information with these 

overseas-related companies so that they 

can contact you with special offers. If you 

would prefer us not to, please contact our 

privacy officer at privacy@newslifemedia.

com.au or write to Locked Bag 5030, 

Alexandria, NSW 2015. You can gain access 

to your personal information by contacting 

our privacy officer.

Rockmelon  

& tequila

cooler (recipe 

p 115)
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HappyCooking

The best 
dressed salads, 
choose Zyliss.

For stockists call DKSH Australia on 02 9425 5000 or 

email sales.consumergoods@dksh.com

Get set for summer with the Zyliss range of salad tools. 

From salad spinners doubling as serving bowls and oil misters 

or pourers for infusing and mixing your own blends, to cleverly 

designed salad servers which clip together to make tongs, each 

piece has been designed to make food preparation effortless. 

Entertaining this season has never been be easier.

www.zyliss.com

http://www.zyliss.com
mailto:sales.consumergoods@dksh.com
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This New York-based supermodel is hitting the food scene 
with her fi rst book, Robyn Lawley Eats. Here’s what she’s loving.

PANCAKES OR POACHED EGGS? Poached 

eggs, I love a savoury brunch. My favourite 

is eggs on toast with smashed avocado 

and Vegemite at Toby’s Estate (left) in 

Williamsburg, Brooklyn. 

THE LOCAL I CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT. Pies 

‘n’ Thighs (above right) in Brooklyn for the 

chicken biscuit – fried chicken between 

a buttery scone served with hot sauce and 

honey butter – it’s the perfect sweet fi x.

BURGER OR FISH AND CHIPS? If the fi sh 

and chips are amazing, I’ll usually go for 

that, but I do love burgers, especially 

from Five Leaves (top left) in Brooklyn, 

or The Spotted Pig in West Village.

MUSIC TO COOK TO? I love listening to my 

‘classic’ playlists when I cook, which include 

The Doors, Cream and The Beach Boys.

INGREDIENT YOU CAN’T GET ENOUGH OF? 

Truffl e salt (left). It’s my favourite scent, and 

can take a boring dish to the next level. 

BEST SPOT FOR A CAFFEINE FIX? Coffee is 

not the greatest in the US. In NYC, I like 

Ruby’s cafe in Nolita, or Saturdays in SoHo. 

Back in Australia, the coffee tastes so good! 

I prefer the little hole-in-the wall cafes. 

HOW DO YOU STYLE YOUR DINNER TABLE?

I like the rustic-chic look: think wildfl owers, 

mismatched antique plates and retro 

glasses. I buy my vintage glassware from 

Etsy, and I love old Mason jars.

MOST BIZARRE THING YOU’VE EATEN?

Haggis burger, in Scotland. It was 

OK until I started thinking about it.

BEST PLACE FOR SMALL BITES? Vanessa’s 

Dumpling House in Williamsburg and 

on the Lower East Side. The wontons 

with spicy sauce are super-tasty.

LATEST FOOD DISCOVERY? 

Creme brulee doughnut from Doughnut 

Plant in Manhattan’s East Village.

BEST MEAL OFF THE BEATEN TRACK? 

The Bahamas – I was taken to a beach 

where I had the freshest ceviche of my life. 

LAST WEEKEND ON EARTH – WHERE ARE 

YOU EATING? Sydney, eating all my 

childhood favourites, particularly meat pies, 

and wedges with sour cream and sweet 

chilli sauce. I can’t get either of them in 

the US unless I make them myself. d.

Robyn’s new book, Robyn Lawley Eats 

(Random House, $29.99), is out now.

Robyn Lawley

secret address book.
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DAILY BOOST! 
Natural

Antioxidant
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Always read the label. Use only as directed.

Grown, 
harvested 

and 

extracted fresh 
at the source

comvita.com.au

Olive Leaf Extract is traditionally used in western 

herbal medicine to support the immune system.

Taking Comvita® Fresh-Picked™ Olive Leaf Extract 

everyday may also help to maintain your general wellbeing.

With no added alcohol, artifi cial colours, artifi cial fl avours 

or preservatives – it’s great for adults and kids 2+.

Now also available in NEW High Strength Capsules. All the goodness of 

Comvita’s Fresh-Picked™ Olive Leaf Extract in a single, one-a-day softgel capsule.

Available from Pharmacies & Health Food Stores.

http://comvita.com.au


emirates.com/au

Take conversations 
     to new heights
See you in Dubai

For more information visit emirates.com/au, call 1300 303 777, or contact your local travel agent.

Hello Tomorrow
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